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L. INTRODUCTION
The	 Rotorcraft	 Digital Advanced Avionics	 System	 (RODAAS)
integrates a comprehensive set of rotorcraft avionics functions
into	 an	 advanced	 hardware	 mechanization	 for	 rotorcraft
pilot/system interface research.	 This document presents 	 a
functional definition of RODAAS.	 The emphasis is on description
of function rather, than implementation.
Major Sections of the document are:
RODAAS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION- This section contains block
diagrams, descriptions of system and computer architecture
and describes significant hardware elements.
MULTIFUNCTION CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS - The RODAAS Control
Display Unit (CDU). the Primary Flight Display (PFD),
and the Horizontal Situation Display (HSD) are des-
cribed.
RODAAS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS - This section describes the
functions that the RODAAS will perform. It is organized
by function.
This functional definition is the basis for the RODAAS hardware
and software design, hence any changes in the program hardware or
system	 functions	 will be preceeded by	 the	 corresponding	 ?
modification to this document. 	 {
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2. RODAAS SYSTEM CONCEPT
In 1982 the NASA Ames Research Center completed' a pro gram to
improve & icnics for general aviation by applying new developments
in computing and a4ising devices. The overall objective of this
Demonstration Adveoced Avionics System (DAAS) Program was to
improve the safety and dependability (schedule adherence) of
general aviation single pilot IFR operations without increasing
the required pilot training /e>:perience by es:ploiting advanced
technology in computers, busing, displays and integrated systems
design. The program resulted in the development and flight_
evaluation of an integrated suite of advanced avionics, 9AAS, with
a unique architecture that has the potential for high reliability
with low wei ght, power and cost.	 These characteristic=_ are
especially important for rotorcraft, as is the requirement for
single pilot IFR operations. Therefore, NASA initiated a.
procurement to duplicate the Ivey DAAS avionics as a fir_t step of
a technology transfer from the general aviation program to the on
-going rotorcraft program.
Although the basic DAAS hardware developed for general ayiation
aircraft is suitable for ratorcra.ft applications, some hardware
revisions are required for rotorcraft. Therefore, a detailed
description of the rotorcraft funr:'_ions is required so that the
DAAS hardware and softwo-e can be taylored to the rotorcraft
scenario. To simplify the transition of the DAAS hardware dnd
software from fixed wino aircraft to rotorcraft and to exploit the
unique capabilities of rotorcraft, the RODAAS implementation has
been planned in four phases, and the hardware is partitioned into
four parts corrresponding to these four phases. This document
prow-des the functional description for the rotorc r aft hardware
andsoftware function=_ that provide the candidate rotorcr=.ft with
the	 basic DAAS functional capability through the 	 aircraft
installation phase (phase II).
	
Subsequent hardware and software
modifications/additions are planned for the remaining phases. At
the beginning of each phase this document will be. revised to
reflect the status of each phase.
J3. RODAAS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The RODAAS is an integrated system. It performs a broad range of
rotorcraft avionics functions using one distributed computer
system, and shared controls and displays.
This section introduces the RODAAS function set, and describes the
system architecture and its components to provide background for
the detailed function definition of subsequent sections.
3.1. RODAAS FUNCTIONS
RODAAS Functions include:
Autopilot/F1'ight Director Modes
- Go-Around
- Pitch/Roll/Collective Trim
- Altitt.,Oe
- Alti4ttdg Select
- Altitude Hold
- Vertical Navigation (VNAV)
- Flight Path Angle
- FPA Select
- FPA Hold
- Heading Hold
Navigation/Flight Planning
- Heading Select
- Navigation (NAV)
- Approach (APPR)
- Glideslope
- Lateral beam Following
- Hover Hold
- Airspeed
- IAS Select
- IAS Hold
- Stability/Control Augmen-
tation System
- VOR, DME, TACAN, RNAV/INS Transponder
- Global Positioning System (Future expansion capability)
- 25 Waypoints, 15 Navaid Storage
Flight Warning/Advisory Syste=m
- Engine Parameter Monitoring/Recording (Instrument
Statistics, Chip Detectors, etc.)
- Transmission Monitoring (Oil Pressure, Oil/Hearing
Temps, Chip Detector)
- Rotor Speed Monitoring
- Aircraft Configuration
- Marker Beacon Advisory
- Airspeed Monitoring
Autopilot/Flight Director Monitoring
lit Fault/Warning Recording ,
J
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Horizontal Situation Display Presentations
- North Up Map
- Heading Up Map
- Hover
- Weather Radar
- Tactical (Future)
Primary Flight Display Presentations
r.
	
	
- Forward Speed Modes
- Hover
i	 GMT Clock Function
Fuel Totalizer Function
Weight and Balance Computations
Performance Computations
- Takeoff Performance
- Climb Performance
Cruise Performance
Arrival Performance
Data Link (Future expansion capability)
BIT (Built in Test)
Normal, Emergency.Check.lists
The autopilot is digital. The inner loops were developed under an
earlier. NASA Ames program and recoded for use in RODAAS. The
outer loop equations are a mi:c of DAAS and NASA supplied material.
The navigation/fli ght planning function computes aircraft position
with respect to an entered flight plan by using an INS position
blended with position information extracted from automatically
tuned VOR ? TACAN and DME receivers. (Global Positioning System
Future).
RODAAS includes extensive monitoring, with warning capability.
For example, the RODAAS system monitors engine performance,
aircraft configuration with respect to flight condition, and
informs the pilot of undesirable situations, The RODAAS computer
serves as P. GMT clock.
The fuel used value is obtained from fuel flow integration
combined with capacitance gau ge information.
The weight and balance calculations, and the takeoff, climb.
cruise. and arrival performance calculations can be quickly and
conveniently performed using RODAAS controls and displays.
4
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The 'PODAAS system wil-1 determine fin?1 and time required to fly
specific segment distances given altitude, temperature, wind data,
and engine power setting or rirspeed desired.
A Data Link simulation has been provided.
The RODAAS system will detect and locali..e its own faults via
built-in-test (SIT'). Provisions are also included for
troubleshooting the RODAAS hardware through RODAAS controls and
electronic displays.
Normal and emergency checklists are stored in the RODAAS computer,
and are available'for display at the push of a button.
These functions are managed via shared controls and displays, • and
performed in the common RODAAS computer system.
The following 'is an introduction to the RODAAS controls and
displays, computer system• architecture, and a description of
major RODAAS subsystems.
3.2. RODAAS CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS - GENERAL
The RODAAS system includes
Controls and displays necessary to manage RODAAS functions.
Independent safety pilot instrument installation.
These controls and displays of the control panel are laid out as
indicated in Figure The RODAAS pilot is in the right seat,
and the safety pilot is in the left seat. Electronic displays-the
Hori=ontal Situation Display (HSD), the Primary Fl.ght Display
(PFD) and the Control Display Unit (CDU) - are key elements of the
panel..
The HSD presents a moving map display showing rotorcraft position
with respect to desired course. The display is a 4.5 inch by 4.5
inch monochromatic Ball brothers 10.0 CRT raster display unit.
The display unit has 256 by 256 dot matrix; display capability.
P43 phosphor is used together with an appropriate narrow band
optical filter to allow operation in bri ght sunlight. The HSD is
controlled by functional control buttons and a atanual slew
controller.
The Control Display Unit (CDU) is the pilot's primary means of
interacting with RODAAS. Included are a keyboard at the bottom of
the unit and a set of function buttons along the top. The
function buttons include a set of page select buttons which
determine the information that is displayed. 	 Four menu select
buttons are located on the left and ri ght side of the CDU.
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The CDU uses a Sharp Corporation electroluminescent (EL) graphic
display.	 This thin -film EL display panel is known for it's high
brightness and long life.	 It provides a clear, thin display area
of 7.54 inch by 4.72 inch which has a viewing angle of greater
than 120 degrees. The orange -yellow display color (p'eak
wavelength 5850 A degrees) provides a brightness of 25 fact-
lamberts without a filter.
The CDU can display 26 lines of Z2 characters each. Line spacing
is 0.25 inch, character height is 0.081 inch, and character width
is O.o77 inch.
The PFD is a CRT quilt by Sperry and it will be made available for
RODAAS by NASA. The display is used for vertical situation
information and includes vehicle flight path.
The altimeter is an IDC Encoding Altimeter type 519-29702-571.
The vertical speed indicator presents rates of climb, or descent,
in feet per minute.
The Indicated Airspeed indicator receives airspeed information via
the basic aircraft pitat-static system. This airspeed information
is considered unreliable below 40 to 50 knots.
The Low Ran ge Airspeed System (LORAS) system provides accurate
airspeed information to the PFD for the Hover task.. It is
suggested that consideration be given to replacing the current IAS
Indicator with a LORAS Omni-Airspeed Indicator (CAI). For backup
a smal 2 inch IAS Indicator using the pitot-static system can be
mounted just above the OAI.
The RODAAS Autopilot Mode Controller is located on the center
pedestal, anc the Autopilot Mode Annunciator is located above the
PFD.
RODAAS engine instruments are centrally located and are accessible
to the RODAAS pilot and the safety pilot.
NAV Receivers are automatically tuned by RODAAS.
The safety pilot instrument set is independent from the RODAAS
instruments, and adequate for safe instrument flight with RODAAS
inoperative.
The safety pilo t's Pictorial Navigation Indicator (PNI) displays
aircraft maanetic heading (gyro-stabilized), selected heading and
selected course. Also, VOR and localizer course deviation,
glidesiope deviation and a TO-FROM indication are presented.
The RMI displays vehicle heading, and the bearing to selected VCR
and TACAN stations.
Air-craft master power controls and circuit breakers are located on
the overhead switch and circuit breaker panels.
7
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3.3. RODAAS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The RODAAS system architecture is presented in Figure
	 2.	 The
architecture is characterized by a modular computer
	 system
structure; i.e., multi-microprocessors interconnected by an IEEE
488 data bus. Each processor block in Figure ++-2, represents an
Intel 8986 16-bit microprocessor, 21; by 16 UV-EPROM memory, and 41'
by 16 to 16k; by 16 RAM memory.
Each processor performs a. function, and interfaces directly with
the subsystems associated with that function. At power-on, the
bus controller Central Computer (CC) CPU-1 takes functional
programs from the nonvolatile EEPROM memory, and sequentially
loads each processor at the rate of approximately 1 processor per
second.	 When all processors are loaded, the bus controller
activates the system.
	
The bus controller then mana ges buss
communications durin g
 normal operations.
There are four modification phases indicated in Figure .:--. 	 The
phase 9 pact::age provides a repartitioned DAAS system to achieve
the architecture pictured.	 The autopilot is also repro grammed to
control the UH-1H aircraft. In the second sta ge, phase I
indicated by the dashed lines, will add the automatic radio tuning
system, an e::ternal video input to the HSD, an electronic PFD and
a Honeywell consigned Laser Inertial Navigation System (LINS) to
the
	 hardware already fabricated. 	 Programming necessary to
implement
	 these chances will also be	 accomplished;	 i.e.,
navigation radio control and sensor conditionin g . This document
includes details on all modifications thro!a gh phase II which
includes the installation of RODAAS in a UH-1H rotorr_raft. Phases
III and IV provide RODAAS with more research flexability for NOE
flight, voice and expanded navi gation capability. These added
features are included for reference in parts of this document.
A portable TI Silent 799 cassette unit or any other RE-272
compatible device can interface with the bus controller to allow
load or modification of the functional software.
CC-CPU 5 is a spare processor. If processor CC-CPU 4 fails and
the bus controller detects the failure, the bus controller will
load CC-CPU 5 with appropriate software from EEPRO11 memory, and
CC-CPU 5 will take over the function of the failed processor.
Such reconfi guration could be extended to other processors such as
CC-CPU 2 .
 the autopilot. However, for such reconfiauration'the
spare processor must interface •with autopilot subsystems, which
requires additional multiplexin g of hardware. Reconfiguration was
thus applied only to a limited de gree in this system.
The RODAAS architecture is modular.	 Functions can be added by
adding necessary standard processor modules onto the 488 data bus,
and	 interfacing	 these processor modules with the
	
devices
associated with the new function.
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SL=ven processors (phase 0) are contained in the RODAAS Central
Computer. Unit. One processor is contained in the CDU, and one
processor is contained in the radio adapter unit.
3.4. RODAAS MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS
RODAAS system components, and their interconnections are depicted
in Figure 3-3, RODAAS System Diagram. Interconnection between the
RODAAS panel controls and displays. sensors, and the RODAAS
computer system is shown. The RODAAS Central Computer obtains
data from the radiu system (radio adapter unit), flight control
sen:,ors, engine instruments, configuration status sensor, and CDU.
Functional computations are performed on the input data and the
results sent, to the HSD., PFD, warning/caution annunciations, and
autopilot servos.
Following
	
is a description of the RODAAS major subsystems
including:
Central Computer Unit
Radio System
Fli ght Control Sensors, Servo Actuators
Engine Sensors
Configuration Monitor Sensors
Data Link
Ring Laser INS
Miscellaneous Sensors
Selected devices are depicted in Figure 3-4.
3.4.1. CENTRAL COMPUTER UNIT
The central computer unit performs the functions of navigation,
engine monitoring, fliaht control, weiaht and balance
computations, performance computations and maintenance test.
The computer unit contains seven 16-bit, Intel 5486
microprocessors interconnected through an IEEE 4e8 data bus
system.
Following is description of Central Computer elements including:
Processor
Input/Output
EEPROM Memory System
HSD Controller
Power Supplies
T. 4. 1. 1. CENTRAL COMPUTER PROCESSOR
The Central Computer processor, Figure 3-4, is designed to fit on
a sinale module. The 8486 Microprocessor, 4k RAM, 2k UV-EPROM,
interrupt controller, clock, memory chip-select logic, bus-buffer
logic, and 486 bus interface are included on the processor'module.
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The eoe6 is a 16-bit integer microcomputer. 	 It contains four 16-
bit index; registers.	 The processor chip can address up to 1
megabyte of memory. 	 The processor has adequate throughput, and
PLM higher order language compiler is available.
Each processor module has a 21; x 16 UV-PROM and 41; ;: 16 to 161:: .
14 RAM memory. Software required to load'each processor RAM is
located in the UV-PROM
Ultraviolet eraseable PROM is implemented using the 2k ;c 8, 22716
UV-EPROM device, and RAM is implemented using the 41: •x. 1, 2141
part.
Analog and discrete 1/0 conversions, and IEEE 488 data bus
transactions are controlled directly by the 8486 processor.
The Bus Interface Module (BIM) between the Intel 8086
Microcomputers and the IEEE 488 Data Bus is implemented using a
TMS 9°.14 Tallier/Listener chip, and 75160 and 75161 bus drivers.
The TMS 9914 is designed to perform the interface function between
an IEEE 488 bus and a microprocessor. IEEE 488 standard protocol
is handled automatically in Talker, Listener, or Controller
operational modes.
3.4.1..2. CENTRAL COMPUTER INPUT/OUTPUT
The central computer unit contains input/output (I/0) and control
circuitry which is summarized as follows:
64 Discrete Input Channels
48 Discrete Output Channels
64 Analog A/D Input Channels
16 Analog Output Channels
1 Video Output to HSD-CRT
6 AC input signal conversions including a demodulator
controller. 1 Scott ,-T transformer, and 5 demodulators.
1 Hardware Real-time-clock counter
1 I/O control logic, including BIT logic circuitry
1 Master clear detection and timing circuit and
other special power handling circuitry.
x.4.1.:1. EEPEOM MEMOEY SzySTEM
The Intel 2816 Electrically Erasable PROM (EEPROM) is used for
the nonvolatile mass storage in the central computer unit. This
EEPROM memory system consists of two card assemblies containing a
total of 4e EEPROM devices, with expansion capability to 64
devices. The mass storage, which is accessed by using a bank:
select arrangement, gives the system a base of 786 kilobits with
expansion to 1 megabit.
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3.4.1.4. HSD DISPLAY CgNTROLLER
The HSD display is controlled by ALT-°. „ display controller
located in the central computer unit. The ALT-512 is a complete
graphics display controller on a single S-10<, bus plug in board.
It contains its own refresh memory, TV sync and video generator,
and all I/O for the	 bus.	 Each display dot (pixel) is
addressable via X-Y registers and can either be written into or
read out. The board has 5i:: output and two input parts built-in.
The display field consists of two 256 x 256 x 1 planes. Either or
both planes can be displayed in various combinations.
3.4.1.5. CENIEAL,s COMPL.ITEF POWER SUPPLIES
'rhe Central Computer Unit contains system power supplies. 	 Power
supplies convert 28 Vdc input power to 5 Vdc (Abbott BN100D-5A),
and to 15 Vdc (Abbott BBN50D-15A).	 A 115 volt. 400 He power
conversion is included for ± 21 Vdc (unre gulated) and 26 Vac power
needs.	 A master clear generation circuit is also included in the
central computer unit.
3.4.2. RODAAS RADIO SYSTEM
The RODAAS Radio System provides the communication and navigation
radios for RODAAS computer and the system radios. The radio system
is composed of the followin g units:
Radio Tuning CPU
KFS 398/KTR 908 king Digital Comm
Audio Panels and Marker Beacon Receiver
K.FS 564/KNR 634 I::ing Digital Na.v
KFS 576/KXP 756 King Digital Transponder
Gable G3649/K.TU 709 king TACAN AZIMUTH/DME
Following is a description of these radio system elements.
3.4.2.1. RADIO TUNING CPU
----- ------ ---
The functions performed by the radio tuning CPU include:
-Tune the radios as commanded by the navigation system or the
operator via the CDU
-Process VCR/LOC/SS data received from the digital NAV
-Process TACAN AZIMUTH/DME information
-Generate a radio system status word
-Format all data for system usage
-Exchange tuning and radio data via the IEEE-488 bus
the radio tuningIn addition to interfacing with the radio units,
CPU also interfaces with:
Marker Beacon Receiver
Auto/Man Radio System Tune Switch
NAV/TACAN Bearing Select Switch
14
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Complete pilot control in a manual mode of operation is assured by
the manual position. A system interface diagram is presented in
Figure 3-5.
The RODAAS radio tuning system uses the processor assembly similar
to those found in the central computer unit to provide a fle::ible
interface for control and data processing. Communication with the
central computer is achieved via the IEEE 4eS bus. The radio
tuning processor receives tuning frequencies from the flight
planning CPU and sends them to the appropriate radios. The
received navigation data is processed and stored for bus transfer.
Radio information is exchanged on the 4eS bus at a fixed rate.
The Radio Tuning System provides monitoring of the VOR, TACAN,
localizer, DME and glideslope signals to verify that a useable
signal is being received. Valid flags associated with each of
these signals are sent to the RODAAS system via the radio system
status word, to ensure an inoperative sional is not used for
aircraft control. The marker beacon receiver is also monitored
and reception of inner, middle and outer markers shall be
indicated to the RODAAS complex.
The KNR 63:4 Digital NAV provides a video composite with either VCR
or LOC information modulated onto the 9960 HZ subcarrier, the
interface circuit identifies what type of information is present,
demodulates the composite, and digitizes the result. Glidei;lope
information is also available from the KNR 6.34 receiver. The
signal	 will be conditioned in the interface 	 for	 digital
conversion.
The radio tuning system has the capability to tune the KTR 906,
KNR 634. and KTU 709 remote radios.
	
The interface will simulate
the	 actions	 of the front panel rotary knobs by	 closing
increment/decrement switches electronically to change frequency.
The standby frequency only is affected by the tuning process. 	 To
change the active channel, the standby is tuned to the selected
frequency and an ac-hive/standby exchange is executed.	 The
approximate worst case tunirig time for a NAV or COMM sweep full
band is 250 milliseconds.	 To execute an active/standby exchange,
approximately 50 milliseconds is required. For the transponder
and TACAN DME receivers, approximately Z50 milliseconds should be
required for tuning and valid data acquisition.
7.4.2.2. COMMUNICATION RADIO
The RODAAS Communication Radio is the King Sold Crown III KTR 90e
remote mounted unit and the KFS 598 panel mounted frequency
selector. The remote unit will be mounted in the electronics bay,
while the frequency selector will be located in the pedestal (see
Figure •3-1). The KFS 598 has standby and active frequency storaae
capability.	 It tunes a frequency range from 119.0 to 175.975 MHZ
in 25 f.:HZ increments.	 Automatic squelch with manual override on
the frequency selector is also provided.
15
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Figure 3-5e RODAAS RADIO TUNING SYSTEM
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x.4.2.3. NAVIGATION RADIO
---------- -----
The	 Navigation	 Radio is the Icing Gold Crown III KNR
	 634	 remote
mounted	 unit	 and the KFS 564 panel mounted
	 frequency	 selector.
The remote unit will be mounted in the electronics bay,
	 while the
frequency	 selector will be located in the pedestal 	 (see	 Figure
3-1).	 Active and standby frequencies are stored and displayed in
"s the	 KFS	 564.	 Automatic_ channeling of a KDM 706 DME receiver
	
is
r also	 provided	 by	 the KFC 564 frequency 	 selector
	
The	 VOR/LOC
receiver tunes the frequency range 108.00 to 117.98 MHZ in 50
	 KHZ
p increments.	 The	 GS	 receiver	 is channeled from	 the	 localicer
frequency	 selected.
	 Forty channels of GS are available	 in	 the
E range of 329.15 to •3'38.00 MHZ at 150 KHZ increments.
	 As with the
comm transceiver.'this receiver can be locally or remotely tuned.
f
3.4.2.4.
	 TACAN
The IK'TU 709 remote TACAN Unit can be automatically or manually
tuned. In automatic mode, it is channeled from the radio tuning
system. The DME tunes 252 UHF channels, has a minimum output power
of 250 watts and a sensitivity of -?0 db minimum. The bearing
component has an accuracy of + 1 degree with a tracking ra ,_e of ,
20 degrees/second.	 In manual mode, the KTU 709 accepts tuning
commands from the GABLES model G3849 TACAN control head.
3.4.2.5. TRANSPONDER
The KXP 756 Digital Transponder is a King Gold Crown III remotely
mounted unit.	 It transmits on a frequency of 1090 MHZ ± 3 MHZ.
Transmitter output power is 250 watts peak pulse. The receiver
frequency is 1030 MHZ. The KXP 756 is remote tuned manually using
the KFS 576 frequency selector and control head. This unit may be
automatically tuned by the RODAAS system using the same techniques
used on the NAV COMM and DME radios.
The KXP 756 is capable of locating the user through the air,
traffic control system. Range and azimuth are established by the
return from the transponder's pulsed transmitter, in reply to a
routine interrogation from the ground radar site. When used in
conjunction with an encoding altimeter, the KXP 756 is capable of
mode C operation, and can be used to convey alti.tude information.
.4.t. FLIGHT CONTROL SENSORS, SERVOACTUATORS
The following flight control sensors, servoactuators are described
icoding Altimeter (corrected
Atopilot Servoactuators
.ng Laser Inertial Navigation
altitude)
System (future)
3.4.•3.1. € NQODINQ Al_ TIM€T9R
The encoding altimeter provides a pressure altitude signal to the
Transponder and also a corrected altitude signal to the RODAAS
computer.
	
The corrected altitude signal is the primary RODAAS
altitude reference. When pressure altitude is required it is
computed from this signal and a pilot entered or automatically
entered altimeter setting.
3.4.3.2. ALQTQF'ILQT	 ^ERVOAQTUATORS^
The RODAAS autopilot servoactuators are currently undefined.
However, a scheme similar to that shown in Figures 3-6, 3-7, and
3-8 could be employed.
The series servos are limited-authority, electrohydraulic position
servos that produce additive position changes in the respective
rotor blade pitch angles which are not reflected in stick or pedal
positions.	 Hydraulic power is applied to the series servos by
ener g izing the solenoid valve.	 With the hydraulic power on, the
rate of linear motion is directionally proportional to the current
through the transfer valve. With the hydraulic power off, the
actuator is centered and locked in position, makin g the whole
series servo a rigid link. The series servo packa ge would contain
LVDT's for sensing series actuator position that is required for
serves loop closure and monitoring.
The parallel servos are electromechanical rate servos that act on
the sticks, pedals and collective throu gh the bungees to off-load
the series servos. The servos have split shunt-type DC motors and
a, tachmeter for measuring rate for servo loop closure. Magnetic
brakes in the servos prevent creep in manual mode, i.e., when auto
or control stick steering not engaged. The servos have clutches
which, when disengaged, remove the bun gee forces from the sticks
and pedals.
:3.4.•3.3. LASEF: INERTIAL REFERENCE SENSOR PAQI'AGE
----- -------- --------- ------ -------
The Laser IRS system provides a strapdown inertial system that
performs all the computations related to position, course and
attitude and velocities. It is a high accuracy reference system
providing all attitude, body rates and heading data (magnetic and
true) needed for flight instruments, navigation and autopilot
inputs.
3.4.4. ENGINE SENSORS
The following engine information is sensed and supplied to the
RODAAS Computer:
E;;haust Gas Temperature	 Tail Rotor Chip Detector
Fuel Pressure	 Engine Fuel Pump Inop.
En g ine Oil Temperature	 Fight/Left Fuel Boost Pump
Engine Oil Pressure 	 Right Fuel Boost Pump OFF
Transmission Oil Pressure
	
Fuel Filter Clogged
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Figure 3-6o CYCLIC CONTROL AND SEFVOACTUATORS
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Transmission Oil Temperature
Rotor Tachometer
Enoine Tachometer
Gas Producer Tachometer
Torque Pressure
Engine Chip Detector
Enoine Inlet Filter Clogged
Transmission Chip Detector
3.4.4.1. EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE
Engine Air Filter Clogged
Emer Fuel Control On
Hydraulic Pressure L^!)w
Fuel Quantity Low
En g ine Ice Detector
Eng ine Ice Detector OFF
Eng ine Fire Detector
Fuel Flow Sensor
Temperatur> is taken from thermocouples mounted in the engine
exhaust diffuser section forward of the tail pipe. No electrical
power needed.
Z.4.4.2. FUEL PRESSURE
Transmitter is located prior to main fuel filters and the engine
driven fuel pumps.
3.4.4.5. ENGINE OIL TEMPERATURE
An electrical resistance type thermocouple measures temperatures
of oil inlet to enaine. Electrical power from the DC essential
bus is required circuit protection is provided by a circuit
breaker.
3.4.4.4. ENGINE OIL PRESSURE
The transmitter and indicator require electrical power which is
supplied by the 2E-volt AC system. A circuit breaker protection
is provided.
3.4.4.5. TRANSMISSION OIL PRESSURE
------------ --- --------
The transmitter and indicator require electrical power which is
supplied by the 28-volt AC system. A circuit 5reaker is provided
for protection.
3.4.4.6. DUAL TACHOMETER
A dual tachometer indicates both engine and main rotor RPM. Power
for the indicator is provided by tachometer generators on the
engine and transmission. The system is self-generating:
therefore, there is no connection from the helicopter's electrical
system.
3.4.4.7. GAS PRODUCER TACHOMETER
--- -------- ----------
The gas producer tachometer indicator registers ,FPM of the gas
producer turbine and is self generating requiring no power from
the helicopters electrical system.
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3.4.4.8. TORQUE PRES§^URE
The torque pressure transmitter is part of the engine oil system
and indicates torque in pounds per square inch, of torque imposed
on the engine output shaft. Electrical power is required from the
2e-volt-AC supply. A circuit breaker protects the system.
•1.4.4.9. ENGINE CHIP DETECTOR
------ ---- --------
A magnetic insert is installed in the oil system to detect metal
particles. A circuit breaker protects the circuit.
3.4.4.14. ENGINE INLET FILTER CLOGGED
A differential pressure switch senses a clogged filter and
provides the resulting discrete. The circuit is protected by a
circuit breaker.
3.4.4.11. TRANSMISSION CHIP DETECTOR
------------ ---- --------
Magnetic insert= in the drain plu gs of the transmission sump, the
intermediate (42 (degree) tail rotor gear bait and the tail rotor
(90 decree) gear bo;:. These plugs provide a means of inspecting
for metal particles.
•:.4.4.12. TAIL ROTOR CHIP DETECTOR
---- ----- ---- --------
Same as Transmission Chip Detector.
Tv.4.4.13. ENGINE FUEL PUMP INDS
If either element of a dual engine driven fuel pump fails a
differential pressure switch senses the failed element and
provides the resulting discrete to the computer unit.
5.4.4.14, RIGHT/LEFT FUEL BOOST PUMP INDS
Pump failure is sensed by flow switches which close energizing the
left or right pump caution discrete. Power is provided for
switches from 28 volt DC essential bus. The circuits are
protected by circuit breakers.
3.4.4.15. FIGHT FUEL BOOy§T PUMP OFF
No	 fuel flow is sensed and a warning discrete 	 provided.
Annunciation prior to engine start tells the pilot the circuit is
functioning. Power is supplied by the 23 volt DS essential bus.
:.4.4.16. FUEL FILTER CLOGGED
A differential pressure switch senses a clog ged filter and closes
contacts provide the appropriate discrete. Power is supplied from
the 28 volt DC essential bus. Circuit protection is provided by a
circuit breaker.
23
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33.4.4.17. ENGINE AIR FILTER CLOC3GED
A differential pressure switch senses the clogged filter and
provides the associated discrete to the computer unit. Power is•
supplied by the 28 volt DC essential bus. A circuit breaker
protects the circuit.
3.4.4.18. EMER FUEL CONTROL ON
A discrete is provided to alert the pilot that the EMER FUEL
control is on. Power is supplied from the 23 volt DC bus and
circuit protection is provided by a circuit breaker.
3.4.4.19. HYDRAULIC PRESSURE LOW
A discrete indicating that the hydraulic pressure is low is
provided by a pressure switch. Electrical power is supplied by the
23 volt DC essential bus. A circuit breaker protects the circuit.
3.4.4.20. FUEL QUANTITY LOW
---- -------- ---
A fuel quantity sensor in the left fuel tank turns on a discrete
when 20 minutes of fuel remains in the tank. Power for the
discrete is supplied by the 28 volt DC essential bus. The circuit
is protected by a circuit breaker.
3.4.4.21. ENGINE IC -e DETECTOR
------ --- --------
The detector senses ice in the engine air intake and issues • a
discrete. The detector is supplied with electrical power from 28
volt DC essential bus. Circuit protection is provided by a
circuit breaker.
3.4.4.2. ENGINE ICE' DETECTOR OFF
------ --- --------
The engine ice detector discrete indicates if the circuit breaker
is out, the probe is clogged or when there is an electrical
malfunction. Power is supplied from the 28 vo.lt DC •essential bus.
3.4.4.2. ENGINE FIRE DETECTOR
------ FIRE --------
Fire detector units are strate g ically placed around the en g ine and
attached to the engine cowling. The fire light and the detectors
are supplied power by the 28 volt DC essential bus.
3.4.4.24. FUEL FLOW SENSOR
---- ---- ------
The RODAAS Fuel Flow Sensor is the Flo Scan 200 Turbine Flow
Transducer.
Series 200 turbine flow transducers measure flows by hydrocarbon
fuels such as gasoline, kerosene, and No. 2 diesel fuel and other
light transmitting, non-corrosive liquids of .similar viscosity.
24
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The transducers give linear signals on gasoline across a 100-to-1
flow ranae down to 0.7 GPH. The transducers produce a current
pulse signal from an opto-electronic pickup.
3.4.5. CONFIGURATION STATUS SENSORS
The following conditions are sensed and input to the RODAAS
computer to be used for status correlation and displaying warn ino
to the pilot as necessary.
CABIN DOORS - Switches are included to sense whether or not the
doors are latched and secure.
BIT ENABLE - Ignition lack. ,rotor RPM and throttle at stop are
used to indicate on ground state. The BIT enable state is required
to perform the built in test checks.
RADAR ALTITUDE - Radar altitude validity status monitoring is
provided.
ExTERNAL POWER - Indication of external power connection is
provided.
3.4.6. MISCELLANEOUS SENSORS
RODAAS True Airspeed (TAS), Outside Air Temperature (OAT), total
airspeed and atmospheric pressure (millibar) are provided by a
PACER LORAS (Low Range Airspeed Sensor) system.
3.4.6.1. TAS SENSOR
This output from the LORAS system provides accurate true airspeed
from 0 KT to 200 KTS. with accuracies of + 2 KTS to _+ 4 KTS
respectively.
5.4.6.2. OAT SENSOR
This output from the LORAS system provides temperature in decrees
centigrade in the range -55 degrees C to +54 degrees C with an
accuracy of ± 2 degrees C.
3.4.6..x, PRESSURE SENSOR.
-------- ------
The pressure output of the LORAS system provides barometric
pressure in the ran ge of 400 mb to 1104 mb with an accuracy of
a- 10 mb. (11.81 in to 32.48 in + 0.3 in).
3.4.7. DATA LINK
A demonstration simulation for the Data Link is included in the
RODAAS system. This function as described in paragraph 5.9, is
mechanized in CC CPU-6 and interfaces with the CDU display.
25
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3.5. RODAAS'POWER DISTRIBUTION
The UH-1H power distribution system is illustrated in Figure "-9.
The RODAAS power comes from the aircraft essential DC distribution
bus and is backed up by a dedicated RODAAS battery, resulting in
uninterrupted DC power.
When the RODAAS system circuit brea4::er is pulled, the RODAAS
battery and correspondingly the RODAAS system, is disconnected
from the aircraft bus so power cart or engine start transients are
avoided. When the essential bus is powered, the RODAAS battery is
connected and will be char ged if it is low. The RODAAS system is
diode coupled to the essential load distribution bus, so it is not
used for starting and low-voltage transients will not propagate to
the RODAAS system. The RODAAS battery may be disconnected from
the essential bus at any time by pulling the RODAAS battery
circuit break:er.
Aircraft and RODAAS power controls are located on the overhead
switch panels. The RODAAS locking power switch is located on the
right lower overhead switch panel.	 The guarded preflight-normal
switch is located on the left lower overhead switch panel. 	 The
purpose of this switch is to allow the use of the RODAAS system
for preflight flight planning with minimum battery drain. The
RODAAS battery supplies the power for this function when the
aircraft battery switch is off. With the RODAAS power switch ON
and the preflight-normal switch in the PREFLIGHT position, the
power is supplied only to the RODAAS computer, CDU, HSD, PFD and
LINS. In the NORMAL position, power is also supplied to the servo
actuators, mode select panel and RAU.
The overhead circuit brea4.er panel also provides circuit breakers
to protect circuits associated with RODAAS components.
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Figure 3-93 RODAAS SIMPLIFIED POWER DISTRIBUTION
OF POOL QUALITY
1/C CC BUS	 ,
4. RODAAS MULTIFUNCTION CONTROLS AND DISPLAYSa CDU, HSD & PFD
The RODAAS system employs multifunction controls and electronic
displays including a Control Display Unit (CDU), a Primary Flight
Display (PFD) and a Hori_ontal Situation Displa y (HSD). These
multifunction controls and displays are involved in many of the
RODAAS functions and are thus introduced here preliminary to
discussion of the individual functions in section 5.0.
4.1. CONTROL DISPLAY UNIT DESCRIPTION
The RODAAS CDU is shown in Figure 4-1.
	
Two rows of push buttons
located across the top of the device are-1) NAV function controls,
and 2) display page select buttons.	 Data entry keyboard and
special controls are located below the CDU display.
The following paragraphs provide a description of the CDU controls
and displays.
4.1.1. NAV FUNCTION CONTROLS
The NAV function controls, located above the CDU display provide
select commands to the navigation system. These selection commands
are described more fully in section 5.0
4.1.2. PAGE SELECT BUTTONS
The page select buttons above the CDU display are used to call 'up
various function display pages.
4.1.3. CONTROL UNIT DISPLAY	 1
The CDU uses a Sharp Corporation electroluminescent (EL) graphic
display.
	
This advanced thin-film EL display panel is known for
it's hi gh brightness and long life.	 It provides a clear, thin
display area of :3.54 inch by 4.73 inch which has a viewing angle
of greater than 120 degrees. 	 The orange-yellow display color
(peal: wavelength 5850 A degrees) provides a brightness of 25 fdot-	 f
lamberts without a filter.	 The display general layout is shown
in Figure 4-1.
The CDU can display 26 lines of Z2 characters each.	 Available
characters are presented in Figure 4-2. Line spacing is 4.25
inch, character hei ght is 0.081 inch, and character width is 0.077
inch.
The display top line `.s reserved for the label or title of the
page and the page number. 	 The second line can be used for any
desired text.	 The lower left hand corner, 10 characters wide is
reserved for data entry scratchpad. 	 The remainder of the lower
two lines are reserved for warning and error messages.
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Figure 4-2s CDU CHARACTER SET DEFINITION
Standard page formats have been defined for the CDU display.
These are shown in Figure 4-3 and discussed in section 4.1.7.
4.1.4. CDU BEZEL BUTTONS
The bezel pushbuttons use RE-AL TACTb-MEM membrane switches
cunfigured in a 1 X 4 layout. These buttons provide tactile feel
and long life, while maintaining temperature resistance. The
TACTI-MEM switches are mounted on the console using a pressure
sensitive adhesive and if required, could be operate on a curved
surface.
The bezel buttons are used in data entry and function or toggle
switching. The bezel buttons and their touchpoint functions are
independent and may be arranged in any format. These uses are
described in later paragraphs.
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Figure 4-3a CDU DISPLAY PAGE FORMATS
0Er^i < tau,`-i i
LABEL-- 20 CHAR	 P X OF XX .
TEXT -- 32 CHARACTERS
DUAL PARAMETER--w.	 TEXT-12 CHAR *
DATA ENTRY	 DATA ENTRY
10 CHARFUNCT ION
^DATA ENTRY^. *.	 * FUNCTION SW .^"^I SWITCH .
ARROW	 12 CHAR
* TEXT-12 CHAR
FUNCTION ^ .	 EEL SELECT
SWITCHING	 7 CHAR
TOGGLE SW .rt---TOGGLE
10 CHAR	 SWITCH
• WARNINGS -- 32 CHARACTERS
	
• SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS .
CDU TOUCHPOINT DISPLAY — STANDARD FORMATS
LABEL-- 24 CHAR
	 P X OF XX .
TEXT -- 32 CHARACTERS
* WIND DIR/SPD
240 DEC
20 KTS
* GMT SET
	 * SYSTEM TEST .
4009	 INITIATE
** CRS 1/CRS 2
SEL 20 1) DEG
174) DEG
*	 * MDA OR DH
? NO
YES
WARNINGS — 32 CHARACTERS
	
SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS .
CDU TOUCHPOINT SWITCHING — EXAMPLES
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Figure 4-41 CDU DISPLAY PAGE FORMATS (Cant)
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LABEL 20 CHAR
	 P X OF XX .
TEXT 72 CHARACTERS
19 CHARACTERS	 9 CHAR
•	 1	 •
WARNINGS -- 32 CHARACTERS
SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS
CHECKLIST FORMAT
LABEL 20 CHAR	 P X OF XX
1 19 CHARACTERS
	
S CHAR
2
T
4
5
6
7
S
9
1U
11
12
WARNINGS -- Z2 CHARACTERS
SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS .
TABULATED DATA FORMAT
,,1
PRESTART ENG CHKLIST P 1 OF 2 .
SEATS AND PEDALS ..... CHECKR
BELTS AND HARNESS .... FASTEN
CNTRL FRICTIONS ...... OFF
FLIGHT CONTROLS ....... CHECK
AC BREAKERS.. .......IN
AVIONICS EOUIF ........ OFF
GOV SWITCH ........... AUTO
DE-ICE SWITCH........ OFF
FUEL SWITCHES ........ OFF
HYD CONTROL .......... ON
FORCE TRIM ........... ON
SYSTEM INST .......... CHECK
EXTERNAL POWER CONNECTED
NAVAID SUMMARY P	 1	 OF	 - .
NO ID FRED? LAT LONG
1 FGT 115.7 N4437.9 W09310.9
2 GEP 117.: I44513.6 W0932Q.5
7 FCM 111.3 x+14446.5 W09'29.4
4 MSP 110.3-
5
6
7
8
9
10
4.1.5. CDU KEYBOARD
The CDU keyboard, Figure 4-:;, allows both alpha and numeric
character entry.	 Each key has one numeral and three alpha
characters. Alpha character entry requires two button pushes.
First one must press the key with the triad of alpha characters
that includes the desired alpha character, and then press one of
the three post designation keys to select the 1st, 2nd, 3rd alpha
character of the triad.
	 The software assumes a numeric entry
unless a post designator is pressed.	 Thus, no post designator is
required for numeric entry.	 The three keys along the bottom are
the post.designators.
Back apace, enter, and clear keys operate as follows:
BACKSPACE - Used to backspace in scratchpad tSPAD) data entry
operation for error correction.
ENTER - Transfers data from scratchpad to entered data.
CLEAR - The action taken when the CLR entry key is
depends on the state of the CDU display when depressed.
ABC EEF 741
F 4	 MNO PQR
F TU VWX 9
7+'  0 C 7LR rBTK
aFm 7 ENTR
Figure 4-5: KEYBOARD LAYOUT
depressed
4.1.6. CDU MISCELLANEOUS CONTROLS
The four controls below the CDU display (Figure 4-1) have these
functions:
BACK-FWD - Changes page selection to the previous pa g e or the ne;:t
page in a sequence. If the last in a sequence is encountered, a.
next page selection will call up the -First page in the sequence.
WRN ACK - Used to acknowledge warning messages, remove the
message, and e;ztinguish the warning light.
DIM - The DIM control varies the 'Light intensity for night
li ghting of the 1kkyboard, all CDU NAV and page select buttons and
the HSD control buttons.
DEC/INC - The DEC/INC control provides a means to decrement or
increment a selected data entry variable. This allows the data
variable to be chanced-rapidly without entering through the data
entry keyboard.	 Units of increment/decrement are determined by
the data position selected.
4.1.7. CDU DATA ENTRY
For pilot convenience, data entry on a. page sequences
automatically down the left side of the page and then down the
-fight side. When the pilot touches a, data entry touchpoint, a data
entry arrow ap pears on the screen at the item to be entered.
After the pilot enters that item, the arrow moves to the next data
entry location. When all re^ated data on the page is entered the
arrow disappears. Data entry may also be accomplished in a. random
order supply by selecting the entry touchpoint and enterin g the
desired data.
Data can be entered one parameter per touchpoint (single parameter
Bata entry) or two parameters per touchpaint (dual para.meter data
entry). See Fiyure 4-Z and 4-4 for examples.
The touchpoints may also be used for activating functions or
tog gling between data items. For function switching a bezel button
activates a function, eg., selects a. page or selects a function.
For toggling, activation of the touchpoint causes a "carrot" to
toggle between the selected data items. For example, a touchpaint
may toggle! between MDA and DH active or not active mode.
4.1.7.1. SINGLE PARAMETER DATA ENTRY
------ --------- ---- -----
Pressing a touchpoint wil y. cause the arrow to point to the entry
(see standard format, Figure 4-').	 The current contents of the
entry selected will be copied to the scratchpad.	 This data may
then be slewed, usin g the DEC/INC knob.	 If data is entered via
the keyboard, the scratch pad will be cleared and entered data
will be displayed.	 To conclude entry, push the ENTR key. If the
data is valid it will be entered.
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If data is found to be not valid, the arrow stays and an error
message is displayed. Entry of blanks will leave data in the
variable space lunchanged. Touching the same touchpoint %tgain will
cause the arrow to disappear.
If no entry is desired, depressing tho keyboard clear button (CUR),
with the scratchpad cleared will cause the entry to change to its
power-ttp value.
When no entry arrow exists, no data entry error or system
operation error message is displayed and the SFAD is clear, the
CLR entry is ignored.
When a value exists in the SFAD, but no warning or error message
exists, selection of the CLR entry will clear the SFAD, but leave
the data entry arrow unaffected.
When a data entry error me=_sage exists along with the erroneous
entry in SFAD, selection of the CLR entry will clear the SFAD and
the error message, leave the entry arrow unaffected, and enable
further entries.
When a system operation error message =_xista (discussed in a later
paragraph), selection of the CLR, entry key will clear the error
message and enable further entries into the system.
4.1.7.2. DUAL PARAMETER DATA ENTRY
---- --------- ---- -----
The touchpoint be-al button will produce an arrow (Figure 4=3)
which will point to the first entry. It will toggle with
subsequent touches.
Data is entered the same as for single parameter entry. On entry
of the first parameter, the arrow will move to the second line.
On entry of the second line, the arrow will proceed to the next
data entry and entry is considered complete.
	 Blanks will be a
valid entry and will imply that data in the selected entry is not
to be chanced.	 "No entry" can be effected in the same way as
stated above for single parameter data entry.
When a valid entry is made at a touchpoint_, the entry will be
transferred to its indicated position art the display.
The entry arrow automatically proceeds to the second data entry
when the first entry is made. Entering data at the final dual
parameter entry cn a page clears the arrow.
4.1.7.3. DATA ENTRY GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
All date. must _be entered right justified.
	 Digits will move from
right to left as additional entries are made. A decimal point is
assumed after the lest character entered if no decimal point has
been entered.
:7J
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When you leiave a set of pages and return, you will always go back
to page 1 with the e:cception of the WP DATA page.
When a WP DATA page is selected by CDU push button, the waypoint
data page corresponding to the active waypoint will appear.
The scratchpad is cleared automa,,.call'y each time the data entry
arrow is moved.
Power-up values shall in general be zeros or nominal values. Xs
are used if a specific objection to the use of zeros or nominal
values_ is apparent.
4.1.7.4. DATA ENTRY EERORS AND SYSTEM OPERATION DIAGNOSTICS
A data entry error is defined as an illegal entry made via the CDU
keyboard /enter k.ey or the DEC:INC knob. A system operation error
is defined as an action that commands the system to assume an
abnormal state.
Either type of error, if detected, generally will result in RODAAS
rejecting the command that caused the 3rror. A message will
appear in the error statement portion of the CDU display upon
pushin g the ENTR 6.:ey or improperly using a touchpaint. The error
statement is cleared by depressing the CLR key which also clears
the scratchpad and allows subsequent touchpoint or bezel button
operations.
A data entry error is caused by keyboard entry of illegal
characters, illegal format, invalid frequency, etc. An error
message is displayed and the keyed-in value remains in the
scratchpad. No system entry occurs.
A system operation error is the result of a touchpoint or push
button selection when incomplete data existe or the system state
is incompatible with that selection. For example, an attempt to
use a waypoint that is not defined will result in no system action
and an operation error diagnostic.	 In some cases, the entered
data is accepted, and only an advisory message is displayed.
Entered data format errors result in a CDU message "DATA ENTRY
ERROR", and disabling of CDU controls until the messa ge is
cIaar-ed. The following format errors are detected:
1) Too many characters to left of decimal point
2) Illegal characters; i.e., inappropriate alpha or
numeric characters
3) Out of range entries; i.e., an entry which exceeds
the parameters scaling limits.
Data entry errors and system operation errors'are tabulated in
Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1: CDU DATA ENTRY OPERATION ERROR MESSAGES
FUNCTION } CDU PAGE	 ERROR	 MESSAGE
All	 functions, Entered data outside DATA ENTRY ERROR
all p ages acceptable range,
illegal format
NAVAID DATA page Invalid frequency DATA ENTRY ERROR
entry, Magnetic
varia:`ion faulty
prefix:
NAVAID DATA page Change in referenced *NAV USED IN WP DE=
data
WP DATA page Invalid frequency DATA ENTRY ERROR
entry
NAVAID number entered NO NAVAID DATA
with no stared NAVAID
data
RNAV mode select with LOC FREE SELECTED
LOC frequency
MAP EDIT page Start waypoint not WP NOT LOCATED
located
Inserted waypoint WP STORAGE LIMIT	 .
exceeds 25
Active waypoint ACTIVE WP
detected
Present position INVALID RADIO
waypoint NAVAID
not received
Waypoint r esequence INVALID FLT PLAN
attempted with un -
linked segments
WP USE button USE attempted with WP NOT DEFINED
incomplete waypoint
data
USE attempted with *CRS 2 NOT DEFINED
AUTO CRS SEQ an and
no Course 2 defined
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1CDU DATA ENTRY OPERATION ERROR MESSAGES (cont.)
FUNCTION,.CDU PAGE	 ERROR	 MESSAGE
CRS SEL function
AUTO CRS SEL?
function
AUTO WP SEQ
function
LAT DIR TO
function
Selected course not
defined
Course 2 not defined
Nett waypoint not
defined
Active waypoint ILE''
COURSE NOT DEFINED
CRS 2 NOT DEFINED
WP NOT DEFINED
LOC FRED! SELECTED
Active waypoint in- 	 WP NOT DEFINED
complete (NAVAID or
lat./long. missing
DATA LINK	 Incomplete data	 DATA INCOMPLETE
function	 request
Advisory message only. Data accepted into system.
4.2. HORIZONTAL SITUATION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION
The HSD is presented in Figure 4-6. HSD controls are (Figure 4-7)
located to the left of the display on the cac4::pit panel.
4.2.1. HSD DISPLAY
`	 The general HSD display format is shown in Figure 4-6.
	 The
following	 paragraphs provide a general description of 	 the
displayed symbology.
The heading
 scale is located across the top of the display with
mar4:;ers for each 10 degree increment. Short markers are provided
between the 14 degree marl-..'s for five degree heading increments.
The letters N, S, E, and W are used for North, South, East and
West headings, respectively.
The current magnetic heading of the aircraft is provided in the
center of the display bo::ed by a rectangle.
	 The heading is
displayed as three digits. If any di g it of a number an the
heading
 scale starts to enter the area. of the rectangle, that
number an the heading scale will be blanked.
e
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Figure 4-6a RODAAS HORIZONTAL SITUATION DISPLAY <HSD>
Of poc)vt J:4Ll`r d
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SEL 000
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The selected heading is indicated by a heading bug, a digital
readout and a heading select arrow. The heading selected is
presented on the upper left side of the displa y in digital format.
A heading select arrow is displayed to the right of the digital
readout. HDG SEL is written on the bezel. The heading select bug
is shown in Figure 4-6. just above.the aircraft heading rectangle.
When a heading is selected that is off the scale, one half of the
heading buo will position itself on the side of the heading scale
where the bug will appear as the aircraft turns to the selected
heading.
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The aircraft symbol is near the center of the display.
	 The wing
has a span of 0.5 inch and connects to a fuselage also of 0.5
inches.	 The aircraft symbol is drawn so as to create contrast
between the airplane and other course lines.
An active waypoint bearing needle pivots about a point .lust aft of
the fuselage nose. Next to the head of the arrow are the bearing
numbers and next_ to the tail are the reciprocal bearing numbers.
The bearing numbers are shown to the riaht of the arrowhead if the
arrow points to the right and vice versa.
	 The reciprocal bearing
numbers are shown on the side opposite the bearing numbers. A
button, on the HSD control panel marked waypoint bearin g (WP SRS),
if pushed selects and deselects the waypoint bearin g needle
display.	 The purpose of the bearing needle is to help the pilot,
if he becomes confused, to determine his position.	 The waypoint
needle always points to the active waypoint.
A Course Direction Arrow (CDA) line is provided to assist the
pilot in getting on his selected course in an expeditious manner
if he should become disoriented or positioned off the course line.
The CDA originates and is perpendicular to the ten course
deviation dots.	 The CDA is in the direction of the selected
course and has an arrowhead on the end, The CDA is coincident
with the selected course line when the deviation is less than 5
dot=_ and limits at 5 dots for deviations areater than 5.
f The symbol for a waypoint is a four-corner star similar to the one
used in Jeppesen publications. 	 The symbol for a VOF¢TAC station is
a triangle with the corners c..t off, with one base side at the top
and horizontal.
't Waypoint numbers or ID letters are shown below and to the right of
" the waypoint symbols.
	 ID letters for the NAVAIDS are to the right
of the NAVAID symbol.	 These letters and numbers need to be close
E to	 the related symbol. 	 but enough away so that both are	 legible
'f when a waypoint and NAVAID are cc-located.
i On the left side display bezel,
	 printed below HDG SEL,	 is ACT WP
(active	 waypoint).	 Sequenctially	 below	 ACT	 WP,	 CRS
	
(active
course)	 DTWP	 (distance to waypoint),
	 TTWP	 (time to waypoint) 	 and
NAV	 (navigation receiver)	 are printed.
4.0
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Next to ACT WP is a number presenting the active waypoint. If the
navigation system . is in the dead reckoning mode (due to a loss of
radio signals and INS off), the letters DR (dead reckoning) appear
next tc the waypoint number and blink: once every second. If the
navigation system is in VOR, ILS or TACAN modes, these letters
will appear next to the waypoint number.	 No letters next to the
waypoint number indicates the system is in the RNAV mode. When
the navigation system is in the DR made, the number of elapsed
minutes the system has been in the OR mode will be displayed
directly below the waypoint number.
Nest to CRS is a three-digit number that indicates the selected
course.
	 Directly below the course number is a number which
desi g nates whether course 1 or 2 is active.	 Course 1 may also be
followed by an A, indicating auto sequence mode.
Next to DTWP is noted the nautical miles from the aircraf t_ to the
active waypaint. This distant =_ appears to the nearest tenth of a
nautical mile.
Next to TTWP is noted the minutes the aircraft will take to reach
the active waypoint at the present computed ground speed. This
time is displayed to the nearest tenth of a minute.
Next to NAV an the display appear the letters of the naviaation
receivers being used for the active WF.Fa-ilure annunciations
provided in the location will be determined by later simulation
studies. Annunciations such as the following may be implemented;
I/T (INS aided TACAN), I/V (INS aided VOR), I (INS), T (TACAN) 'or
V (VOR).
The current map scale is presented in the lower left corner of the
display. SCALE is written on the bezel.
The wind information is displayed in the lower right corner of the
display.	 WIND is written an the bezel at the bottom edge of the
display.	 The velocity in knots is displayed above the WIND
legend. A wind direction arrow is drawn to the left of the
digital velocity readout and points in the magnetic direction of
the wind relative to the displayed map.
WP AVAIL (waypoint available) is written on the bezel in the upper
right corner of the display. 	 Next to this legend appears the
number of the next available waypoint when the associated
navigation aid signal is such that the waypoint can-be used for
navigation. If the auto waypoint sequence mode has been selected,
the letter A will be attached to the next available waypoint
number.
4.2.2. HSD CONTROLS
Figure 4-7 shows the HSD and PFD controls.
	
The switches under
Horizontal Situation perform the fol-lowing functions.
;I
HDO/NOR -'HDS/NOR changes the map from heading-up to a North-up
orientation and vice versa. Lighted annunciation.
MAP/CRSR - MAP/CRSF' changes the slew control to effect the cursor
or the map. In the cursor selected state a cursor appears
superimposed on the active waypoint. Liahted annunciation.
MAP RTN - MAP RTN returns the map to its normal position (not
slewed/map mode).'
MAP REVU - MAP REVU causes the map
are available. The active wayp-
location. The purpose of MAP REVD
the planned fli ght using the map
symbol is not displayed during MAP
2 NM/IN - Map scale
	 select:
annunciation.
to appear when no radio signals
Dint is located at the airplane
is to allow preflight review of
slew feature.	 The aircraft
REVD. Lighted annunciation.
Lighted
	 annunciation,	 HSD
8	 NM/IN - flap scale	 select:	 Lighted	 annunciation.	 HSD
annunciation.
40	 NM/IN - Map scale select:
	
Lighted
	 annunciation,	 HSD
annunciation.
SLEW CONTROL - The slew control is used to position a cursor on
the HSD map or to move the map itself. If the cursor is selected,
the purpose is to desi gnate a location on the map for a waypoint.
If map is selected, the purpose is to view portions of the map
which are otherwise out of view because of HSD scaling and size
limitations. The normal mode will be the map slew mode.
The slew control is implemented usin g a nine-position switch.
Selection of the Map or Cursor Slew modes is made by depressing
the appropriate MAP/CRSR• push button switch. Pressing the cursor
control lever all the way in any of the four directions as shown
will cause a fast slew of the map or cursor in a corresponding
direction.	 Pressing the lever half way results in a low speed
slew in that direction.
The switch is spring loaded to the center off position. When it
is released in the cursor slew mode, the cursor will remain fi>ced
to the map and will translate-along with the other map symbology.
Upon switch release in the map mode, the map will remain at a
fixed displacement from the aircraft's present position 	 in
accordance with the past use of the slew control. The map may be
returned to its original airplane oriented position by activating
the "MAP RETURN" switch.
The fast slew rate for either mode has been selected at 1-inch per
second and the slow slew rate is 0.2-inch per second.
I
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WP BEARING - Pushing the control button causes the WP ERG
indicator to appear and if pushed a second time it will be removed
from the display.	 The control button is illuminated 'when the
pointer is active. The bearing in degrees to the WP is displayed
ne::t to the head of the pointer and the reciprocal displayed next
to the tail.
4.3. PRIMARY FLIGHT DISPLAY DESCRIPTION
The discriptions and fi gures presented in the following paragraphs
illustrate the initial startin g point in the development of the
primary flight display. Final symbology and display presentations
will be determined through further simulation studies.
4.3.1. PRIMARY FLIGHT DISPLAY
The PFD format for departure, cruise and transition is shown in
Figure 4-6. The following parag raphs provide a. general description
of the displayed symbology.
The red WARNING or an amber CAUTION indication is presented at the
center top of the display. 	 This area of the display is normally
blank until a message is sent to the pilot. The display can be
cleared by the pilot by pushing the button to the left of the
display labeled CLR WRN/CAUT on the PFD display control panel.
Radar altitude is displayed to the ri ght of the ba.n4:: angle
indicator and will be blanked until the vehicle is at 2500 feet or
below.
The MDA/DH is displayed in the lower right
	 corner.	 The
appropriate display, MDA or DH, will depend on the programmed
approach.	 MLS and ILS will display DH and other- non-precision
approaches will display an MDA.
	 As the DH or MDA is passed
through on descent the display will blink momentarily.
In the upper center below the caution/warning, the marker being
passed is annunciated. The outer mark.er
 will be annunciated by OM,
the middle mar4:er by MM and the inner marker by IM. These will
blink during passage at the standard frequency. Also "DLNfK" and
"ALT AL" are presented here for data Link message and altitude
alerting, respectively.
The heading scale is located on the horizon line with markers at
even numbers every 10 degrees. Between the 10 degree markers are
short vertical marks to denote the 5 degree increments. Exact
aircraft heading is shown with the inverted V.
Attitude lines parallel to the horizon have 10 degree attitude
division marks with the attitude called out by number. A short
horizontal line marks the 5 dearee attitude position.
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IA simulated aircraft reference is fixed on the center of the
display. The center circle is see through and when the velocity
vector is lined up e;oactly with aircraft reference the cross of
the velocity vector will show and the circle of the vector will
show around the center of the reference.
The velocity vector symbol is a circle :/16 inch in diameter wish
a. dashed line connecting the center of the symbol with the center
of the fi;:ed aircraft reference. The position of the velocity
symbol shows the direction the vehicle is moving with respect to
the horizon. If the vehicle is moving backward, the symbol will
blink.
The flight director command reference indicators are two
extensions of the wings on toe simulated aircraft reference.
Matching the simulated aircraft references with the wing like
extensions will command the aircraft to the Flight Director
instructed fliaht path.	 There is a light line connectin g the two
fliaht airect•.or indicators.
The left middle side of the PFD has a collective command
indication. Matching the moving indicator to the fixed indicator
by positioning the collective will satisfy the flight- director
Commands.
Indicated airspeed i displayed in the lower left corner of the
display.
Barometric altitude is presented in the upper ri ght corner of the
display.
'The bank angle indicator looks like a. T with ground speed shown
under the left side and radar altitude _ruder the ri ght side when
below 25C.") feet. The sten of the T points at the bank angle
indications, with marks at 20,4u and 60 degree=_ of bank. Between
the 20 d egree bank: increments are short line indications for 1U
degree bank increments.
See Fiou.re 4-9 for euamples of PFD departure and cruise transition
displays.
The Vertical track Angle is displayed alon g the right side of the
PFD. The marks are cu.'rently defined at 2 degree increments. The
scale can be chano_d to meet operational needs later in the
program. The moveable indicator shows the actual track angle or
the pre-selected track angle.
The Hover display format is shown in Figure 4-10. When Hover is
selected on the PFD display controls, changes are made in the
display as noted in the followin g paragraphs.
Percent torque is shown on the left side just below the middle of
the display. A small tact on the line dust above the torque number
gives the pilot an analoo indicator of where he is with respect to
10.)% torque. Torque from 59 % to 'It.) r % through a. 91? de gree anale
is displayed by the analog indicator.
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The computed wind is displayed in the upper right corner of the
display. The wind notation is numerical with velocity in knots
over the direction in degrees from which the wind is blowin g . For
less than 5 knots, no wind information is displayed.
Upon selection of the Hover Mode, the velocity vector indicator
circle e::pands in diameter from :3/16 .inch to Z/9 inch.
Tt•e top of the bank angle indicator acts as a rising runway
presentation starting at 144 feet of altitude. The stem of the
indicator will e;*tend with the point of the bank angle remainina
always at the same position relative to the band: angle marks. The
around speed and,the radar altitude information moves up with the
rising run way, indication. If ground speed is cero, only the G will
be displayed.
The landin g gear symbol appears below the fixed aircraft reference-
symbol as an upside down T. The rising runway just described will
meet the upside down landing gear T at ground contact.
See Figure 4-10 for examples of the PFD Hover
	 transition
presentations.
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S. RODAAS FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
RODAAS functions include:
Autopilot/Flight Director Modes
i
t^
Go-Around
Pitch/Roll/Collective Trim
Altitude
- Altitude Select
- Altitude Hold
- Vertical Navigation (VNAV)
- Fli ght Path Angle
- FF'A Bel ect
- FPA Hold
- Heading Hold
Navigation/Flight Planning
- Heading Select
- Navigation (NAV)
- Approach (APPR)
- Glideslope
- Lateral beam Following
- Hover Hold
- Airspeed
- IAS Select
- IAS Mold
Stability/Contral Augmen-
tation System
s VOR, DME, TACAN, RNAV/INS Transponder
Global Position System (Future e:tpansicn capability)
25 Waypoints, 15 Navaid Storage
Flight Warning/Advisory System
- Engine Parameter Monitoring/Recording (Instrument
Statistics, Chip Detectors, etc.)
- Transmission Monitoring (Oil Pressure, Oil"Bearing
Temps, Chip Detector)
- Notor Speed Monitoring
- Aircraft Configuration
- Marker Beacon Advisory
- Airspeed Monitoring
- Autopil_t/Fliaht Director Monitoring
- Bit Fault/Warning Recording
Horizontal Situation Display Presentations
- North Up Map
- Heading Up Map
- Hover
- Weather Radar
- Tactir:al (Future)
Primary Flight Display Presentations
- Forward Speed Modes
- Hover
GMT Clock. Function
Fuel Totalizer Function
,a
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Weight and Balance Computations
Performance Computations
- Takeoff Performance
- Climb Performance
- Cruise Performance
- Arrival Performance
Data Lind: (Future expansion capability)
BIT (Built in Test)
Normal, Emergency Checklists
The followin g paragraphs provide more detailed description of
these RODAAS functions.
5.1. RODAAS AUTOPILOT/FLIGHT DIRECTOR FUNCTION
The Autopilat/Flight Director Function computes commands to the
yaw (tail rotor), pi :ch, roll and collective ervas to provide
stability augmentation and autopilat functions. 	 It also provides
sianals to the PFD.	 The status of the system is reported by
messages an the mode annunciator panel.	 The autopilot/flight
director modes are:
Heading Select
trim	 Navigation (NAV)
Approach (APPR)
- Glideslope
Go-Around
Pitch/Roll/Collective
Altitude
- Altitude Select
- Altitude Hold
Vertical Navigation (VNAV)
Flight Path Angle
- FPA Select
- FPA Hold
Heading Hold
- Lateral Beam Followina
Hover Hold
Airspeed
- IAS Select
- IAS Hold
Stability'/Control Aug
System
The modes which follow the radio signalz of VOR, RNAV./INS. TACAN.
localizer, and glideslope have submodes for arm, capture, and
track of the beam. Automatic transition from heading hold and
heading select with navigation or approach modes armed is provided
when the navigation or localizes beam is captured. Automatic
transitions from vertical navigation, go-around, and altitude
ztelect to altitude hold are also mechanized. 	 IFS select provides
selection to IAS hold. The autopilot and flight director revert
to heading hold or roll attitude hold, pitch attitude hold and
altitude rate hold, if no modes are selected.
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The mode switching logic interprets inputs from the pilot and
status signals from the system components to select the proper
pitch, roll', collective and yaw calculations. Autopilot and
flight director signals are provided whenever the autopilat• or
flight director are engaged. The mode logic directs synchronizers
on pitch, roll, and collective commands to eliminate bumps upon
engagement of the autopilot servos.
5.1.1. AUTOPILOT/FLIGHT DIRECTOR CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
Autopilot/Flioht Director controls and displays are indic=ted an
rigure 5-1. The Autopilat/Flight Director modes are mana ged via
the modified KMC 7.40 Mode Controller with au;:illary mode switch
panel and miscellaneous special switches.. Modes are annunciated
on the electroluminiscent annunciator panel..
	 Flight commands are
displayed an the Primary Flight Display (PFD).
5.1.1.1. AUTOPILOT MODE CONTROLLER
The -following mode 'control functions are performed _ising a
modified KMC 740 Mode Controller and the auxii•lary node switch
panel. (Fi gure 5-2):
Flioht Director
SCAS engage
Autopilot engage
Approach mode engage
Nay engage
Altitude hold engage
Altitude arm engage
VNAV engage
FPA select engage
FPA engage
IAS select engage
IAS engage
Heading select enaaae
Hover engage
The switches at the right are the primary engage switches which
are used to engage or disengage the flight director, autopilat_,
and SCAS.	 The flight director switch is a momentary contact type
which is used to toggle the engaae state-between an and off.
	 The
autopilat. and SCAS switches are solenoid held tog g le switches.
With the autopilot engaged and no other modes selected, the
autopilot will utilize the basic SCAS signals to command altitude
rate hole, pitch attitude hold, heading hold if roll attitude is 5
degrees or less: roll attitude hold made otherwise, durin g cruise
flight. In the hover condition, the control laws command the yaw
servos to hold heading , when the pedal force is below S pounds and
proportional heading rate when pedal force e;:ceeds a pounds. In
the cruise condition, the yaw servos receive turn coordination
commands.
Hover and cruise conditions are defined as follows:
True Airspeed for barometric altitude > 40 feet
Ground Speed for barometric altitude = 20 feet
Linear blend of True and Ground airspeed for
20 < Earo Altitude +6 40 feet.
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Cruise condition = VHT 25 Knots
Hover condition = VHT ! 25 Knots
The heading is selected by means of the knob located on the left
of the mode controller.	 Rotating the knob to either the left sr
riaht	 precesses the heading pug on the HSD at the	 rate
proportional	 to knob deflection.	 The selected headina is
presented to the pilot an the HSD.
The switches on the center of the modified KMC '340 mode panel are
push button mode select switches„ Pushing the buttons will toggle
the state of the mode between the engaged and disengaged state.
^NDD SEL ,^
	
SEL
	
KT	 O
	
®• 
	 FLT DIR
	
T	 AP	 N	 15
	
T	 L
R ^.	
MPR ALM O
Y
0• OE CR
SEL	 FPS	 SEL 11 NDV 0i
Figure 5-2: AUTOPILOT/FLIGHT DIRECTOR MODE WNTROLLER PANEL
The ajv:illary made switch panel provides six additional push
button mode select switches. Depressing these buttons will toggle
the state of the made between the engaged and disen gaged state.
5.1.1.2. SPECIAL SWITCHES
	
Four switches alter the state of the system.	 These momentary
contact switches are called -
autopilot/SCAS dump switch (on cyclic grip)
cyclic CS'S switch (on cyclic grip)
go-around switch (on the collective)
collective CSS-switch (on the collective)
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A diagram of the autopilot dump switch is shown in Figure 5-3.
Depressing the button energizes a relay to open the power source
to the Autopilot and to the Stability and Control Augmentation
System.
AUTOPILOT
ONMCON RONTROL STICK)
NC	 AUTOPILOT POWER
r AUTOPILOT	 AUTO PILOT	 Sr OURCE28 VOC
	 DUMP	 Q
RELAY
r
Figure 5-3; AUTOPILOT DUMP SWITCH
The cyclic CES switch, when depressed, disenga ges the autopilot
outer loops, and allows the operator to manually introduce
commands to the aircraf t_ through the SCAS system'. Upon returning
from the detent position, synchronizing registers which have
followed the aircraft state allow the autopilot to hold the new
conditions.
	
t	 T`=	 go-around	 switch puts the autopilot	 flight	 director
	
i,	 computation in the go-around mode which calls for wings level,
	
yr?
	
501) -fpm collective and a preassigned Sri knot airspeed hold.
Es,'
The collective CSS switch disengages the parallel servo clutch,
` allowing the collective stick to be moved freely. Upon release of
the CSS switch, altitude rate concurrent with existing conditions
will be synchronized.
5.1.1.:x. ELECTEOLUMINESCEUj MESS?QE DISF'Lej MODS ANNUNICATOR EELIEL
The status of the system is reported by the computer on the mode
annunciator panel.
	
This panel is located directly above the PFD
as shown in Figure 5-4.	 A preliminary definition of items
displayed on the annunciator panel is presented here. Final mode
presentations will be determined through further 	 simulation
studies.
Flight Director
(FLT DIR)
Autopilot an
, (AUTOPILOT)
SCAS on (SCAS)
Navigation Mode Armed
fNAV ARM)
Altitude Arm Mode on
(ALT ARM)
Altitude Hnld Mode on
(ALT HLD)
Vertical Navigation Mode on
(VNAV CPLD)
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Navigation Mode Coupled
(NAV CPLD)
Approach Mode Armed
(APPR ARM)
Approach Mode Coupled
(APPR CPLD)
IAS Hold on
(IAS HLD)
IAS Select on
(IAS SEL)
Glideslope Coupled
(GS CPLD)
FPA Select (FPA BEL)
FPA Hold (FPA HLD)
Go-Around Mode Eno_a.,ged
(GO-AROUND)
Reverse Localixer on
(REV LOC)
Hover Hold on (HOV)
Heading Select Mode on
(HDG SEL)
SCAS	 AUTOPILOT	 FLT DIR	
{I	 LEVEL I
IAS HOLD	
HDG SEL
	
FPA HOLD
	
NAV ARM
	 ALT ARM	 WARNING
	
SPEED MODES LAT MODES
	
VERT MODES	 LEVEL
Figure 5-4: ELECTROLUMINESCENT MODE ANNUNCIATOR PANEL
A deteriorated function warning is provided in the system state
warning area. The warnings presented here are discussed in detail
in the flight warning and advisory function section.
The mode annunciator panel is a 1.8 in x 7.2 in EL graphic
display. Future e,:pansion, using this display for parameter
warnings, etc, is foreseen.
5.1.1.4. PRIMARY FLIGHT DISPLAY
The PFD displays the following information:
Pitch and Roll Attitude
	 Decision Hei ght (DH)
Pitch,Roll & Collective Commands 	 Warnings/Cautions/Alerts
LOC Deviation	 Marker Beacon Annunciation
Slideslope Deviation	 Flight Path
VNAV Track Angle
	
Minimum Descent Altitude (MDA)
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The Primary Flight Display is shown in Figure 5-•6.
5.1.1.5: ALTITUDE AND FLIGHT PATH aN%LE SELECTOF
- The selector provides the pilot with altitude preselection
flight path angle selection and vertical track an g le selection
capabilities. The selector control head is shown in Figure 5-5.
The set knob in the right lower corner of the selector is a dual
operation device. The lower portion of the knob selects the
parameter to be selected. Six positions are available, only two
are currently defined (ALT SEL and FPA). The inner set control is
used to set the digits in the display. A clockwise rotation
selects increasing data values, while counter-clockwise selects
decreasing data values. The mechanism has no mechanical stops. The
following range limits have been designated for the defined
selections.
SELECTION	 RANGE
---------	 -----
ALT SEL	 U to =6,000 feet
FPA
	
-10 to +16 degrees
2^00 	 .
FPA	 ALT.
O0 SEL0  0.
Figure 5-5: ALTITUDE AND FLIGHT PATH ANGLE SELECTOR
In the ALT SEL position, the controller provides normal altitude
select and altitude alert functions.
When the pilot selects FPA an this selector, the display initially
syncs to the flight path angle existing at the time of selection.
The pilot may.then select a new FPA with the set knob.
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8.1.2. AUTOPILOT/FLIGHT DIRECTOR ALGORITHMS
Autopilot /Fli ght director algorithms described below includes
Mode Logic
Control Laws
Monitorin g Functions
5.1.2.1. A .9T9F'ILI]T/FI_IGHT QIRErCTOR MODE
The autopilot /flight director mode logic may be described as a
hierarchy of finite-state machines as diagrammed in Figure 5-7.
This decompositipn permits an organisation of the details and a
precise representation of the relations.	 The lateral, vertical
and	 speed mode logic machines control the autopilot/flight
director calculations. Several of the modes ( states) of these
machines have submachi •nes for arm, capture, and track submodes. A
diaoram of the machines is shown in Fi gure 5-8.
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5.1.2.2. THF,,. SYSTEM STATE MACHINE
This machine performs the tasks of the system switch
configuration, representing the states of the flight director, the
SCAS and the autopilot. The state table is presented in Table 5-1
and 5-2.	 The entries in the body of the table show the new state
to which the system transitions when a given event occurs.	 Ail
states and events are independent.
	 Dashes indicate "don't care"
conditions.
The state transitions are controlled by the:
Flight Director Button	 Autopilot Engage Siqnal
SCAS Engage' Signal	 Cyclic CBS Switch
Go-Around Switch	 Collective CSS Switch
The definition of the system-state machine takes into account the
mechani=ation in hardware. The pertinent points are:
The SCAS switch and the autopilot switch are mechanically
linked so that turnin g an the autopilot switch carries the
SCAS switch: turning off the SCAS switch carries the auto-
pilot switch.
The events below must act throuch the solenoid enables of
the autopilot and SCAS switches;
SYSTEM-STATE
MACHINE
	
LATERAL MODE	 VERTICAL MODE	 SPEED MODE
	
LOGIC MACHINE	 LOGIC MACHINE	 LOGIC MACHINE-
Figure . 5-7; ABSTRACT MACHINE HIERARCHY
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Figure 3-8a THE SOFTWARE MACHINES
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SYSTEM
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RF
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	 I	 SPEED MODE
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SCAS AUTOPILOT
Go-Around Switch ON - -
Autopilot Dump Switch ON disable dis..•:e
Not INS Valid disable disable
Not Bit Report OK disable disable
Lf the conditions for a service are not met where the
service is requested, the request is ignored.
The conditions listed may be abbreviated by the following flags:
SCAB flag =-'not autopilot dump sw an and LINS valid
and BIT reports ok.
AP flag	 SCAB flag.
These flags must be true for the SCAB and autopilot to be enabled
respectively.
For the flight director to be enabled, the fligt% director flaa
must be true.
Flt Dir Flag = INS valid and BTT reports ok.
The system state machine (Table 	 is started with the
flight director, SCAB and autopilot in state 4 and the SCAB and
autopilot flaos true.	 The flight director switch and the other
mode switches have momentary contact action. 	 The software must
look for an off period before it can interpret the signal as a new
command.	 This sort of thing has not been modeled in the fi!".ite-
state machine representations.
I
5.1.2.3. THE LATERAL MODES
Autopilot/Flight Director lateral modes are: j
Roll Attitude Hold
	
Navigation (NAV)	 G
Heading Hold	 Approach (APPR)
Heading Select	 Control Stick Steering (CBS)
Hover	 Go-Around
In addition to these separate modes, the sya !*em may be in heading
hold. or heading select with either navigation or approach armed.
The made then automatically switches from heading hold or heading
select to navigation or approach when the respective beam is
captured.
HANK ANGLE HOLD - These are the basic signals which are components
of all lateral modes. They are computed when the bank angle is
equal to or greater than five degrees.
i
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HEADING HOLD - This is the lateral mode to which the system
reverts when none of the other modes controlled by the • buttons has
been selected, the roll attitude is less than five degrees, and
the aircraft is not in a hover conA+ ticn.
HEADING SELECT - A desired heading •s;. be preselected or adjusted
by positioning the heading bug on the HSD (Horizontal Situation
Display).	 This is done with the HDG SEL knob on the made
controller. The command indicator will deflect in the direction
of the shortest turn to satisfy the command, or if the autopilot
is enaaged,'the aircraft will automatically bank.-turn to, rollout,
and hold the preselected heading. As the selected heading is
achieved, the command indicator will command a rollout to hold the
heading.
With the heading select mode in operation, subsequent chances
indicated in the heading "bug" position an the P..SD will
immediately cause the command bars on the fliaht command indicator
to call for e turn to the new heading, unless the heading select
button on the mode controller has been depressed again to cancel
the heading select mode.
The heading select mode is cancelled when NAV or APPR coupling
occurs.
HOVER - When the hover condition is true, this submode of the
lateral a;cis is active. The hover mode provides bank command=_ to
maintain a wings level ,attitude..
NAVIGATION - The NAV mode provides bank commands to intercept and
trac% a VOR course, RNAV course, or TACAN course.
Operation of the navigation mode requires the pilot to proceed as
follows;
1. Enter the navigation receiver frequency on the CDU or
define a waypoint.
-. Enter the desired course on the CDU.
Depress the NAV button on the mode controller.
When the NAV button an the made controller is depressed, NAV ARM
will he presented on the annunciator panel indicating the arm
state and the automatic capture logic is armed, provided a valid
VOR. VORTAC or INS signal is being received. Heading hold or
heading select, if operating, are retained until capture occurs.
The following equations described the switching criteria for the
navigation capture_, track: arm and track. states:
^•
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NAVIGATION BEAN CAPTURE = TRUE
	
when the course deviation
Y'l and the rate of _,hanae of the
course deviation C r'd 7. + the
course deviation
	
ar._= of opposite
signs (sign ( r' +rd) ;4 sion (r))
NAVIGATION BEAM TRACK	 ­TRUE when NAVIGATION BEAM CAP-
ARM
	
	 TUBE is true and the roll angle
:S degrees.
NAkIrSATION BEAM TRACK
	
= TRUE when the course deviation
dots and roll angle ;4
dearees.
If the NAV mode is selected with the wings level within + 4
degrees of bank and within three dots of course deviation, NAV ARM
will be bypassed and NAV track: will enaaae directly.
Transition from Capture to track: is made throu gh a track. armed
state.	 This is entered from capture when a- bank, greater than' 5
degrees is made.	 Then the track made is enaaged wher the
navigation beam track flag becomes true.
The VOR, RNAV, or INS "course-capturs" point is variabIs to
prevent overshoot and depends on distance, angle of intercept, and
speed of capture. !upon capture, a bank. command will be introduced
on the FLT DIR. The heading select, if on, will be cancelled, and
	
NAV CPL.D indicating track of beam, will be presented an the	 -
annunciator panel.
The pilot can manually bank the aircraft to satisfy the command
bars which will call for a rollout tc^ wings level when an course.
Crosswind compensation is provided as necessary to track course.
If the autopilot/flight director is enr=aged, the aircraft will
bank to satisfy the command display and rollout on course
autom.stically. If the active course is subsequently chan ged due
to pilot action, the autopilot/flight director will revert from
coupled to NAV ARM.
The NAV mode is cancelled by depressing the navigation button or
selecting heading select or approach modes.
GO-ARQUND - The ao-around mode of the Lateral axis provides bank
commands to maintain a wings level attitude.
APPROACH - The approach made provides bank: and pitch commands to
capture and track precision ILS (Locali=er and Glideslope) beams
or bank commands for non-precision VOR or RNAV courses.
Operation of the approach mode requires the pilot_ to
1. Enter the navimaf_ion receiver frequency an the CDU
for a VOR/ILS approach or define a waypoint for a
RNAV approach.
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2. Enter the course to the runway a° ILS approach front
course on the CDU.
7. Depress the approach button on the mode controller.
The automatic approach function will be immediately armed
(provided NAY receiver and/or RNAV computer signals are valid).
APPR ARM will be presented an the mode annunciator panel, to
indicate the approach arm state.
In approach arm mode, the heading mode is retained until capture.
This allows the pilot to adjust the heading to approach control
f	 vectoring instructions.
The LOC beam or VCR/RNAV "capture" point will vary depending on
airspeed, angle of intercept, and rate of closure. Upon capture,
a. bank command will be introducted on the PFD, the existing
"
	
	 heading mode will be cancelled, and APPR CPLD will be liahted on
the annunciator panel.
The following equations describe the switching criteria for the
approach lateral mode capture, track arm and track. states.
LATERAL REAM CAPTURE
	 = TRUE { when the course deviation
C r 7 and the rate of change of
the course deviation C M7 + the
course deviation 'rare of opposite
sions (sign( r + r4i)0
 sign (C')).
LATERAL BEAM TRACY.. ARM = TRUE when LATERAL BEAM CAPTURE
is true and the roll angle 5
degrees.
LATERAL BEAM TRACK
	 = TRUE when the course deviation
dots and roll an g le <;4
degrees.
The pilot may manually bank the aircraft to satisfy the command
bars which will command a. rollout to wings level when the aircraft
is an course. Automatic crosswind compensation will provide
precise tracking. RNAV/VOR:'LOC deviation is shown on the HSD and
actual crab angle will be shown by offset of the course arrow from
the aircraft symbol.
Throughout a precision approach, LOC deviation is displayed on
both the PFD and HSD. Glideslope deviation is displayed , on the
PFD only.
If the autopilot is engaged during operation in the approach mode,
automatic steering response will follow the command display on the
PFD.
Whenever a LOC frequency is selec ted and the aircraft intercepts
the LOC course at an an g le greater than 99 de grees from the
inbound front course, the REV LOC mode is automatically activated.
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The LOC receiver s +nals are reversed to permit the PFD steering
command display to operate on a fly-to rather than a fly-from
basis on the reverse course. REV LOC is automatically rresented
on the annuniiator panel.
When capturing the localicer at an angle greater than 90 degrees
to the front course. the system will command flying outbound an
the front course or inbound on the back course.
Operation on REV LOC is identical to front' cause operation,
except that automatic glideslope c,?pture is "lock:ed out" by the
switching logic.
The switching of^the lateral mode is modeled by the finite-state
machine in Table 5 The submachines for naviye.tion and
approach-lateral control are integrated in the lateral mode logic
machine.
CONTROL STICK STEERING - The Control Stick Steering (CSS, mode
provides the pilot with the capability for manue.l maneuvering of
the aircraft without the need to disen g age and reengage th_
autopilot. The SCAS system will be retained to aid in aircraft
stability.
The CSS mode i•s en g aged by continuous pressure on the cyclic CSS
button. Operation of the CSS button causes immediate release of
the autopilot out+=r loops and allows the pilot to assume manual
control, while autopilot control functions-and all engaged lateral
modes are placed in a synchronisation state.
I
This means all lateral modes remain in continuous synchronization
with the pilots aircraft maneuvers so that upon release of the CSS
button, all previously engaged modes will smoothly reassume
control of the aircraft unless decoupled or reprogrammed by the
pilot.
i
Since all engaged modes remain coupled (in synchronization) during 	 {
operation of the CSS mode, their annunciations will continue to 	 I
show on the annunciator panel. 	 The CSS mode is not separately 	 f
annunciated.
5.1.2.4. THE SPEED MOPES
Autopilot/Flight Director speed modes include:
Pitch Attitude Hold 	 IAS Select
Go-Around	 IAS Hold
Can ral Stick: Steering
PITCH ATTITUDE HOLD - When no other pitch mode has been selected,
the system reverts to this mode.
GO-AROUND - The Go-Around mode assists the pilot in establishing
the proper aircraft conditions for missed-approach procedures.
The go-around switch is located on the collective.
r;
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nDepressing the go-around switch will instruct the autopilot to
command wings level, 500 fpm collective and a 50 knot preassigned
airspeed hold.
CONTROL STICK STEERING - Control Stick Steering (CBS) provides the
pilot with the capability for manual maneuvering of the aircraft
without the need to disenga ge and reengage the autopilot. The
SCAS system will also be retained to aid in aircraft stability.
The CBS mode is engaged by continuous pressure on the cyclic CBS
button. Operation of the CBS button causes immediate release of
the autopilat outer loops and allows the pilot to assume manual
control,	 while	 autopilot control functions are placed in a
synchronization state.
The CBS mode has no effect an the IAS HOLD or the IAS SELECT speed
modes. Upon release of the CBS button, the previously selected
airspeed will be commanded. The pitch attitw.de hold mode will
remain in synchranicatian while in CBS so that current pitch
attitude will be held upon CBS button release.
Since all enaag ed	 ::a remain coupled (in synchronisation) during
areration of the HISS mode, their annunciators will continue to
show an the annL-nciatar panel.
	 The CBS mode is not separately
annunciated.
The transition of the modes of pitch axis are specified in Table
IAS SELECT - When the IAS SEL mode is engaged, the control laws
for the flight director and autopilot will cause the indicated
airspeed to ar,proach the selected value an the IAS select
display on the airspeed indicator. When the actual airspeed is
within 2 feet/second of the specified value,
	
LAS SEL
	
will
automatically transition to IAS HOLD.
IAS SEL is engaged by first selecting the desired new airspeed via
the IAS position on the altitude selector and then pushing the IAS
SEL mode pushbutton. IAS SEL will be presented an the annunciator
panel.
When the go-around mode is selected, IAS SEL wil be enaaged with a
selected value of 50 knots. Transition to IAS HOLD will then Occur
automatically as defined previously.
IAS	 HOLD - The IAS HOLD mode computes the pitch commands to the
autopilot and/or flight director to hold indicated airspeed. The
reference airspeed is the selected value on the IAS display if IAS
HOLD	 is eng aged	 automatically in	 transition
	
from	 IAS SEL.
Otherwise, the	 reference airspeed is equal to the	 actual value
coincident with mode engagement_.
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11	 ^w^v me.y be enoaged by pushing the IAS HOLD button or by
eng aging any other speed or vertical mode except go-around when
IAS SEL is not en g aged.	 When go-around is enga ged. IAS SEL is
enaaaeo.	 IAS SEL transitions to IAS HOLD when the selected
airspeed is reached. IAS HOLD can be disengaged by pushina the
IAS HOLD button only if no other speed or vertical made is
en g aged. Engagement is indicated by IAS HOLD on the autopilat
annunciator panel.
5.1...5. THE VERITI L MODES
Autopilot/Flight Director Modes include:
FPA Select	 ALT Hold
FPA Hold	 VNAV
Go-Around
	 HOV
Glideslope CPLD	 Collective Control Stich Steering
ALT Select
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE SELECT - The guidance laws in the FPA select
mode command a change in the flight path angle to the pilot
selected value. When the actual flight path is within 0.2 degrees
of the selected angle, FPA SEL converts to FPA HOLD.
FPA SEL may be engaged by .first selecting a flight path angle via
the FPA position on the altitude selector and then pushin g the FPA
SEL button. The displayed value may continue to be changed while
FPA SEL is enoaaed.
FPA SEL is disen gaged by pushing the FPA SEL button or
automatically upon transition to FPA HOLD. The annunciator panel
presents FFA SEL upon mode engagement.
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE HOLD -° In the FPA HOLD made. the altitude rate
commands necessary to hold a constant airspeed-referenced flight
path angle are computed and introduced to the autopilot and rliaht
director. The referenced angle is the selected value on the FPA
SEL display when FPA HOLD is enga ged automatically in transition
from FPA SEL.	 Otherwise, the referenced angle is equal to the
actual anale coincident with the mode engagement. 	 This mode is
engaged by pushing the FPA HLD button.	 It also	 engages
automatically in transition from FPA SEL. FPA HLD causes IAS HLD
engagement unless IAS SEL already is engaged. The annunciator
panel presents FPA HOLD upon mode engagement.
GO-AROUND - The Go-Around mode assists the pilot in establishing
the proper aircraft conditions for missed approach procedures.
The go-around switch is located on the collective.
Depressing *ne go-around switch will instruct the autopilot/flight
director to command wings level. hold of e,cistino heading , an.
attitude rate of SCiia fpm and a selected airspeed of 50 knots.
.^	
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The go-around mode may also be used on takeoff for climbout. When
used for takeoff, it may be followed with heading select for
continuous heading control during departure. Altitude,
navigation, and approach modes may also be armed .for automatic
capture and guidance during the departure sequence.
The go-around mode is disengaged by the selection 'o4any other
vertical autopilot mode. (30-AROUND is displayed for engagement of
this mode.
SLIDESLOPE CPLD - The glideslope mode is armed for automatic
capture when front course capture has occurred. Automatic
glideslope capture occurs as the,rotorcraft approaches the boam
from above or below.
Upon capture of the glideslope beam, GS CPLD is lighted on the
annunciator panel and a capture command is displayed by, the
command bars. The pilot (or- autopilot) controls the rotorcraft to
satisfy the command bars.
Upon glideslope capture, altitude hold is cancelled. However,
altitude hold may be manually reselected to maintain altitude upon
descent to DH i+ visual contact is not established.
During VOR,RNAV or locali_er bac):course approaches, glideslope
capture will not occur because the absence of LOC frequency locks
out this function.
The approach coupled mode is cancelled by selection of the heading
select, navi g ation, or go-around modes.
ALTITUDE ARM - This mode allows the pilot to select an altitude
and upon approaching that selected altitude, obtain an automatic
altitude rate command to capture and hald the pre-selected
altitude. To operate in this mode the pilot must proceed as
follows:
1. Enter the desired altitude on the altitude selector.
2. Depress the altitude arm button on the mode controller.
ALT ARM will engage.
Z. Use other vertical mod=i to proceed to the selected
altitude .(ie. FPA SELECT, FPA HOLD, etc).
ALT ARM is lighted to annunciate activation of this mode.
As the aircraft approaches the selected altitude, the altitude
rate command will automatically guide the pilot to it at a low
rate.	 As the aircraft reaches the selected altitude, altitude	 i
hold will „utomatically engage and li ght on the annunciator panel
and altitude arm will disappear.
Altitude arm is disengaged by depressing the altitude arm button,
by engaging altitude hold, and by g lideslope capture.
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ALTITUDE CAPTURE - This provides the transition from altitude
select to altitude hold.
ALTITUDE HOLD - This mode will cause a computed collective
command to hold the aircraft at the pressure altitude e:cisf_ing at
the time it was activated.
The mode is activated either automatically by the altitude capture
function, or manually by depressing the altitude button an the
mode controller. ALT HOLD is lighted on the annunciator panel
when this mode is active.
If the autopilot is engaged, it will automatically hold the
rato.rcraft at that altitut e. Altitude hold engagement causes !AS
HOLD to engage.
The altitude hold mode is cancelled by automatic glideslope
capture or selection of the altitude selec t FPA .EL, VNAV, or go-
around modes.
VNAV - The VNAV mode provides computed collective command to
capture and maintain a vertical tract:, in ascent or descent_, to e.
predetermined altitude with respect to an RNAV waypoint (which can
be over a VORTAC). To operate in this mode, the pilot must
proceed as follows:
1. Establish an RNAV waypoint on the CDU and select
RNAV mod_.
Z. Establish the course to the waypoint.
Z. Set the desired a).'=itude over the waypoint an
the CDU.
4. Set along-track: bias to reach desired altitude
offset along course from the waypoint.
5. Set the approximate VORTAC station elevation to
obtain slant ran ge correction.
The 'vertical tract; an g le will then be displayed on the.F'FD. As the
rotorr_raft flies toward the waypoint at a constant altitude, the
vertical track angle (VTA) will slowly increase or decrease. When
the desired vertical tract: angle is indicated an the display
scale, the pilot engages vertical navigation guidance by
depressing the vertical navigation button on the mode controller.
The autopilot/flight director will then control the aircraft in
the vertical'plane to fly a straight path from engage point to the
preselected waypoint altitude at the offset position.
VNAV CPLD will be Li ghted an the annunciator panel and the
vertici.tl tract: angle is indicated on 1:he F'FD display scale and on
the altitude selector. Engagement of VNAV causes IAS HOLD and ALT
ARM to engage.
7v
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The PFD command bars will deflect to command the pitch and
collective maneuver to acquire and hold the fli ght path and
airspeed.
Engagement of the VNAV CFLD mode also automatically activates the
altitu_a select function to capture the selected altitude. As the
rotorcraf*_ approaches the selected altitude, an altitude rate
command will automatically guide the pilot t6 it at a low rate.
As the rotarcra.ft reaches the selected altitude, vertical
navigation coupled will automatically disengage and altitude hold
will automatically en gage,• altitude hold will light on the
annunciator panel, and altitude select will disappear. The
command bars on the PFD will call for level flight at the selected
altitude and airspeed.
If the autopilot is engaged, capture and holding of the vertical
tract; angle and subsequent capture and holding of the desired
altitude will be automatic.
Waypoint distance bias is provided to permit the pilot to acquire
a desired altitude at a. point short of the waypoint. For example,
thz waypoint could be established at a runway threshold with the
desired MDA altitude selected and the waypoint distance biased 1
to 2 miles short to pniition the rotorcraft for a. straight-in
approach. Waypoint bic•.z adjustment should not be made while VNAV
is coupled.
The VNAV coupled mode is deactivated by selection of any other
vertical made or by pushing VNAV.
HOVER HOLD - The HOVER HOLD made provides directional and altitude
holding capability when the hover conditions exist. (Hover
conditions are defined in section
The hover hold mode is en g aged by depressing the HOV button on the
mode control panel.	 It provides altitude hold of the altitude
present at the time of engag ement.	 The heading at the time of
encasement or if the foot pedal force of S pounds is e:;ceeded,
commanded heading is 	 ;o held.
Disengagement of hover hold may be accomplished by pushin g the HOV
pushbutton or by any other mode selection. Display of HOV HOLD is
provided upon activation of this made.
COLLECTIVE CONTROL STICK STEERING - This mode is engaged by
pressing the collective -SS switch on the collective stick.. 	 When
engag ed,	 the collective parallel servo is stopped and the
associated clutch is disabled. Under the basic vertical control
law, the altitude rate command sional is synchronized to the
concurrent altitude rate, and while the command button remains_
pressed, chan ges in collective stick. position result in changes in
rotor blade pitch.	 When collective CSS is released. the altitude
rate command signal is held constant at the concurrent value, the
collective parallel servo clutch is re-engaged and
	 resumes
operation.
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All modes except VNAV and ALT HOLD remain in continuous
synchronization with the pilot's aircraft maneuvers so that upon
release r_.f the CSS button, all previously encaced modes will
smoothly reassume control of the aircraft unless decouplad or
reporarammed by the pilot.
When in altitude hold. the aircraft will hold that altitude which
was present upon release of the CSS button. When in VNAV. the
aircraft will revert co altitude select and altitude rate hold
when the CSS button is released.
Since	 all enaaae modes remain coupled,
	
e::ecpt VNAV,	 (in
synchronization) during operation of the CSS mode, their
annunciators wili . continue to show on the annunciator panel. The
CSS mode is not separately annunciated.
The transition of the modes of the collective a;:is are specified
in Table 5-5. The glideslope made is armed from the approach-
lateral control machine when the la'^eral beam is captured and th-
approach is on the backcourse of the localizer.
t
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5.1.2.2.1 A_u^t^op^ i^l^o^t/F_1_ight Director Control Laws - Th,2 Autopilot and flight
diractor contrw^escri e below, are summarized in Figures 5-9 thru
5-12 for collective, pitch, roll and yaw axis. Terms included are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
5.1'.2.2.1.1 Collective Axis Terms
5.1.2.2.1.1.1 Collective Output Equations
Collective Series Servo Command -
C55	 Kh (5 6-9)  - Kh	 S^ + L h
where
CSS = collective series servo command (deg eCOL)
Kh
= altitude rate gain
= 0.1875 deg/ft/s
A C =
hARH if collective button out
C
AARH + KCOL (6 1 - 610) if collective button in
hARH most recent of
a	 5 concurrent with collective CSS, AP, FO, or AH rate hold
engagement.	 '	 - i,,
•	 A  concurrent with release of collective CSS button.
•	 8.33 ft/sec at go-around engagement.
KCOL
collective stick sensitivity
= 10 ft/s/in
al
I'	 '1
2 I	
'COL
S+2^
'COL
collective stick position (in)
610 = 6 1 concurrent with collective CSS button engagement
h = altitude acceleration (ft/s 2)
K; altitude acceleration gain
h
= 0.025 deg/ft/s `	gl
i
lrti
Collective Parallel Servo Command -
CPS . KCPS ' CSS
where
CPS = collective parallel servo rate command (deg ecol/sec)
collective parallel servo gain
KCPS . 1.6 deg/s/deg
Collective Flight Director Command -
BIASED OUT OF VIEW WHEN FLT DIR NOT ENGAGED.
FD I
TS + T
1 
(KCFD h E - Kch hE)
where
SFD = collective flight director command (fraction of full scale)
z collective flight director altitude gain
KCFD , 1.0 full scale/ft/s
collective flight director altitude acceleration gain
Kch ° 0.007 FS/S2
hE - washout altitude acceleration
^T^-I
Jh	 altitude acceleration
hE =[limit RC	
^	
-h
(+3333 ft j
	
rate limit
L J2000 ft/min)	 +1.5 ft/s 2
 ]
e_
where
6 E = attitude rate error (ft/s)
AC = raw altitude rate command (ft/s)
5	 = attitude rate (ft/s)
5.2.2.2.1.1.2 Collective Mode Term Equations
Collective Synchronization -
^ARH ' the A coincident with the most recent of:
9 basic mode engagement
• AUTOPILOT engagement
• FLT DIR engagement if AUTOPILOT not enraged
• Engagement/release of CSS button
Flight Path Angle Hold -
6FPA ' V
T [tan yC
where
YT = true airspeed
y coincident with FPA HOLD BUTTON selection where
yC	
y tan-1 (6/VT) = flight path angle (deg)
yC = y coincident with FPA SEL TO FPA HOLD TRANSITION
Flight Path Angle Select -
hFPA' VT [tan y 
where
yC ' y
dS'P ' selected FPA angle
The FPA capture flag is true when I% - yl E 0.2 deg. i
9
Altitude Hold -
h
HLD ` 
K  (hSEL - h) (AUTOPILOT)
KHCAP (hSEL - h) (FLT DIR ONLY)
where
altitude hold gain
k 	 0.5 ft/s/ft
	
h	 • altitude above sea level
	
hSEL	
' altitude selected
= altitude capture gain
	
KhCAP	 II 0.125 ft/s/ft
If the ALT HLD button is pushed when ALT HLD not previously engaged,
ALT HLD becomes engaged and
hSEL ` h
DSP ' h coincident with ALT HLO selection.
Altitude Select -
If the ALT ARM button is pushed and this mode was not previously engaged,
ALT ARM will engage. Altitude select maybe on with all vertical control
modes (FPA select, FPA hold, etc) and with all pitch control modes (pitch
attitude hold, airspeed select, airspeed hold, etc. When the altitude
hold engage flag is true, ACT select will transition to altitude hold.
ASEL ` KhCAP (hSEL - h)
where
h
SEL ` hdsp coincident with ALT SEL engagement
KhCAP altitude capture gIn
= 0.125 ft/s/ft
ALT HLD engage flg true when
sign (hsel	 - h) . t sign (hSEL - h)-1
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Alt capture flag is true when:
sign [((hsel - h) + Khcap) - 9
sign [((hsel - h) ` Khcap) - h
Vertical Navigation (VNAV)-
hVNAV = Khcap Ahr
where
Or	
vertical navigation deviation
(hVNAV CMO - h)
altitude
Khcap ° altitude capture gain
• 0.125 ft/s/ft
Glideslope Coupled -
fi GS ' KhCAP [—.n  + 7	
h KGS (^dev) + VGKG
where
K
hCAP ° altitude captive gain
• 0.125 ft/s/ft
Kr	 1382 ft/deg
183 ft/deg after middle marker sensed
ydev	
= ILS glideslope deviation (deg)
V G	= ground speed
KG	tan YREF
YREF ° YILS ' 3 deg
HJ
fi
1
I
S
`F
5.1.2.2.1.2 Pitch Axis Terms
5.1.2.2.1.2.1 Pitch Output Equations
Pitch Series Servo Command
• 0 when SCAS not engaged.
•	 S	
[13
6S	 S2+ 682
KPFF ^^ e C + Ke (eC - e ) - Kq	 f J [
 S7+2 3 6^ 8S— x684
PSS
q - K
CB CSS (AUTOPILOT)
• K	 SeC + Ke (eC - e) - K r 6S 1 I S 2 + 682PFF [ y­+8
	
q l
6S + 1 1 L S i2.3 68S J
q -
 KCB CSS + (62 - 620 ) K6e + KdeFF[3 + ] se	 (CSS)
where
PSS	 pitch series serve command (deg)
• pitch command feed-forward gain
KPFF = 3 deg/deg
e
C	
• eCO if research CSS button in second detent
• 6 C + K6e (6 2 - 620)
8 C
	
• e concurrent with CSS engagement, disengagement
= pitch stick sensitivity
Kde	
= 4 deg/in
t
86
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a 2 • Most recent of	 .I
62 concurrent with CSS engagement
	
q	 pitch rate (deg/s)
K	 • pitch rate gain
q • 0.45 deg/deg/s
d e • pitch stick position (in)
	
KSOFF	
pitch stick feed forward gain
• 1.35 deg/in
Pitch Parallel Servo Command -
a
PPS • K PPS PSS
where
PPS • pitch parallel servo rate command (aeg/s)
K
PPS • pitch parallel servo gain
• 0.75 deg/s/deg
Pitch Flight Director Command
2 BIASED OUT OF VIEW
6	 • limit	 1	 [KOFO it(B-e)1 	
1
eFD	
+151.-10 deg I ^S'+Z ] 	 [ lim  deg	 CP J	 WDJ
-KgFD • qWO + KaFD1	 eCWO
1
(1
87
row IWIM—WX
X,
where
aeFD n 
pitch flight director command (deg 1 in n 15 deg)
KBFD n 
pitch flight director gain
n 1l^deg/deg
WO	
I	 251 
	 • e	 (initialized when FLT DIR engaged if
IL 251 —
+I1 	
AUTOPILOT not engaged)
n pitch rate night director gain
Kg FD n 0.5 deg/deg/s
61
qWO	 QTI
K8FD1 n 
Pitch flight director feed forward gain
n 3.0 deg/deg
5
eCWO a e C •	 ^-+--g
5.1.2.2.1.2.2 Pitch Moue Term Equations
Pitch Synchronization -
eC 	 n e coincident with AUTOPILOT engagement
e C	 n limit I eCP+eC11
(+20 deg)	
J
1
eCP	 n (-KeCl VE )	 -.3r—+T
rate limit
+5 deg/s
n limit	 1	 limit
eCI	 (+10 deg)	 S	 (±5 deg)
all modes
[ -KBC2	 VE, 
J
1
V E	 n 	 55 + T [ VC]	 AFB
rate limit
+1.5 ft/s2	BB
f#
(,$,V
VF8
- VTE true airspeed for IAS SEL/HOLD modes
where
8C - pitch attitude command (deg)
8C  n proportional component of ac
OCT
- integral component of 8C
V E - velocity error (ft/s)
K8C1 - proportional	 velocity gain all modes (deg/ft/s)
- 0.5 deg/ft/sec
C	 y
P j	 K8C2 - integral	 velocity gain
- 0.05 deg/ft/s
Airspeed Hold
15S
	
Y IVF8	 - [ 	 CVT + Kxa C T55 +7]	 ail
where	
LL
VT 	- true airspeed (ft/s)
of
Xa'	
- aircraft x-axis acceleration (ft/S 2)
da -4
5.1.2.2.1.3 Roll Axis Terms
5.1.2.2.3.1 Roll Output Equations
Roll Series Servo Command -
- 0 when SCAS not engaged
2	 2
RSS	 - KRFF ^3 + 5, 4C + K4 (OC - 0 ) -KpP	
S + 68 	 (AUTO)
5 +2 .3 685 + 68
- KRFFc T + 5] 4C + Km (.^C - 4) -K pp + K d4FF IS'+ 1Z3J 6 m	 (GS$)
89
where
RSS roll series servo command (deg)
KRFF
• Roll
• 2.25
feed forward gain
deg/deg
0C n 000 if K60	 (a 3 - 630 ) otherwise
000
concurrent with CSS engagement
0 • vehicle roll attitude (deg)
K60
n roll stick segsitivity
6 deg/in
1
63
S	
+ 1.4
60
S + 1
6 0 roll stick position (in)
630 63 concurrent with CSS engagement
Kv
n roil attitude gain
0.5 deg/deg
K :
-roll rate gain
deg.0.2125 /deg/s
P roll rate (deg/s)
K60FF
n roll stick feed forward gain
0 deg/in
90
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Roll Parallel Servo Command -
RPS 
s K
RPS ' RSS
where
RPS	 = roll parallel servo rate command (deg/s)
roll parallel servo gain
KRPS	 = 0.125 deg/s/deg
Roll Flight Director Command -
BIASED OUT OF VIEW (FLT DIR NOT ENsAGED)
d4^FD	
(	 1
	
[(OC
Z$ + I
	 - 0) - KpFOP + KOPF1 4CWO
where
60F7	 roll flight director bar position (LSO - 0.9/667 in, F.S. - i inch)
K	 roll flight director position gain
OFD = 0.015 in/deg
KpFD = roll flight director rate gain
= 0.4 deg/deg/s.
P	 roll rate (deg/s)
roll flight director feed forward gain
KOF01 = 2.0 deg/deg
OCWO OC	 SI r +--61
Roll Synchronization -
= 0 coincident with most recent of:
• AUTO engagement
0c	 • FLT DIR engagement if AUTOPILOT not engaged
r All other r,:odes disengage and AUTO or FLT DIR remain
engaged.
= 0 at ga-around engagement
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f
r	 ..^	 ^mot	
_	
--
= :of f. '	 r•
(HDG HOLD ENGAGED)
'O
^C
1 '
• .SS + 1	 limit
rate limit
	 Z3 deg
[Z5.0 deg/
paC]
	
(NAV MODES PEWAGED)
Qi :c .	 .
OF, V 1^)C%: '.
Rail Control -
• .SS + 1	 limit
rata 	 t	 =YO deg
=2.S deg/
1
4C
	.SS + 1	 limit
rats limit	 220 deg
X3.0 deg/s
0-C
J
	 (HOG SEL ENGAGED)
when
iC	 ROLL AYT%M command (dal)
• ivG • YG ° E^	 in HOG SEL/HOU MODE
®C
• Agy (By + Tjy4) + limit
	
rlimit (KD%D°p )^	 otherwise
=1 deg	 tg deg/s
when
v$ • ground velocity (ft/s)
OE • heading erme (deg;
L
R'4va
zu
%Y® erosstrack displacement gain0.03 deg/ft
Dy • crosstrack displaeaent (Perpendicular to the right of the track),
defined for each made
92
crosstrack rate time constant
• 20 sec for 0  > 2000 ft
t ^Dy
 • 10 sec for D  < CO ft
• a.linear blend from 10 sec to 20 see for 50 < D  < 2000 ft
6y	 crosstrack rate, defined in each mode
DI • crosstrack integral gain
• 0.003 deg/s/ft
f	 Day	 Dy if ®S 5 deg and if °on course° conditions met
• 0 otherwise
Heading Hold -
i 	
10E
	
i'REF " VA
where
'YE 	• heading error (deg)
*
REF ' *A coincident with mode engagement or in transition from HOG SEL (deg)
*A 
n aircraft heading (deg)
Heading Select -
0E	 ' WREF .. ^A
Heading HOLD capture flag true when
*E I _< 5 deg
9:3
F
r
'
y
i-G
Course Datum Command -
4cde
a
i.	 !
K4 r AOcd, for navigation capture,
K*	 1	
limit	 1	
14 [ - (-30°' [ 20 _S+ 1J	 cd
for navigation track
K4 ` Kbc * a0cd, for approach beam capture,
r	 l imit	 1
K 4
 *	
C1. - (±30°) ^ 10 S + 1 j 	 (Kbc * A4cd),
for approach beam track,
Z...
t
0, otherwis,
K4 	 a course datum gain a 1.5 deg/deg
Kbc • +1, not backcourse	 L-1, backcaursej
60 c a course datum signal from navigation computer
The backcourse flag is true if the magnitude of the course datum signal is
great.- than 90 degrees.
Lateral Beam Flags - The navi gation and approach modes have submodes.for arm,
capture, capture with track armed, and track. These are switched on flags
computed from the following quantities:
r	 64lb
rnaL	 ,	
110 1 5
	
+ 1]
°r J+1J
	
5S +1
r a	 1	 12.7 5 S	 + 1'	 ra	 C[S+iJ e [1.755+1	 J
40
lb ' 
roll command from the navigation computer for lateral begin
deviations
qa
The flag, navigation capture, is true when r and P n are of opposite signs. The
flag, navigation track, is true whenir < 3 dots and.101s 4 deg. The f',ag,
lateral beam capture, is true when r and r a are if opposite signs. ' ne flag,
I'
lateral beam track, is true whenl r i < 3 dots andle h 4 deg.
Lateral Beam Commands for Approach
r	 alb
®^^ b
 • roll command for lateral beam deviations from the navigation
computer
{	 • o.s r, (navigation track or approach beam track) and not
localizer
rl
• r, otherwise
^•
r	
-o.s * P l , locatizer backcourse and approach beam track
2. 
_rl, locatizer backcourse and not approach beam track
• +rl , otherwise
30
5 
s	 T^ approach beam track
r30 • 10 	 1^	 2
r	
• r2 + r3C , approach beam track
3	
• P 2 , otherwise
• limi^
(+4s )	 [K4 r31 , approach beam capture
1-	
P4 
In lir'^	 L	
JJ
(+1v )	 [K4 s r 3] , approach beam track
95-
ji
4.0 deg/dot on NAV track and LOC
- 1.0 deg/dot on NAV capture and LOC
K 4 8.0 deg/dot on MAV track and VOR
40 0 deg/dot on NAV capture and VOR or RNAV
40:0 deg/dot on NAV track and RNAV
2.5 deg/dot on LOC after middle marker
'4, approach beam capture or approach beam track
01bca 0, otherwise
Latiral Beam Command fir Navigation -
. o 
lb
lb
roll command for lateral beam deviations from navigation computer
r
0
120 S	 for navigation track
r + ro, navigation track
r
r	 otherwise
r	 navigation capture or navigation track50,r
0, otherwise
(110	 ^Ks	r	 navigation or lateral ^eam track
r6 limi
(±60S	 [K	 r	 otherwise
4.0 on NAV track and not RNAV
I(S navigation gain	 5.0 an NAV trark and RNAV
16.0 on NAV capture
navigation cupture or navigation track
0 Ibcn OR
0. utherwise approach beam apture or approach beam t-ack
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5.1.2.2.1.-4 Yaw Axis Terms
5.1.2.2.2.4.1 Yaw Axis Output Equations
®iraCtional (Tail Rotor) Series Servo Command -
n 0 (MS or AUTOPILOT MOT angag"I
Kf05 { S 1 B.L + K'O (b - VC ) + Kr (r - %)	 (hover made)
`•	 J:+1
r S	 0	 + Kr `r'	 1	 P+Wo15+11 
x	
1
ay 170,11Y
where
0=	 directional series servo 	 (dog)
0a • total Collective pitch (deg;
K.0 • heading hold gain
• 1 deg/dog
i	 aircraft heading
K^ • lateral acceleration gain
n 2 deg/ft/32
ay	 lateral accalera rater signal ( including gravity =wanen'-) (ft/52)
OC	 i if RFP ' K", otherwise most recent of:
o it coincident with CSS disangagemtent
o	 coincident with FFp droping below KF"
o i + I (eC - OSS + Kr (r o rc)) Coincident with hover mode
1	 engagement.
^i
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FFP • foot pedal force (lb)
KFPT	 foot pedal force threshold
• 8 lb.
NVR -
6C	 • pitch attitude command (deg)
Kr • yaw rate gain
• 0.6 deg/deg/s
r	 • yaw rate (deg/s)
rc	 a °FPH F°FP (deg/s)
foot pedal sensitivity in hoverFPH	
1 deg/s/lb
• FFP - KFPT 
if F
FP > KFPT
F°
FP • 0 if 
-KFPT 
4 
FFP <
	
KFPT
^• FFP + KFPT if 'FFP < -KFPT
r,	 10S 1 r - 1845 sin
WO• ITS + 1J r
	 VT
(deg/s)
KOP • yaw/roll rate decoupling gain
• 0.1 deg/deg/s
P	 roll rate (deg/s)
Oirectional (Tail Rotor) Parallel Servo Command -
bps • KOPS DSS if F
FP 
< KFPT
a 0 otherwise
where
bps	 directional parallel servo rate command (deg/s/deg)
K
DPS • directional parallel servc gain
• 0.4 deg/s/deg
98
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1°.1.3. AUTOPILOT/FLIGHT DIRECTOR SYSTEM INTERFACES
The autopilot/fliaht director function involves a number of
devices.
mode controller
special switches
dynamic sensors
navigation. radio, INS
mode' annunciator
primary fliaht display
pitch servo
collective servo
roll and yaw servos
and altitude devices
The connections to the computer are illustrated in Figure 5-17.
The status of the fliaht control system is contrallea by thF,
switches an the mode controller ,Four se p arate spe c ial switches,
switanes an the control panel for the navigation computer, and by
several si gnals specifying the validity of sensor and radic
information. Several capture and tract: signals also switch modes
or submodes.
5.2. NAVIGATION/FLIGHT PLANNING FUNCTION
RODAAS Navigation/Fli ght Planning Function enables the pilot to
plain and store his flight plan, and monitor his 5catU5 with
respect to plan , throun^.L-cc the fliaht. In flight a moving map
display is present>d on the RODAAS HSD which pictorially shows the
aircraft position relative to the selected waypoint course and
NAVAID.	 In the heading up mode the area directly ahead of the
aircraft is mapped straight up from the aircraft symbol. 	 A
selectable "North Up" mode is available to allow more convenient
camparison of the moving map display with a conventional map. A
map slew feature is provided which allows one to view portions of
the moving map which are otherwise out of view as a result of maF
scale.
The RNAV function employs VORTAC-INS with automatic Look.-ahead to
the next waypoint.	 The pilo t_ is informed when the signal quality
associated	 with the next waypoint is adequate for	 sy=stem
navigation.
5.2.1. NAVIGATION/FLIGHT PLANNING CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
The navigation/flight planning function emplo ys the CDU for data
input and readout, and the HSD for the map display. Following is
a description of these various CDU and HSD controls and cisplays.
NAVIGATION;FLIGHTPLANNING CDU CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
----------------- -------- --- -------- --- --------
ODU Controls and Displays involved with Navi gation/Flight Planning
are shown in Fi gure 5-14.
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Figure 5-13: AUTOPILOT /FLIGY,T DIRECTOR INTERFACES
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The NAVAID DATA information is entered an the NAVO - D DATA page,
and is tabulated for review under DATA BASE SHY. Waypoint data is
entered on the WP DATA pa q e.	 Flight plan editing is possible
wing the MAP EDIT page. Flight status is available on the FL1
5'.Hr pag e. Flight plan date. may be cleared on the INIT pa ge. The
use of these pages is described below.
NAVAID DATA PAGE - NAVAID data is normally entered as a preflight
operation.
If NAVAID data pages are selected, `.ne NAVAID page number 1 will
appear. It is necessary to access the desired NAVAID number page,
if different from NAVAID 1, through the back/fwd control or by
direct data entry of the desired NAVAID number an the CDU
NAVAID data can be stored in the EEPROM memory for futL,re use by
using the FLT PLN SAVE touchpoint on the INIT pa ge. This data
base is then autamatically reloaded Lnro the approprLat=_ RAM al
power up.	 Subsequent chan ges of the NAVAIDs will riot affect the
stored information unless FLT PLN save is re-initiated.
The NAVAID DATA can be cleared by means of the DATA CLEAR
touchpoint on the !NIT page.
The N , W, and E _zzcc. a t =-d .. th	 _ .n Ln^T: Li^iJG and VAnlAiIVIV n eed n.]^
entered if the •  are applicable.
	
They may be overridden with an
alphabetical input proceeding the f_.merical input if approoriat2.
If NAVAID data for a NAVAID used in a waypoint definition is
chanced, a CDU data entry advisory "NAV USED IN WP DEF" is
displayed.
In addi
t
ion to format checks, entered NAVAID data is checked as
follows:
1. Frequencies between 108 and 118 MHz, and multiple of
fi,ti5 MHz.
_. NAVAID number between it and 15.
Latitude between 0 and 90 degrees, N or S or no prefix.
4. Longitude between 0 and 180 degrees, E or W or no prefi;:.
5. "Degree" entries between 0 and 59.9 minutes.
6. Magnetic variation prefi;c E or W, or no prefix and
magnitude less than l(*)().
7. NAVAID ID has three characters.
If the format checks detect a violation, the data entry- is not
allowe6 to be entered, and an error message "DATA ENTRY ERROR" is
disp Layed on the CDU.
FLT PLAN SMY - The FLT PLAN SMY page provides menu selection of
the wa.ypoint summary (WP SMY) and NAVAID summary (NAVAID SMY).
When "WP SMY" is act_vated, pace one of three waypaint summary
pages is displayed. Pages two and three are displayed by togglin(
the pe.ge Fwd/Back control.
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Displayed information includes:
1) Waypoint No.
=) Waypoint ID
;) NAVAID ID
4) Radial/Distance
The WF NO will contain a number from 1 to _S providing a numerical
list of the waypoints within the system complex:. The 'WP ID Nall
contain up to a five letter waypoint identifier. The NAVAID ID
will contain a three letter NAVAID identifier. The radial/distance
column will contain the computed or entered radial and distance_
for the waypoint.
When the "NAVAID SMY" is activated, page 1 of 2 NAVAID summary
Pages is displayed.	 Page two may be displayed by to ggling the
page Fwd/Back control.	 .
Displayed information includes:
1) NAVAID NO
_) NAVAID ID
:7) Frequency
4) Latitude/Lonaltude
Tne NAVAID NO will contain a number from 1 to 15 indicating tha
numerical sequence or the navaid within the system camp 1e::. The
NAVAID ID will contain a three NAVAID letter identifier. The
entered NAVAID frequency and its latitude and longitude 0111 be
presented in t he remaining columns.
Xs in the ID column designate a valid NAVAID facility for which
identification code has not been entered.
Xs in latitude And lon g itude columns desia_nate a valid NAVAID
facility far which latitude and longitude has not been entered.
Waypoints referenced to such NAVAIDS wi11 not link:.
WP DATA PAGE - The WP DATA page comes up with the active waypoint.
Upon initialization waypoin t_ i is the active wayooint. Another
waypoint is made the active wa ypoint by displayin g_ the desired
waypoint on the WF DATA p.`.Ie and depress
i
ng the CDU "AP USE"
button. Changes to the active waypoint will be immediately
reflected in the displayed map, and affect the guidance signal=_
sent to the Autopilot/Flight Director function.
Waypoints are defined from this page. If a NAVAID number is
entered for a NAVAID with stored rata, the NAVAID ID will be
transferred to the WF' DATA page.
Entry of a new NAVAID number will cause a new NAVAID ID to appear.
The radial and distance are cleared to =era. 	 New courses are
computed based on this and other waypoint information. 	 If new
radial and distance are now entered, a appropriate new courses at
computed when entry arrows are cleared.
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Entr y
 of a NAVAID number- or a. wa,,joint 1a.titude and lon g itude w111
cause appropriate new courses to be oenerated, as well is a new
radial and distance.
If a new NAVAID number or a new NAVAID ID is entered followina the
entry of -a number, the related data of the new number or ID
will be entered.
if the NAVAID number or the NAVAID ID entry is attemptwd on the WP
DATA pate but no data is stared for this NAVAID, the current
information will remain unchano_ed. An error messaa_e "NO NAVAID
DATA" is displayed.
Upon first selection of a particular WP DATA page, the MDA or DH
toaale index and the NAV mode shall indicate "NO" and "RNAV" for
touchpoints 7 and S, respectively,
With AUTO CPS SE-0 off, passina over a wavooint does nc*_hlno to the
course selected. If coupled, control continues to the s:.see
outbound from the s t ation unless the Qonurse selection is chanced.
If t he c ourse selection is chana_ed. the Autaollvt;Flioht DirectJr
reverts to Heading Hold and Nav Arm. If the cour=e selecticn v:3=
mane prior
- to or during the time the Nav Capture =1_.g me•,ome=_
true, the new course will be captured automatically.
Waypoint data can be stored in the EEF'F'OM memory for iuture use by
usir,a the FLT PLN SAVE touchpoint an the INIT pace, This aata
base is then Automatically reloaded into the appropriate FAM =._
Power up. Subsequent changes to the waypoints will not affect the
stored information unless FLT PLJ SAVE is re-initiated.
The waypoint data can be cleared b y means of the DATA CLEAR
touchpoint on the INIT paae.
The SEL annunciation displayed under CRS1/CRS-_ is contr-olI -d
manually by the CRS SEL button.
	 Pushina this but_tnn will toaale
the SEL between CRS1 and CPS'2. With AUTO CRS SEi7 on, this
trans_tion from CRS1 to CRS2 will be accomplished automatically.
The course selected for the active waypoint will also be displayed
on the HSD.
All waypoints that are inactive will show the SEL opposite course
1. Only the active waypoint SEL is toggled by the course select
pushbutton.
A waypoint is linked if:
The waypoint and the previous ways.
and	 longitude	 have	 been
latitude/longitude or NAVAIDS for
have been entered.
Course 1 has not been man-rally
ccur se Z was not manually entered
3oint are located, ie, a latitude
defined using either INS
which the latitude and longitude
entered for this waypoint and
for the prior waypoint.
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If data is changed for the NAVAID number to which the waypoint is
referenced, the NAVAID number on the wa ypoint data page mill go
back to an X, and a data. entry advisory NAV USED IN WP DEF is
displayed.
If a previously linked waypoint is unlinked from either of its
neighbors by the manual entry of course - on the previous
waypoint, the courses on the waypoint data page will remain
unchanged.
All courses associated with the active waypoint will be displayed
on the HSD unless they are XXXs.
If latitude and longitude are not defined on the NAVAID DATA p-ne
and this NAVAIDS is used to define a waypoint, the data wiii
properly transfer to the WP DATA pa ge, but linking of the waypoint
to another is not allowed,
ALT/OFFSET - Defines the waypoint altitude and the ver'_ica,
waypoint position offset. 	 The offset is negative for a vertic_I
waypoint before an F:NAV waypcic;: or positive 4 bevona. The
entered altitude is the reference for VNAV and is the MDA nr Dh
reference altitude if so designated by the lower right touchpoint.
FLT STAT PAGE - Data on these pages represents current condi._ions
as measured or computed. Page 1 presents current aircraft Status
while paces 2 thru 4 present information for the active waypoint
and all waypoints linr.ed to the active waypoint.
Page 1 presents the following:
GMT - Current GMT clock time in Hours: Minutes: Seconds.
TRG MAX AVAIL - The maximum torque available (PSI) for Continuous
operation under the current conditions.
TP.Q. - The current torque (F'SI) imposed upon the engine output
shaft,
FUEL FLO - The current fuel flow in pounds per hour.
TAS - The current true airspeed (KNOTS) received from the true
airspeed sensor.
GS - The current computed ground speed (i::NOTS) based on navigation
and winds aloft computations.
WIND DIR - The computed winds aloft direction (DEG)
WIND SPO - The computed winds aloft velacity. (KNOTS)
FUEL REM - The current fuel remaining (LBS) based on initial fuel
load and fuel flow.
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FUEL REM - The current time remaining (MIN) basE^; 2n current Fuel
remaining divided by the current fuel flb,:.
Panes 2 through 4 present the followina -infnrmation.
WP - Wavpoint numbers.	 ..
ID - A three letter waypoint identifier will be presented 'here, if
it has been so specified.
DTWP - The distance to waypoint based on WP DATA position entries
is presented under this column.
If off course, the distance to the active waypoint is the straight
line distance to the ac t ive WP if course 1 is selected, and the
straight line distance to the ne::t waypoint if course - i=
selected.
TTWP - The time, based on known distances and computed ground
speed .a presented under this column.
ETA - The estimated time of arrival, based upon the time to the
waypoint a.nd referenced to the GMT cloth:, is presen r ed in this
column.
EFR - The estimated fuel remaining, based on fuel load, C:Urrent
fuel flow and estimated time to destination, is presented in this
column.
MAP EDIT PAGE - This page may be used when it is desired to -,'te-
a previous flight plan or to generate waypoints along a pr•esc•-ibed
course.
When "WP INSERT" is activated:
The waypoint as indicated by the number entered under iNSER,' WF
and all subs=equent waypoints are renumbered.
WP DATA is then selected automatically for the new waypoint number
to allow insertion of new waypoint data.
When" WP DELEYE" is activated:
The waypoint, as indicated by the number entered under delete WF,
is deleted and all subsen^_rent waypoints are renumbered.
WP DATA page is then selected automati c ally far the waypoint
number that was deleted.
When "WP GENERATE" is activated:
Waypoints will be generated to sequentially fill the set defined
by the "START WP" and "END WP". E'•oth start and end waypoint=_ must
be referenced,,
:J
The waypoints generated will be e r ually spaced on a course line
drawn from the "START WP" to the•"END WP".
Each generated waypoint will be referenced to the closest NAVAID
shown an the "NAVAID SUMMARY" page.
When WP PRES POS is touched, an entry-arrow will appear opposite
the
	 beneath the touchpoint. 	 Upon entry of a number to
designate the desired waypoint identification, the date.
corresponding to the aircrafts present position will be copied
onto the designated waypoint data pace which will be displayed
automatically. All data on the designated waypoint data pace will
be taken the same as that of the active waypoint except RAD, DIST,
and CRS, which - are computed for present position.
When "INV WP SEO" is activated:
Waypoints will be resequenced to fill the set defined b y "STAF'T
WP" a.nd "EAD WP". All waypoints includin g both start and end
waypoints mus t_ e:cist and be referenced. All altitude and offset
values, as well as MDA/DH altitudes will be returned to -jower uf,
Val Lies.
Faulty entry diag nostic messages associated with map edit are as
follows:
ENTRY	 FAULT
START WP	 Start waypoint not derined
END WP	 Designated end waypoint
number less than start
waypoint number
END WP	 End waypoint not defined
INSERT WP	 Inserted waypoin t_ is 26th
or higher waypoint
DELETE WP	 Deleting active WF
CDU MESSAGE
WP NOT LOCATED
WP LESS THAN SMART
WP NOT LOCATED
WP STORAGE LIMIT
ACTIVE WP
For the occurance of the diagnostic messa ges listed above, the
data will not be accepted into the system and the messa g es must be
cleared via the CLR key.
INIT PAGE - Navigation/flight planning stored data can be cleared
using touchpoints on the INIT pa ge. Stored NAVAID and waypoint
data can be cleared separately.
Touchina the DATA CLEAR touchpaint causes an entry arrow to
appear.	 Subsequent taichpoint touches will toggle the arrow
between the two t ypes of data. To clear either type of data from
the system, the CLR button is depressed with a clear scratch pad.
Selecting another touchpoint will cause the arrow to advan-e
without clearing the data from the system.
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INS INIT PAGE -Touchina the INS INIT touchpoint causes the INS
INIT •
 menu page to be displayed. The touchpoints and their-
functions. are tabulated below:
INS POWER OFF/ON - Turns to INS systei., on, initiates self-test and
alianment •
 process. The alianment time varies from 2 1/2 to 7
minutes depending upon measured alignment performance parameters.
It the previous fliaht used a full inertial alianment and the
aircraft has not been moved, stared headin g and present position
information can be used to reduce alignment time to 2 1/2 minutes.
Durin g
 alignment, the aircraft must be stationary. The remainina
alignment time is displayed at the top of INS INIT pagtr.
PRES POS - Aircraft present position must be entered prior to the
system entering navigation mode. This t_o l_rchpoint provides entry
capability to accomplish this reauiremeni.. If the system attempts
to enter the Navigate mode without a "present position" en t_'- •% . a
NO PRESENT POSITION r autic me=-sa g e will occur as a reminde • to
the pilot.
NAVIGATE OFF/ON - This touchpoint provides selection of the iNS
navigate made. This touchpint ma y
 be selected immediatel,% after
s ystem power has been turned an to provide automatic naviaata mode
en g aaement.	 However, entry into naviaate mode will be inhibited
until -a 	 po-ition ha s- been entered under the PF,ES FO .S
t our hpoint.
ATT REF ONLY - The attitude mode selection t ouchpoint is used only
durin g specific fault conditions that allow valid attitude outputs
(pitch, roll and headingi b_rt position and/or velocity outputs
are invalid. In this mode, all navi g ation outputs are invalid Lut
attitudes are still provided. Heading outputs are relative to
aircraft heading at "ATTITUDE" node enga g ement which is initially
set to Zero degrees.	 The actual mag netic heading at mode
engagement can be entered u:ina the ATT REF HOG touchpoint.
NOTE: The Navigate mode cannot be re-entered once Attitude aiode
is selected. Also, no further correction for magnetic variation is
provided since latitudes and longitudes are no longer computed.
ATT REF HDG - The ATT REF HDG touchpaint provides magnetic headingi
entry capability to be used during specific fault conditions or
manual selection of attitude reference only engagement.
The following INS status information is displayed on the INS INIT
Page:
REM ALIGN TIME - Time remaining in alignment process. 	 The
alianment time c aries from2 1;2 to 7 minutes.
INS STATE - ALN - Indicates INS system is in the alian state.
NRDY - Not ready - Navi gate ready conditions have not been
satisified, but alignment process has been completed.
1US
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NAV - Navigate (Mode Engaged
ATT - Attitude Mode Engaged.
5.2.1.2. NAVIGATION/FLIGHT PLANNING CDU
----------------- -------- ---
Navigation/flight planning function controls located an the CDU
(see Figure 5-15) are as follows:
WP USE - USE will activate the waypoint displayed on the CDU.
	
If
the WP DATA page is not on the CDU,
	 nothing will happen when the
USE button is pushed. The USE button is only used for selecting
active waypoints.. If the displayed waypoint data is incomplete, a
CDU data entry "WP NOT DEFINED" is displayed.
CRS SEL - CRS SEL will toggle the WP DATA page CRS 1/CRS -
touchpoint	 SEL mnemonic between CRS 1 and CRS 2 for t he active
waypoint.	 The HSD display will chang e to snow the new Course e.rvd
course deviation relative to the newly selected course. If 'UTO
C='.S SEQ has been selected. the CRS SEL button will change the
selected course and cause the system to revert to manual sequence
(AUTO CRS SELD OFF). 	 If the selected course is not defined, the
message "COURSE 1140T DEFINED" is displayed.
AUTO CRS SEQ - The AUTO CRS SEQ (Auto Course Sequence) button
is pushed to toggle between the ON and OFF states for auto course
sequence. AUTO CF'S SEQ ON will cause RODAAS to transition
automatically from the "in" course (course 1) to the "out" Course
(course	 The autopilot/fli ght director control laws are such
that	 a	 smooth asymptotic capture is e;<ecuted for	 course
intersection an g les less than 90 degrees. 	 The AUTO CRS SEn. ON
state is indicated by lighting the pushbutton and attaching <,n A
to the course number an the HSD. Activation of the autocaurse
sequence (or activation of WP USE with auto-course-sequence on)
with no course = defined for the active WP will result in an CDU
data entry advisory "CRS 2 NOT DEFINED".
AUTO WP SEQ - The AUTO WP SEO (or Auto Waypoint Sequence) button
is pushed to toggle between the ON and OFF states for auto
waypoint sequence. AUTO WP SEQ will cause PODAAS to transition
automatically from the "outbound" course (course 2) on the current
waypoint to the "Inbound" course (course 1) of the newt waypoint,
making it the active waypoint at the halfway point and upon next
WP availability. The AUTO WP SEC. on state is indicated by
lighting the pushbutton and attaching an A to the WP number an the
HSD.
Activation of the AUTO WP SEGuence (or activation of the WP use
with auto-waypoint-sequence an) with the next waypoint undefined
will resul t_ in a CDU data entry advisory "WP NOT DEFINED".
LAT DIR TO - LAT DIR TO will set course 1 to the course which
would direct the aircraft to the active waypoint and makes course
1 the selected course.
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Activation of LAT DIR TO when the active waypoint is an ILS
waypoint results in the CDU data entry advisory "LOC FRED
SELECTED".	 LAT DIR TO with an incomplete active waypoint results
in the CDU data entry advisory "WP NOT DEFINED". 	 LAT DIR TO in
VOR changes CRS 1 to the currant bearing to the station.
NAVIGATION/FLIGHT PLANNING HSD CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
----------------- -------- --- -------- --- --------
HSD .displays associated with Navigation/Flight Planning are shown
in Fi gure 5-16. HSD controls associated with navigation/flight
planning are shown in Figure 4-7. They include the following
functions:
HDGINOR - HDG/NOR changes the map from headin g up to a North-up
orientation and vice versa. Lighted annunciation.
MAP/CRSR - MAP,CRSR changes the slew control to affect either the
cursor or the map.	 if _ha cursor is the selected state, a cursc•r
appears	 suoerimposed on the active waypoint.
	 Cursor mode
operation is defined below Li ghted annunciation.
MAP RETURN - MAP RETURN returns the map to the normal position
(not slewed/map mode).
WP BRG - WP ERG causes the active waypoint bearin g
 needle to be.
deleted from the display if present or to bQ displayed if not
present,. Lighted annunciation.
MAP REVU - MAP REVU causes the map to appear when no radio or "NS
signals are available.
	 The active waypoint is located at the
airplane location.
	 The purpose is to allow preflic,:it review r•r
the planned flight using the map slew feature.	 The aircraft
symbol is not shown in MAP REVU mode.
MAP SCALE - Changes in the map scale are initiated by en g ag ing on:;
of the three following map scale buttons.
- 2 NM/inch map scale select: Lighted annunciation, HSD
annunciation
- e NM/inch map scale select: Lighted annunciation, HSD
annunciation
- 40 NM/inch map scale select: Lighted annunciation, HSD
annunciation
The 2-NM/ i nch scale is suitable for tight control situations such
as approach, and the S-NM/inch is suitable for enroute. The 4()-
NM/inch allows for display of approximately lro0 NM forward of the
HSD aircraft symbol.
Lateral deviation is presented by five dots on either side of the
aircraft symbol. The dots are 0.125 inch apart. The 2 NM/inch map
scale results in 0.25 NM/DOT, e NM/inch results in 1.0 NM/DOT, and
40 NM/inch results in 5 NM/DOT scaling.
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,The VOR scale is 2 degrees/dot deviation is limited to 5 dots.
E;:amples of HSD map displa ys set up usina these controls are
illustrated in Figure 5 -lb. Included are.
RNAV MODE, 2 NM/INCH AND a NM/INCH - These scales are best suited
far operations in a terminal con trol area (A(-A) or in oerfcrming
an RNAV approach. In this illustration the aircraft is
approaching WP4 NLS, a VORTAC which is providing the signals for
defining WP5 and 6.
	 The flight plan is for an RNAV approach to
Nelson Airport, Kansas. WP5 is the initial approach fix (IAF) and
WP6 is the missed approach point (MAP).
	 The auto WP SEQ. mode is
an providing automatic waypoint switching should a missed approach
be ei:ecuted.
RNAV MODE, 40 NM/INCH - Thi s_ scale is most suitable far viewing
the Flight plan.	 The illustration shows the aircraft enroute to
Nelson VORTAC.
	 At this moment the air craft is o miles to the
right of the selected course.
VOR MODE, 2.0 DEh/DOT - This mode. since no distance is available,
cannot show a map.	 The aircraft is far to the right of the
selected course.	 The distance to `_he VORTAC wi11 be displayed
adjacent to the DTWF' if the VOR bein g
 used has DNE available.
ILS MODE - This mode is similar to an RNAV type presentation with
the INS active.	 The lateral deviation is computed based on
'cc,
 IizL deviation.	 The aircraft is seen ^. ^^ dots to the right
of the localizer course. Ma::imum lor_alizer deviation is limited
to 5 dots. TTWP and DTWF are based on distance information from a
colocated DNE facility nr upon INS data.
RNAV MODE, UNLINKED WAYPOINT, 8 NM/INCH - This fi gure shows an	 +
unlinked RNAV display.
	
Waypoint 4 is the active waypoint.	 The
two courses entered for the waypoint are shown as course lines
e;ctending through the waypoint.	 Course 1 (241 degrees) has been 	 j.
selected as indicated by the CRS entri as at the left of the
display, and the course direction arrow.
E
Waypoint 5 is also shown on the map.
	 If the active WP NAVAID is
located (i.e., has latitude and longitude defined), then all other
located waypoints and NAVAIDs will be drawn. In this case,
waypoints 4 and 5 must both be referenced to located NAVAIDs such
as MKC As shown ci the map.
RNAV MODE, NORTH UP ORIENTATION - This fi gure shows the same RNAV;
4	 NM/inch situation as it would appear with a north up
orientation.	 The airplane occupies the same location as for the
headin g up orientation and the map moves with respect to the
airplane as the flight progresses. 	 The airplane will rotat e_ as
the heading is changed. If desired, the map slew feature may be
used to reposition the airplane (and map) to a more desirable
position.
i 1' .,
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The HSD will only show NAVAID iden t ifiers entered by the pilot.
Where a waypoint identifier has been entered, this information
will also be displayed, in lieu of a waypoint number.
CURSOR CONTROL - The pilot calls up the WP DATA page on the CDU
and selects the waypoint number he wants to assign to the cursor
waypoint. If he wants to insert, he calls up the MAP EDIT pane.
The pilot then pushes the CURSOR button on the HSD Control Panel
and the followinq things happen:
The cursor appears on the HSD superimposed on the active waypoint.
The cursor r__n be moved using the slew -ontrol. After the cursor
is moved to the desired location, pushing the ENTR button will
cause the active waypoint data modifiea for the cursor radial and
distance information to be copied on the displayed wayootnt data
page. New cours-es are computed and appear an the WF DATA page if
the waypoints are 1.nked. The waypoint can then be maoe actin= by
touching WP USE.
If the cursor designated waypoint is the active waypoint, the sam^-
map slew featv.re is provided w t.ich allows one to view pertions of
the moving ma p which are otherwise out of view ae e. result of map
scale.
The cursor moved or inserted waypoints must be referenced to the
active waypoint reference.
Depressing a touchpoint or any CDU key other than MSG AC--', CLn or
DATA LINK will cause the cursor mode to be disengaged. The
entering of both radial and distance or latitude and longitude of
the cursor designated waypoint (by pushing the ENTR button) will
cause the cursor to disappear.
MAP SLEW CONTROL - Map slew is accomplished using the slew
controller. Slew range limits are == degrees of latitude and
longitude or 999 miles. Slew rates are _+ Ci..' inches/second or
_+ 1.9 inch/second depending an slew controller displacemen t_. The
map can be recentered Using the MAP RTN control.
5.2.2. NAVIGATION/FLIGHT PLANNING ALGORITHMS
KALMAN FILTER MECHANIZATION - The RODAAS naviaation/fliaht
planning function employs a Kalman filter to determine aircraft
position. The filter blends inertial aircraft position with
TACAN/VOR/DME radio data which has been corrected by dead-
recl:oning true ai r speed and heading information.
This implementation allows all available sianals to be used in
detarmining aircraft position and provides a method of estimating
mean winds and can provide position estimates better than VOR:/DME,
TACAN, INS or dead- reckonin g alone. This improvement depends upon
how the error sources are modeled and in particular, their
frequency content.
i"
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Aircraft-to-station geometry enters the measurment equation. This
is true whether one works in a Rho-Theta coordinate frame or an
X-Y coordinate frame. In the RODAAS design a stead y state solution
was obtained for a variety of aircraft-station aeometrie =_. The
Kalman filter gain-- were then plotted as functions of Rho and
Theta. Plots of these g ains were used to schedule the p ains witr•
range and bearing to the station. This approach reduc_d the on-
board computation=_ required without sacrificing performance.
The resulting filter is depicted in Figure 5-19. Filter g ains are
tabulated in Table 5-6.
The blending function of this Kalman filter is apparent if one
e:;amines the continuous version of the filter at <1 deorees
bearin g . The X and Y estimates decoLiple and each has the form or
Figure 5-17.
In Figure 5-17	 W;:hat is the wind sta te irld X;;hat the pos=tinn
estimate. The transfer-;unction for X;;hat is:
S +e	 I ,
	
K, (S+e) + K,
	 lIUi+	 I`S2+ ( e + K J S +K2 +eK 7 J	
_Ls' +(e +K,)S +K.+eK7^
Uy
E= J, IF THE WIND IS ASSUMED CONSTANT
Figure 5-17: KALMAN FILTER S
 SIMPLIFIED FORM
17.5
q^^9
INS GNO Speed
x Axis
00 Speed x AM
INS GNO Speed
y Axis
GNO Speed y Ax 
Corrected GNO
Speed x Axis
Corre:ted GNO
;peed y Axis
Thus ;O:hat is high-passed Uhat (d,aad-reckoning via air- dat;) and
low-passed Y'chat (pos3ticn from VGRiDHEF . Typical values for the
gains are.:
7^
X axis
Y a>c i s
R	
_
5 NM
K. I	 - o. '?6
K2 - Q.9	 1
KI	 = V.22
fC2	 = r). 02
R	 SV NM
K 1	 q...^_8
141 = 9. C'
K2	 0. 1,0
Thus for the X axis, the second order filter has CJ= 0. IS and
= 0. 7' in the denominator. Note its dvnanics don't chance with
range since delta... errors are due to R (DHE _rro-s). For the Y
is, a. similar filter is obtained. However, as n increases. the
filter bandwidth dccrea=-=-s. This is _;:petted since delta y error=
are R delta theta. Thus, as the Y measurmen- becomes less accurate
with range, the filter reduces the bandwidth.
Finally, the scheduled ga i ns developed account for dll couol.nq
and geometry and ara directly computed.
The r_Iative position estimates cf the f::alm-an filter
	 cXhat,YhetI
are	 b1ended with station Iatit-_cdeilongitude to generate
	 a
corrected airc r aft latitude and longitude,
The relative arot(id speeds determined by the k-:alman filter and the
LINS system could also be blended. Further stud y cas to sie_nal
frequency and arror content) is needed, however, :o determine the
feasibility of blending these two signals to form a. more accurate
result. One such possibility is shown in Figure 5-1Q.
Figure 5-18: GROUND SPEED FILTERING (PROPOSED)
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Table 5-6: NAVIGATION K.ALMAN FILTER GAINS
Natural Frequency (sec) of X Filter to X Error
W XX = .2 + i^^^ - .17 Sin25
Natural -Frequency sec) o\\\ ri ter to _trot
w yy	 .2 + ^ . 8	- .171 cos 2e
4 + 5
Where: R ° Measured range corrected for altitude in NMI
9 = Measured hearing to station in Deg.
X = Distance in NMI WRT NORTH
Y = Distance in NMI WRT EAST
{ = Damping of 2nd order filter = .7
Filter Gains
k11 ^ 2;' xx ° 1.4 w xx	 k22 = 2{w y,y , 1.4 wyy
k31	 wxx
	 it 42
wYY
k21 = 2 1
 (.07sin2e).lsin2e	 k21 = k21 = .lsin26
k32 ° (.07sin29)?sin2e	 k41 = k32 = 1(.07sin2e)I x.
1(.07sin29); x (.07sin29)	 (.07sin2e)
IIS
MAP COMPUTATIONS - The HSD map is drawn to look: like the aircraft
navigation maps: i.e., Lambert conical projection maps. On such a
map, great circles are drawn as approximate straight lines. This
means that the lines of longitude will be s t raight, but rot-
parallel and that the lines of Latitude will be curved.
The mathematics of the conical projection are too complex: to be
used when drawin g the RODAAS HSD map. Instead, a plane projection
is used with the projected distance between the map basis (the
airplane cr the active waypoint) and the point to be mapped being
the true great cir c le distance. See Fiqure 5-20. This projection
is very close to that of the aircraft navigation maps, and for
distances less than 200 miles, the relative error is less than
0.()5 '
Even though the mathematics of great circle distan c e and course
computation are too complex to be used when drawing the HSD moo,
with the help of some apprc;<imations, the circle formulas can be
reduced to manageable e!cpres=_ions for computing the- coordinates on
the HSD map. The approximate map cLordinate comouta.i,^n equation=
are,
Xp = (Lp - Lm)
Yp = (?gym - Xp) + cas Lp
Where Lp and p are the lat-long of an arbitrary point r an ri Lm,
Am are the la*_ -lon g of the map basis (a/c or active wsvpoi.it ), and
Xp, Yp are the rectangular coordinates of the point F on the HSD
map. The result of this approximation on the map is l0ke making
the curved lines of latitude into straight lines. See Fiaure -21.
In the 40 nm/inch scale, the display is ISO X ISO nm and the worst
case relative error in distance across the HSD map is about 1% and
the relative error in radial is about 1.5%.
MAP SLEW - The map slew function gives the pilot the possibility
to move the map relative to the display screen or as i t_ also could
be understood, move the display screen window over the map.
Independent of the map slew„ the map is rotated and scaled
relative to the map basis which, e:ccept in map reviaw, is the
aircraft_. AFtcr the map computations, the slews ar_ added as
display a+f=-ets.
The advantage of this mechanisation is that the aircraft does not
move o +r' the map when it is turning, which could happen if the the
center of the display was used as the point around which the map
rotated.
There are, however, some disadvantages. If we use the map slew to
s1=w off to a relative distant point, we cannot use the map scale=_
to blow up that area, since t he e;:pansion is done around the map
basis (i.e. the aircraft). The map projection described earlier
also produces the effect that if we slew off some distance, than
the compass directions will chan ge relative to the display,
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X = bCOS AP
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Y
riguro 5-20 PLANE PROJECTION	 I
Y mrio rN
Yp = bSIN A
b = GREAT CIRCLE DISTANCE BETWEEN M (MAP BASIS)
AND P (POINT)
A = INITIAL COURSE FROM M TO P
X = bCOS A = PLANE PROJECTION DISTANCE IN X DIRECTION
p BETWEEN M AND P
Y = bSIN A = PLANE PROJECTION DISTANCE IN Y DIRECTION
p BETWEEN M AND P
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iThese disadvantages can be avaoided by using map review and north
up modes, and as long as the slew offsets are short, the slew will
be more useful for positioning the aircraft sysmbol and related
information on the display.
The mapping of an arbitrary point P on the HSD display is comput=_d
as follows (see Fiaure 5-21).
1. Projected distances relative to the aircraft;
Xp = (Lp - Lac)
Yp = ( A ac - •l p ) - Cos L p
2. Rotation with respect to aircraft heading if in heading up
mode:
Xrp = Xp * cos+- Yp * sing
Yrp = - Xp * sin'+ Yp * COST
Addition of slew offsets and conversion t•z display coordinates:
Xdisp = - (Xrp - Xslew)
Ydisp = (Yrp - Yslew)
The map slew offsets come from intearation of constants.
t
Xslew = f g;,dt
Q
t
Yslew	 f aydt
4
where g::, gy = 0, + ii,
	
the slew switch.	 g;;,
and the integrations
depressed or ir' change
is done by entering map
map review mode.
+ 1 inch/sec depending on the position of
gy are forced to zero when not in map mode
are rese t_ to zero ii MAP RTN button 1=_
Of map basis i.s done. Change Df map basis_
review mode or changing active waypoint in
MAP REVIEW IMPLEMENTATION - Map review is entered if the MAP REVD
button is depressed while the HSD is in normal mode. In map review
mode the map basis is the active H-aypoint instead of the aircraft,
and at zero map slew, the ma.p basis is centered on the display
instead of slightly below the center of the display. The aircraft
symbol is not shown in the MAP REVU mode.
In headin g up mode the map will be oriented as the aircraft is
oriented, and the map will rotate around the active waypoint as
the air craft turns.
Figure 5-21: HSD MAP SLEW
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CURSOR SLEW IMPLEMENTATION - The cursor is used to move waypoints
and therefore, the • cursor slew has to be map oriented. That is, it
has to keep its radial and distance relative to the active
wayp oint independent ' of the map modes and the map scale=_. The
cursor position displacement components are computed in the same
manner as the map slew components previously de=scribed.
BEAM CAPTURE LOGIC - DAAS simulation studies_ prompted
)ment of improved logic for capturing courses. The resulting
beam capture is as follows. The lateral beam capture flag
true when:
KY r - gU,	 o 
f 
^signrl 11 — cos cz — Crs Sent ^ W U'^tafn	 L	 ]]]]]
Iy - Crs Sel + tan•1(-70T)1^
where:
[:.y
	 lateral dis p lacement from selec t ed course 1positive to the
rioht of course - ft.
Ui	 = tru._ airspeed - ft/sec
Crs Sei = Crs 1 or Crs - as appropriate - degrees
= Airplane heading - degrees
W
	
	
Component of wind that is normal to selected course
(positive when wind vector points to ri ght of course)
- ft/sec
When flying '=Curse 1 of an RNAV waypoint and course 2 is selected
manually, the autopilot will revert to the headin g hold mode until
the capture flag becomes true. If the capture flag for course
had become true prior to manual sele ction of course ?. a capture
turn will be initiated immediately.
When flying course 1 of an RNAV waypoint and auto sequ..en ce has
been selected, the capture criterion for course _ is examineo
while trackin g course 1. When the cap ture flap becomes true, the
autopilot initiates a. turn to capttre course 2 and the system
automatically sequences to course 2 provided the time to the
waypoint is le=ss than 60 seconds. Should the time to go be greater
than 60 seconds, the capture turn and auto sequence step will be
delayed until the time to the waypoint is 60 second=s.
5.2.3. NAVIGATION/FLIGHT PLANNING FUNCTION INTERFACES
Navigation;Flight Planning Function Interfaces are show in Figure
5-2-2. The navigation/flight plannin g function receives flight plan
and NAVAID data from the CDU. Selected radio frequencies are sent
to the radio adapter unit which tunes the selected receiver anC
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4	 Figure 5-22: NAV/FLT PLANNING FUNCTION INTERFACES
OF roof
i
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responds with extracf pd radio position	 information.	 Heading, INS
-	 and true airspeeu information are blended with radio position data
(	 in	 the naviqation computations.	 Results of the Naviaation/Flight
F	 Planning computations are displayed an the HSD 	 moving	 map, and
deviation signals	 are supplied to the Autopilot/Fli g ht	 Director
S	 Function for guidance.
5...T,. VERTICAL NAVIGATION (VNAV) FUNCTION
The vertical navi g ation mode provides computed collective commands
to maintain a defined v ertical path. To operate in this mode, the
pilot must:
1) Establish an RrVAV waypoint
2) Establish course on the waypoint
3> Be on course laterally (see VNAV Mode Monitoring, Warning)
4) Set waypoint altitude on WP DATA pane
5) Set along track: offset from -50 to +-56 NM if it is desired
to reach the desired altitude before or after the waypoint.
respectively
PFD and CDU displays associated with VNAV are shown in Fiaurs
The VTA indicator on the PFD shows the crack anale requi rea
to arrive at the active vertical waypoint (with due consideration
to offsets) at the wa ypoint altitude as entered an the WP DATA
Page. By pushing the VNAV button, the system will become coupled
to that angle provided that the aircraf t_ is laterall y on course,
and vertical track angle is within -it) 	 11TA t +10 degrees.
Upon reaching the waypoint altitude, the system will revert to
altitude hold.
VNAV is monitored at VNAV mode en gagement to preclude inadvertent
large pitch command =_. The Autopilot/Flight Director VNAV mode
engage e.nd disengage criteria are defined in a later oaragraph.
5.4. FLIGHT WARNING/ADVISORY FUNCTION
The RODAAS Flight Warnin g /Advisory Function includes the following
elements:
Engine parameter monitoring, warnino
Aircraft config •-tration monitoring, warning
Airspeed and blade stall monitoring, warning
Control authority monitoring
Altitude advisory ?unction
Marker beacon advisory function
Autopilot/flight director monitoring, warning
DIT fault warring
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Figure 3-23: VNAV DISPLAYS
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The Flight Warning Advisory Function controls and displa ys are
shown in Figure 5-24.
Two means of annunciation are provided to call attention to
warning and advisory functions. First the PFD shows a flashing
warning or caution alert. An as sociated tent me=sa ge then appears
on the 32-character, second-from-bottom line of the CDU disolay.
A pushbutton, WARN ACV, is used to acknowledge the CDU message and
extinauisn the fleshing RFD alert. 	 A broader form of system
warning capabili_y is provided an the autopilot mode annunciator
panel.	 A deteriorated function level warning is presented on the
system	 state mgssaae area (see Figure 5-4) which provides
information, regardina the integrity of the RODAAS complex.	 These
messag es, Level I,	 II, III, once presented, are not e::tinauished
unless the failed item(s) are corrected.
	 General auidelines for
the causes which result in Level 1,	 II,	 I1I illumination are
sumrnari=ed in Ta.bla 5-8.
In general, the PFD "WARN" message is used for never-e;ecsed
airspeed warning. >-utopilat warnin g s and BIT v-arnin g s.	 The PFD
^caution" message is used to Generally annunciate caution
situations. Table 5-7 summari=es the conditions that cause the
"WARN" and "CAUTION" indications.
IIDA or DH Annunciation messages are provided an the F'FD. Dat8 linl
annunciations are also provided or the PFD. An aural horn it: also
used in association with some warnings, as Well as the a.ltituc e
advisory function.
Airway, outer and middle marker beacon annunciation =_ are provideo
on the electronic PFD.
CDU warning and caution messa ges are retained until the conditions
no longer exist. The retained warning or caution messsages are
stored according to one of the following three classificatians:
Unacknowledaed warnina messaaes
Unacknowledged caution messages
Acknowledmed w_,rnina or caution messages
if an y unack:nowledaed warning messages e:zi =_t, the PFD "warn"
message will remain and the First received warninq messa ge will be
displayed on the warning and caution messa ge line of the CDU. If
the WARN ACK button an the CDU is depressed, the displayed warning
message will be transferred to an acknowledged message storage
location and the nett u.nac'-nowledged warning message is brought to
the CDU display.	 If no unack:nowledged warnin g messages e;;ist, the
PFD warning message will be extinguished and the first received
unacknowledged caution message is displayed. When all messa g e s-
have been acknowledged and displayed, the warnina line on the CDU
will be cleared.
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Unacknowledo_ed caution messag es are presented and acknowledged
in the same. way as unacknowled g ed warnings.	 Caution messaaes are
second in priority to unacknowled g ed warnina messaaes. The PFD
caution message is er•.tinguished whenever all caution mes sages are_
acknowledged.
Ack now Iedoed warn ino or caution messages are stored in a stac4
until such time as the causitive condition=_ cease to e;:ist. I 
all warning and caution messages are acknowledged, both F'FD "warn"
and "caution" messaaes are e.,:tinguished.
Once a warning has been acknowledged, the system no lon ger retains
knowled ge of that message's priority. CDU warnin g s and assc.ia.*_ed
messages willextinguish automatically prior- to pilot
acl, ngwledgement ii the warnina conditions are removed.
	
PFrD	 MESSAGE
WAFNING-FUNCTICIN;r-ARAPIETEF:	 WARN	 CAUTION
1) ENGINE - _T F._A_NS__M ISS I. _ON_ MONIIT OF. ING
EGT .....................................................
ENGINE OIL TEMP ........................................X
ENGINE OIL FRESSURE ......................:X
TRANSMISSION OIL TEMP ....... ........................... X
TRANSMISSION OIL PRESSURE ................X
ROTOR TACH ...............................X
ENGINE TACH ..............................X
GAS PRODUCER TACH ........................X
TORQUE PRESSURE ........................................X
2) CONFIGURATION MONITORING
------------- ----------HYDRAULIC PRESSURE .....................................X
CHIP DETECTORS ............................X
ENGINE INLET FILTER CLOGGED ............................X
ENGINE FUEL- PUMF .......................................'X
LT/RT 50OST PUPS ......................................X
FUEL FILTER CLOGGED ....................................X
ENGINE AIR FILTER CLOGGED ..............................X
FUEL QUANTITY LOW ......................................X
ENGINE ICE DETECT ......................................X
ENGINE FIRE DETECTOR .....................X
DOOR.: .................................................X
EXT F'WR ................................................ X
EMERGENCY FUEL CONTROL .................................X
3) PERFORMANCE WARNING
----------- -------VNE ',NEVER =XCEED) .......................X
BLADE STALL ............................................X
CONTROL AUTHORITY ......................................X
4) AUTOPILOT DISC:ONNECT .....................X
Table 5-7: FLIGHT WARNING SYSTEM
12?
a	
1
DETERIORATED
FUNCTION LEVEL	 FAILURES
-----------------------------------------------------------------
I	 Reconfigured System
LEVEL I	 Non-Critical Sensor Failure
I	 Radio System Inoperative
-----------------------------------------------------------------
LEVEL II	 Loss of Servo Commands
1	 ,
I	 LEVEL III	 Loss of a RODAAS Power Supoly
Loss of Critical CPU
Loss of Inertial Platform
LEVEL I')	 Loss of RODAAS Power
I	 Loss of PFD
------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 5-8: DETERIORATED FUNCTION LEVEL
Followin<; is a description of the various Fli ght Wa.rnina/Advisor/
Function elements.
5.4.1. ENGINE/TRANSMISSION MONITORING
The Engine/Transmission Monitoring functicn provides various types
of enaine and transmission monitoring functions. An appropriate
caution or warning message is displayed at the bottom of the CDU
for out-of-tolerance conditions. A description of the warning
conditions and connective advisories for operational monitoring
follows.
5.4.1.1. EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE
------- --- -----------
The EST is continuously monitored and warnin g given if the
fol'.owing exhaust g as temperatures a:;ist. See Table 5-9. E;:ha.st
Gas Temperature Warning Logic and Message.
5.4.1.2. ENGINE OIL TEMPERATURE
------ --- -----------
The engine oil temperature is continuously monitored and warnina
given if the engine oil temperature limits are a;cceeded.
0	 0
Warning Logic: (EOTi93 C and OAT<70 C) ,or.
0	 0
(EOT11)(1 C and OAT,-,I C)
CDU Messaae:
	 HI ENG OIL TEMP
PFD Message:	 CAUTION
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WARNING LOGIC
a	 a
444 CCEGT4610 C
o	 a
(611 C-:EGT.:625 C)
and (TIMEi3(D MIN)
0	 0
(625 CKEGT'..675 C)
and (TIME?10 SEC)
Q	 a
(676 C<EGTt:759 C)
and (TIME E SEC)
0
760 VEST
CDU MESSAGE	 PFD MESSAGE
-----------------------------
NONE
	 NONE
EST MIL PWR LIM
	 CAUTION
EST Tk.OF LIH	 CAUTION
MAX START EST	 WAR[-,'
MAX EGT	 WARN
Table S-9: EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE WARNING LOGIC AND MESSAGE
5.4.1.7.	 ENGINE OIL PRESSURE
The	 en g ine	 oil pressure is continuously monitored
	 and	 warning
givenif the engine oil pressure limits are exceeded.
Warning Logic: EOP • 25 PSI EOP1100 PSI
CDU Messag e: ^0 ENS OIL PRES HI ENS OIL PRES
PFD Messag e: WARN WARN
5.4.1.4.	 TRANSMISSION OIL TEMPERATURE
The	 transmission	 oil temperature is continuously
	 monitored and
yarning	 given	 if the	 transmission oil
	 temperature	 limit is
exceeded.
g
Warning Logic: TOT_110 C
CDU Messag e: HI XMSN OIL TEMP
PFD Message: CAUTION
5.4.1.5.	 TRANSMISSION
------------
OIL PP;ESSURE
--- --------
The	 transmission	 ail pressure
	 is continuously	 monitored and
warning	 given
	 if the	 transmission oil	 pressure	 limits are
exceeded.
Warning Logic: TOP_34 PSI TOP_70 PSI
CDU Messag e: LO XSMN OIL PRES HI XSMN OIL PRES
PFD Message: WARN WARN
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5.4.1.5. ROTORTACHOMETER
The rotor tachometer is continuously monitored and warning given
:.f the rotor tachometer Limit is exceeded.
Warning Logic- (RRPM '-"_4 RPM .AND. NOT AUTOROTATE)
CDU Mea:aoe:
	
HI ROTOR RPM
PFD Musba g e:	 WARN
Warning Logic: (RRPM_ 7135 .AND. AUTORO-AT—c)
CDU Message:
	
MAX ROTOR: RPM
PFD Message:
	
WARN
Warnin g Logic: (RPM<—'94)
CDU Messaae:
	
LO ROTOR RPM
PFD Messaae:	 WARN
5.4.1... ENGINE ^ACHQf1ETEP
The engine tachometer is continuously monitored and warning alvdr.
if • the enai.ne tachometer limits are a;<ceeded.
Warnin g Lo g ic: 6E99';ERPM)•S7Vri
CDU Message:	 MAX ENG RPM
RFD Messa g e:	 CAUTION
Warning Lo g ic: (ERF'Mi5900 .AND. TIME =3 SEC)
CDU Messaae:	 ENG RPM LIMIT
PFD Message:	 WARN
5.4.1. 8. GAS PRODUCER TACHOMETER;
The uas producer tachometer is continuously monitored and warning
g iven if the gas producer tachometer is e:;r_eeded.
Warning Logic: GPT_101.5%
CDU Messaa e :	 MAX GPT
RFD Message:	 WARN
5.4.1.9. TORQUE PRESSURE
------ --------
The torque pressure is continuously monitored and warning given if
the torque pressure limit is exceeded.
Warning Logic: TF'_5U PSI
CDU Message:	 MAX TORO PR.E3
PFD Message:
	 CAUTION
5.4.2. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION MONITORING
The	 aircraft canfiauration monitor continuously checks 	 the
Hydrauiic Pressure, Chip Detectors, E—ngine Inlet, Engine Air and
Fuel Filters and Fuel Quantity, Engine Fuel Pump and LT ;'PT C•oost
Pumps, Engine Ice Detector, Enaine Fire Detector, Doors, Emergency
Fuel Contral and external power.
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The warning messages for the aircraft confi guration monitor ar=
shown in Table 5-10.
CONFIGURATION ITEMS CDU MESSAGE PFD MESBAL
1. Hydraulic Pressure Low LO HYD PEES CAUTION
_.. Chip Detector
- Engine ENG CHIP DET WARN
- Transmission XSMN CHIP DET WARN
- Tail Rotcr TAIL CHIP DET WARN
Clogged Filter
- En g ine	 Inlet INLET FILTER CLOG CAUTION
- Engine Air AIR FILTEF•; CLOG CAUTION
- Fuel FUEL FILTER CLOG CAU',ION
4. Fuel Quantity Low
- Mains LO FUEL-MAINS CAUTION
5. Pumps
- Eng Fuel ENG FUEL PMP IPJOP
- P.t Boost R T BOOST P11P OFF CA L!
	 I ON
- Lt Boost LT BOOST PMP OFF CA, I T: ON
S. Engine Ice Detector ENG ICE DETECT WARN
?. Engine Fire Detector ENG FIRE DETECT WARN
e. Door DOOR NOT LATCHED CAUTIgid
7 Emergency Fuel Control EMEF' FUEL ON CAUTION
10.E;:ternal	 Power EXT POWER ON CAUTION
Table 5-10: AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION MONITORING
5.4.3. PERFORMANCE WARNING
The airspeed warning -Function will detect if the never-exceed
airspeed VNE is reached. VNE is computed from indicated airspeed,
free air temperature and pressure altitude.The PFD wi.11 shown
flashin g
 "warn" messa g e and the CDU generates the messa q_e. "NEYER
EXCEED AIRSPEED".
5.4.4. BLADE STALL AND CONTROL AUTHORITY WARNING
The
	 blade	 stall	 warning will	 detect impending sta.11ina or	 the
rotor blades. The algorithm for detecting this condition will	 be
determined b y NASA a t. a later date.
The
	
control authority warning will
	 detect when contrai authorit,
limits	 are reached.	 The algorithm for detectlna_ this condition
will	 also be determined by NASA at a later date.
5.4.5. ALTITUDE WARNINGS
Altitude alert annunciation=_ are given for altitude command modes
and for altitude reference modes. In both cases, the al tituce
alert function will alert the pilot when approaching or departing
the reference al,i.tude.
	 This alerting is accomplished by an
al t itude alert liri!-,t on the a.timeter and in some cases, an aurF
tone.
-	 1_S
_	 5
L
pThe altitude command mode alert annunciation and aLiral warning -.re-
armed ,when- reference altitude enter_d on the altitude
selector and^ALT ARN is Selected*, or when t he autaoilot../fliant
director ALT HOLD mode is eng, ed; or when a VNt;V altitude
reference has been entered on the ZU WP DATA pane for the active
waypoint.	 The ALT HOLD altitude reference takes precedence over
th e altitude preselector or WP DATA pa.ae altitudes. 	 Al titu de
AIertina criteria is indicated in Ficur e 5-25.
AUTOPILOT OR ALERT MODE ALTITUDE REFERENCE
	 ANNUNCIATION
------------------------------------------------------------
NONE NONE NONE
ALT	 AR.I •I ALT SELECTOR ALT ALERT `•. HOFN
ALT HOLD ALT HOLD REFERENCE ALT ALERT '•. HORN
VI •IAV CDU WF DATA =AGE ALT ALERT '- HORN
MDA CDU WP DATA .PAGE MDA ALERT on RFD
DH CDU WF' DATA PAGE DH ALERT on F'FD
Table 5-11: ALTITUDE REFERENCE AND ANNUNCIATION
The al ti tude reference alert annL!nci ator is armed when e. reference
Altitude is entered on the WP DATA page and I •IDA;DH is selected.
The al t_ituae command made alert annunciator (an associates horn]
is inhibited if MDA or DH has been selected, unless the al tit,_ida'
hold mode is en g aged.	 Figure 5-26 shows the altituc e alert
contr'als and displays.	 Table 5-11 provides a synopsis of modes,
altitude references and annunciators.
MDA or DH alert annunciations are armed when HDA or DH .c
indicated an the CDU WF DATA page as indicated in Figure 5-25.
The MDA or DH annunciation will be activated when passin g throuah
the active waypoint altitude for RNAV/'VOF: approach or ILS approach
respectively, when MLA or DH is selected on the CDU WF DATA pa.ae.
When active, the MDA or DH magnitude is also displayed on the PFD.
(See Fiaure 4-S) .
5.4.6. MARKER BEACON ADVISORY FUNCTION
The marker beacon revriver provides the RODAAS Central Computer
with discre t_=_s to indicate the wn,ite airw:. marker, the blue outer
mark:er and the amber middle mar4%ar. When the aircraf t_ passes over
an airway marker or runway threshold, a. 3000-HZ tone is generated
and the message "AM" will be present ed an the PFD display, Bee
Figure 4-8i. Outer marker passaae is identified by a. 40(j-HZ audio
series of dashes at 2HZ with an acco(noanyin g PFD message of "OM"
FLashed also at 2HZ. The middle marker is identified by
alternating 17,0QH 7
 audio dots and dashes accompanied b y the
flashing PFD message "MM".
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Fiaure 5-25: ALTITUDE ALERT FUNCTION ALE RTI NG CRITERIA
5.4.7. AUTOPILOT/FLIGHT DIRECTOR MONITORING, WARNING
Autopilot/flight director monitoring includes:
VNAV monitoring
ILS approach monitoring
Miscellaneous monitoring
AUt gpilot disenaaaement durina rliaht is annunciated h,v aural and
visual means dependent upon criteria o+ disenge.aement. I+
appropriate, a warning message will be displayed cn the GDU.
5.4.7.1. VNAV MODE MONITORING WA_P.NING
The autopilot 'JNAV mode is monitored at engagement to precl !.da
inadvertent larae pitch command=_. The following Parameters are
monitored at enaaaement:
1. Navigation RNAV mode engaged
^. Active waypoint altitude de+ined
Aircra-ft position with respect to e.ctive wayooint
in acceptable region as indicated in Fiaure 5-27.
4. Vertical ;rack an g le -10 <: 'VTA f +10 degree=_
i+ any or conditions 1-4 are violated. enga gement is inhibitsd ane
the amber c;aU*_ion lamp will be lit. 	 The warning message VHA'Y'
INVALID	 is also displayed.	 VNAV disenaaaement occurs	 1r
conditions 1	 are violated a+ter engagement or i:' the active
135
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Figure 5-26: ALTITUDE ALERT CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
USE CRS AVP DATA A/DA PERT INIT ^aNK RDC
^AR SEL DIT P M N STAi T.BAL I TEST L19T
---------------
WP DATA P 1 OF 25
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XXXXX 00.0 NM .
* WP LAT/LONG
	 * MDA OR DH
NXXXX.X > NO MDA OR DH
WXXXXX.% YES ° ALERT FUNCTION
* RAD/DIST * NAV MODE	 ° ACTIVATED
000.0 DEG > RNAV
000.0 NM VCR/ILS
WARNINGS — 52 CHARACTERS
SCRATCHPAD ERROR STATEMENTS .
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Figure 5-27: VNAV MODE ENGAGEMENT CRITERIA
OF POOR QUALi S"i
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waypoint is changed in any way.	 Again, the message VNAV INVALID
is !isplayed. The autopilot/flight director reverts to altitude
arm, fliaht path angle hold and airspeed hold when so disengaged.
For normal VNAV termination, no warning is given.
5.4.7.O. ' MISGELLANEOU_ (AUTOPILOT/FLIGHT DIRECTOR. MONITORING WARNING
The system monitors validit y of the sensors, the RODAAS computers,
and the servo actuator control loops to alert the pilot and
disconnect the autopilot and SCA.S when the information is faulty
or when the system is not responding correctly to command signals.
Invalid signals provide both visual warnina and inhibit signals,
which are routed to the switchin g Logic to "lock. cut" modes that
will not operate reliably.	 Visual warnings are provided by flaos
and annunciators.	 This not onl y warns the ".lot. but also mal<es
it impossible to engage the s ystem in a mode which has invalid
information.	 nor ex amp Ic, when a vertical reference fail -,rs
exists, no vertical modes can be selected and the autopilot cannot
be	 engaged.	 Specific	 mode logic is	 presented	 in	 the
Autopilot/Flight Director Function description.
The RODAAS autopilot or SCAS is disen g aged -or the following
conditions.
1. Manual disengaaement
_. Autopilot Dump Switch ON.
Stick; over-Force monitor trip
4. Excessive normal acceleration indicated
5. BIT FAULT indication
- Servo command wraparound test fail
- Analog, discrete wraparound test fail
- Servo monitor test fail
(BIT monitors and tests are described in the BIT Controls
and Displays discussion)
The RODAAS autopilot disenga gement is accompanied by the following
warnina indications,
- Autopilot message on autopilot made anrn_rncia t or panel is
flashed -Four (4) times at 1 H= for all conditions 1is*_ed
above.
- Aural Horn warning for all conditions.
- RED warring message. AUTOPILOT INOP warning on CDU
for conditions =, 4 1
 5.
5.4.8. BIT FAULT WARNING
RODAAS in-Flight BIT monitors system operation and will detect
faults which effect functional performance. Fault definition on
the CDU display is accompanied by a red or amber light depending
on criticality of the fault. BIT fault warning messa ges are logic
are defined in the RODAAS Built-In-Test section.
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5.5. GMT CLOCK FUNCTION
The RODAAS GMT clot{: function set and readout are indicated in
Fi gure 5-29.
	 The clock is initialized at power-on to 00:06, arn,!
can be set to correct time on the CDU INIT page. The clock time
is displayed on the INIT page, and on the FLT STAT pace. FLT STAT
page 2 waypoint ETA data is based on the GMT clock. time.
5.6. FUEL TOTALIZER FUNCTION
RODAAS continuously computes and displays aircraft gross weight
and fuel remaining as depicted in Figure 5-24. Gross weight and
fuel are initialised either directly on the INIT page, or initial
values are transferred to the INIT page from the WEIGHT AND
BALANCE function. Current values of fuel remaining and weight are
determined using capacitance fuel gauge data and the integral of
measured fuel flow e.s determined from the fuel flow transducers.
weiant and fuel compute.*_ions are r=_ini=ialiced whenever new
initial values are Input to the system.
Current values of fuei remaining are displayed on the CDU ^LT STA'
page 1, and EFR values on FLT STAT page 2 are =.lno based on the
f_se1 totalizer ccmoutatlon.
Current aircraft weight can be transferred into the TAKEOFF
PERFORMANCE, CLIMB PERFORMANCE, CRUISE PERFORMANCE or ARRIVAL
PERFORMANCE page b y use of the AUTO DATA ENTRY function.
The INIT pace is the first page displayed at power-up. Appearance
of the page indicate =_ passage of power up test. and cues the pilot
to initialize clock: and fuel totalizer computations.
5.7. WEIGHT AND BALANCE FUNCTION
Weight	 and balance function input/output CDU displays	 are
presented in Figure 5-0.
Computation algorithms are summarized in Table 5-12.
	 Passenger
and fuel weight can be entered on CDU WEIGHT AND BALANCE page 1
and -. Weight and location of an arbitrary ob j ?c*_ can s1 an be
entered on page Z. with location entered with respect to seat 1.
Total aircraft wei g ht, total fuel, and center-of-gravit y pcsition
with respect to limits are presented on pace -.
Total weight and total fuel can be tran=sferred to initialize the
fuel totalizer function .INIT pagei by using the bottom touchpoint
on weight and balance page
S.B. PERFORMANCE COMPUTATION FUNCTION
The rotorcraft takeoff, climb, cruise and arrival functions are
shown in Fiaures 5- 7. 1 through -_4. Thu P:ODAAS cruise performanca
computation includes fuel/distance/time calculations for a defined
trip segment. Four candidate performance functions and displa.
are described in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 5-28: GMT CLOCK FUNCTION CDU CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
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----------------------------------
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POWER-UP VALUES
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—- '- GNT CLOCK
CLOCK. FUNCTION OUTPUTS	 READOUT
FLIGHT STATUS	 P 1 OF 4 .
1 GMT - H:M:S ........ 00:00:00 .
2 TRO MAX AVAIL - PST .... 00.0 .
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Figure 5-30s WEIGHT AND BALANCE FUNCTION 'DU CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
INPUTS
WEIGHT AND BALANCE P 1 OF 3 .
1 EMPTY WEIGHT-LBS. ...... 4920 .
2 EMPTY CG POS—INS...... 144.4 .
• PILOTS	 + PASS. AFT
000 LBS	 000 LBS.
* PASS. FORE
000 LBS
OUTPUTS
+F PASS. CENTER WEIGHT AND BALANCE 	 P 3 OF	 v .
000 LBS 1 TAKEOFF FUEL — L.BS.....0000 .
WARNINGS -- 32 CHARACTERS 2 TAKEOFF WT — LBS....... 0000 .
SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS S FWD CG LIMIT — INS.... 000.0 .4 CG POS —	 INS .......... OOO.0	 .
5 AFT CG LIMIT — INS.... 000.0 .
TRANSFER TO INIT PAGE
. WEIGHT AND BALANCE	 P 2 OF	 3
r AUTO FUEL	 • OTHER
ENTRY	 000 LBS. ,	 WARNINGS -- 32 CHARACTERS
• . SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS .
+ FUEL NORM	 * DIST AFT ----- — --------- .Y -------- --------
000 LBS	 SEAT 1
000 INS.
• NOTE: VALUES SHOWN ARE
• POWER—UP VALUES
WARNINGS -- 32 CHARACTERS
SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS .
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aFinal alaorithms +ind displa ys will be determined during later NASA
studies.
5.8.1. TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE FUNCTION
The ta!:eof'. performance. runction input and output CDU displa ys_ a.re
shown in Fiqure 5-=0. Computation alaorithms are ;j^umrnari_ed in
rable 5-1	 The AUTO DATA ENTRY function on the TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE,
page 1 will cant inuously transfers current barometric al tituae,
oarometric pressur e .	 outside air temperature (OAT), current_
aircraft gross weight, wind direction and wind speed into the
performance	 computations,	 These auto entry parameters are
annunciated with an A an the data entry line. When in the AUTO
DATA ENTRY mode, it is not possible to manually snter the
automatically entered data items. It is possible to overwrite the
automatic entries using the manual data entry mode.
Page _ of the tak*eaf4 performance functiar, shows pertinent
Computed takeoff performance parameters.
5.8.2. CLIMB PERFORMANCE FUNCTICA
The climb performance function input and output CDU di=_plays
	
_
shown in Figure 5-1. Computation algorithms sire s!mmaric
Table 5-14. The AUTO DATA ENTRY function on the CLIMB PERFORMANCE
Pag e 1. will continuously enter the "A" marked data entry items.
Again, it is not possible to manually enter the automatic entry
data items when in auto entry mode.
Page ^ of the climb performa--1 _ function shows pertinent_ computed
climb performance parameters.
5.8.3. CRUISE PERFORMANCE FUNCTION
The cruise performance. fuel/distance/time input and output CDU
displays are shown in Figure S-_C. The computation algorithms are
presented in Table °15. The AUTO DATA ENTRY function on the
CRUISE PERFORMANCE page 1 will continuously enter the "A" mar4.ed
data entry items. When AUTO DATA ENTRY is selected, it is not
possible to manually enter these variables.
Fuel ;'Dis t_ance/Time is computed for _ trip segment when the segment
distance (DIST) is entered in the input data.	 Estimated time
enroute (ETE) and estimated fuel required (Fuel REO) are incl_!dac
in the cruise performance output data on page
5.8.4. ARRIVAL PERFORMANCE FUNCTION
The arrival performance function input and output CDU displays are
shown in Figure 5 Computation algorithms arc summarized in
Table 5-16. AUTO DATA ENTRY items aFe annunciated with an "A". it
is not possible to manually enter these items when in the auto
entry mode.
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Figure 5-31: TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE FUNCTION CDU CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
USE I CRS AVVPD	 WP	 ATDA PER	
Ii^IT DATA ME
DATA	 LII^K	 ROC
T'R SELiI P EDIT FAY STAT 0AL SEST L19T
INPUTS
PERFORMANCE MENU	 P 1 OF 1 .
OF
* TAKEOFF PERF
t * CLIMB PERF
'- L JUTPUTS
* CRUISE PERF
• ARRIVAL. PERF
WARNINGS — 32 CHARACTERS	
----— -------— --------------------
k _–SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS TAKEOFF PERFOMANCE
	 P 2 OF	 2 .
--------------------
— --- -----
1 T/0 GRWT – LBS ......... 0000
2 TRQ MAX AVAIL – PSI.... 00.0 .
3 TRQ HOVER 5 FT – PSI-00.0 .
-- 4 TRQ HOVER 50 FT – PSI..00.0
F'
--------------- 5 FUEL FLOW 50 FT – PPH ... 000 .
-' TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE
	 P 1 OF	 2 6 CLIMBOUT IAS	 KTS ...... 0007 RATE CLIMB – FPM....... 0000
- + DATA ENTRY + WIND DIR/SPD.	 ° 8 MAX GRW LIFT 5 FT–LBS..0000 .
> MAN A	 000 DEG. 9 MAX GRW LIFT 5OFT–LBS..0000
AUTO A	 000 KTS.----- 10 C;_RNCE AT OBS – FT ..... 06+>O
F' +r ALT/BARD SET + T/0 HDG
	
. 11 MAX GRW TO CL OBS–LBS..OvJO .
A	 00000 FT 000 DEG. >
A	 29.92 IN WARNINGS -- 32 CHARACTERS
* OAT CBS HGT/DIST. SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS .
A	 15 0000 FT
0000 FT .
A/C SRWT a BLEED AIR
A	 0000 LBS > ON
WARNINGS -- 32
OFF	
.
CHARACTERS NOTE: VALUES SHOWN ARE
SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS POWER–UP VALUES
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Figure 5-32: CLIMB PERFORMANCE FUNCTION CDU CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
USE CRS A VP p*p p0, PE9 INIT^ PLINK ROC
L R 1pflIMQEMDAIPT I FAN SL T SAL T i 5T L19T
INPUTS
PERFORMANCE MENU
	
P 1 OF 1
OF POOR
* TAKEOFF PERF
* CLIMB PERF
* CRUISE PERF ----- -- - -
° OUTPUTS
* ARRIVAL PERF . `-
WARNINGS ­ 32 CHARACTERS
SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS
. CLIMB PERFORMANCE	 P 2 OF	 2
1 TRQ MAX AVAIL - PSI.... 00.0 .
2 TRQ REG LEVEL - PSI .... 00.0 	 .
3 TRQ REG CLIMB - PSI.... 00.0
4 FUEL FLOW CLIMB - PPH ... 000
- 5 MAX R/C IAS - KTS ....... 000__
b RATE_	 OF CLIMB - FPM .... 0000 .CLIMB PERFORMANCE P 1 OF
	 2 7 R/C ANGLE - DEG........ 00.0 .
* DATA ENTRY
	 * A/C GRWT
> MAN A	 0000 LBS. ^.
AUTO
* ALT/BARD SET
	 * ANGLE/RATE
A	 00000 FT 000 DEG. WARNINGS -- 32 CHARACTERS
A	 29.92 IN XXXX FPM. SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS .
* WIND DIR/SPD
	 * DESIRED IAS . ---- -- ----------- .----------------
•	 000 DEG 000 KTS.
000 KTS
* OAT/CRS
A	 15 C
A	 000 DEG NOTE: VALUES SHOWN AREWARNINGS -- 32 CHARACTERS • POWER-UP VALUES
. SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS .
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Figure 5-33: CRUISE PERFORMANCE FUNCTION CDU CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
yvp
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INPUTS
PERFORMANCE MENU — P 1 OF 1 .
* TAk.EOFF PERF
r
* CLIMB PERF
* CRUISE PERF
* ARRIVAL PERF
WARNINGS — 32 CHARACTERS
	
SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS .
CRUISE PERFORMANCE P 1 OF 2 .
	
* DATA ENTRY	 * A/C GRWT
> MAN	 A 0000 LBS.
	
AUTO	 ®^
* A1..T/BARD SET * DISTANCE
	A 00000 FT	 000 NM .
A 29.92 IN
* WIND DIR/SPD * TRO OR TAS
	
000 DEG	 A 00.0 PSI.
	
000 KTS	 A	 000 KTS.
	
* OAT/CRS	 * BLEED AIR
A	 L5 C	 > ON
	
A 000 DEG	 OFF
WARNINGS — 32 CHARACTERS
	
SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS .
OUTPUTS
. CRUISE PERFORMANCE P 2 OF 2 .
1 TRO -- PSI ..............00.0
2 tAS - KTS ...............000
3 DISTANCE - AM ........... 000
4 ETC
 •- MIN ...............000 .
5 FUEL REG - LBS .......... 000
6 TRO MAX RANGE - PSI.... 00.0
7 IAS MAX RANGE - KTS ..... 000
8 MAX RANGE - NM ......... 0000 .
9 TRO MAX ENDUR - PSI.... 00.0 .
10 IAS MAX ENDUR - KTS ..... 000
11 ENDURANCE - HRS:MIN ... 00:00 .
WARNINGS -- 32 CHARACTERS
SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS
NOTE: VALUES SHOWN ARE
POWER-UP VALUES
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Figure 5-34: ARRIVAL PERFORMANCE FUNCTION CDU CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
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USE
AUTOCRS AUTOW^P gypDATAl'
NAV I
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EEI
INIT DATALINK
ME
ROC
T
AT
DIR
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SEU
I
II UoUl I BAE TEM/^T
i CHK
L19T
INPUTS
PERFORMANCE MENU	 P 1 OF 1 .
+ TAKEOFF PERF
CLIMiB PERF
* CRUISE PERF
* ARRIVAL PERF
WARNINGS --- 72 CHARACTERS
SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS .
OF POOR QJ;Lti^!
OUTPUTS
------------------	
ARRIVAL PERFORMANCE P 2 OF 2
1 TRQ MAX AVAIL — PSI .... 00.0 n
2 TRO REQ LEVEL — PSI .... 00.0
3 CLIMB ANGLE — DES ....... 00(^
4 TRQ REQ CLIMB — PSI .... 00.0
5 DESCENT ANGLE — DEG 	 000ARRIVAL PERFORMANCE
	 P 1 OF	 2 b TRQ REQ DESCENT — PSI..06.0 .
* DATA ENTRY * A/C GRWT .TRQ HOVER 5 FT —.,PSI...00.0> MAN A 0000 LBS. ^^^ 99 TRQ HOVER 50 FT — F'SI..00.0 .AUTO • 10 MAX GLIDE IAS —KTS ..... 000 .
* ALT/BARD SET * ANGLE CL/DES. 11 MIN DESC SPD — KTS...... 000 .A 00000 FT 000 DEG.
A 29.92 IN 000 DEG. WARNINGS — 32 CHARACTERS
•* WIND DIR/SPD * DESIRED IAS SCRATCHPAD	 ERROR STATEMENTS .000 DEG 000 KTS.
000 KTS
* OAT/CR;? * BLEED AIR
A	 15 C > ON
A	 000 DES OFF —
WARNINGS -- 32 CHARACTERS NOTE: VALUES SHOWN ARE
SCRATCHPAD ERROR STATEMENTS . POWER—UP VALUES
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arrival performance function
erformance parameters.
shows pertinent
07,  ,
S.9. DATA LINK SIMULATION FUNCTION
The
	 RODAAS Data Link Function is intended to 	 provide	 6.
demonstration data lint: simulation for use in the development any
definition of a c000 airborne data link: confioure.tion. 	 The
followina documents were reviewed in defininc the RODAAS data link:
simulation function:
	
AFC Workina Paper No. 42WP-5()63 DATA LINk.
Applications Formats (Revision L) 12 Feb SO by J. L. Leeper and R.
S.Kennedy.	 A literature review and a discussion with the FAA
MODE S Enaineerina Group in Washinaton,
	 (D. Hodak+_ns/W. Collins
202-425-3156), was performed October 1963.
MODE S. as now planned, would not Only provide conventional
position and altitude information but also rece:.ve air trar'fic
control, weather deliver y , and termin a l in f ormation from around
based _omouters. This air around data link is 5eina_ developed as
a =upo_ement to voice communication.
The RGDAAS s ystem includes the necessary hardware and software +io
demonstrate the following DATA LINK: applica..tions;
1. Air Traffic Control Clearance
_. Takeoff Clea.ra-
	
Confirmation
Altitude -__ioned C-nfirmaticn
4. Minimum Safe Altitude Warnino Alert (Terminal Area)
5. Advisory Notices to Airmen (NOTAMS)
6. Weather Advisories (Severe/Hacardous)
7, Weatht.r Requests:
a) Surface Observations
b) Forecasts Terminal and Area
C) Pilot Reports
d) Winds Aloft
G. Air Traffic Messaae Ack:nowledaement to around
9. Terminal Information (ATIS)
Growth provisions and hardware compatibility:
1. Giaiti_ed Weather Radar Maps
^. Downlink: of other Comm. 5 Airborne Me=_saa_es
Enhanced T=erminal information Services
4, Uplink of National Weather Service S-Sand Radar Information
Technaloay is available for the _iplinkina of National Weather
Servic e_ S-Band Radar Information for display on airborne CRT
display=_. This would provide the ncn-radar equipped aircraft with
access to radar information ar.d other weather information from the
LOG plus Nat i or, I Weather Service station =_ across the entire
continental United States. Given a CRT and data lino:: device _he
pilot would have a weather delivery device of enormous value.
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Pilot interfaces t o the Data Link Simulation are through the:
	
1
I
DATA LINK: PFD Annunciet-on
Horn
CDU Comp'. e::
which are indicated on Figure 5-35.
The DATA LING; "Messa ge pending" alert is presented on the POD.
This alert is lit whenever a DATA LINK: uplink messa ge is pending.
The horn (not shown) is sounded along with the light if the uplink
messa ge is a priority message.	 The CDU complex is the pilot'
primary interface, with the DATA LINK: function. The DATA LINK
page select button is used to call up DATA LINK pages on the CDC!
CRT. The keyboard is used to enter data.
The pilot responds to a DATA LINK: "Message Pending" aier'_
annunciation by pushing the DATA LINK: function button on the CDU.
This action will call up the DATA LINK page.
	 Only one message
will we displav ed at a time.
	 However, up to five message will be
queued b y
 the DATA LINK processor.
	 priority messages will alwaVE
be moved to the top of the queue. The "Message r'snding"
annunciation is extinguished when all stored messages have been
displayed.
DATA LINK CDU pa g es_ are shown in Figure 5-30.	 DATA LINK page I
displays receive_ messages and provides capability for message
acknowledgement and messa ge clear. DATA LINK page 2 is the
weather request data input page, and includes capability to
command the transmission (SEND) o+ the weather request message.
The DATA LINK: page 1 MSG CLR touchpaint is used to remove a
received messa g e from the CDU displa y , and allow display of the
next pending message. If no additional DATA LINK uplink: messages
are pending. the message field of the CDU will go blank: and thF
DATA LINK. light will go out. The DATA LINK pace 1 MSG ACI::
touchpoint will send a message acknowled g e downlink transaction to
the ground station,
Examples	 of received messages associated with minimum save
altitude warning, takeoff clearance confirmation, and altitude
assignment are as 1'g11aW'i7
MESSAGE TYPE
Minimum Safe Altitude Warning
Takeoff Clearance Confirmation
ATC Altitude Assignment
Weather	 report	 messages
	 are
abbreviations.
EXAMPLE MESSAGE
"MSAW 1500"
"TAKEOFF 27R"
"MNTN 50"
"CTAM FL230"
"DTAM 120"
presented
	 using	 stondard
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Figure 5-35: DATA LINK SIMULATION CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
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Figure 3-36: DATA LINK FUNCTION CDU CONTPOLS AND DISPLAYS
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DATA LINK
	 P I OF 2 .
MESSAGES
* DATA MSG
	 * DATA MSG
ACK	 CLR
WARNINGS -- 32 CHARACTERS
SCRATCHPAD
	 ERROR STATEMENTS .
DATA LINK
	 P 2 OF 2 .
WEATHER REQUESTS
* TERM FORCST * WIND ALOFT
	
XXX LOC	 XXX LOC.
	
XX GMT	 XX GMT.
* AREA FORCST * WIND ALOFT .
	
XXX LOC	 XXX LOC.
XX GMT
* SURFACE OHS * HAX WEATHER .
	
XXX LOC	 XXX LOC.
* PILOT RPTS >* SEND
XXX LOC
XX GMT
WARNINGS -- 32 CHARACTERS
SCRATCHPAD
	
ERROR STATEMENTS .
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MESSAGE FIELD
Input data required for various weather reports is indicated on
the CDU DATA LINK page Z.	 Three letter location ID (LOC) must be
entered for any request.
	
Two-digit GMT at which a forecas t_ is
desired	 must
	
be entered for an y request	 e>:cept
'
Surf ace
Observation.	 Altitude in feet must be entered for Winds Aloft
request.
The SEND touchpoint is used to send a weather request messaae.
The CDU clear key and enter ke ys are used along with the
alphanumeric keys to enter data into the pilot request for data
page. The SEND command will send weather requests as indicated by
a "%". The > will point to the last selected touchpoint.
Figure 5-77 shows the basic DATA LINK information flow in the
RODAAS system. Uplink. and downlink: transmissions are sent an
dedicated serial busses be*wean the transponder and the DATA LINk'
processor.	 This processor formats and controls all DATA LIIJI'.
information. Uolirk: messages are sent to the CDU `or displav at
the 488 =_ystem bus. Pilot entered data am resoonse =_ are returned
on the system bus to the DATA LINK: processor. Pilat alert signals:
are also sent by the DATA LINK. processor- via the sv =_ t_em to the PFh
Processor which controls the annunciation.
5.10. RODAAS BUILT-IN TEST (SIT)
RODAAS includes built-in test (HIT) _a assist in in flight
monitoring, maintenance and fault isolation. The HIT is de=_ianed
to facilitate avionics testing in the conte::c of projected
advanced rotorcraft aviation maintenance concepts. The ultimate
objective of the HIT .approach is system fault detection and fault
localization to a replaceable unit with confidence over S0 percent
without special test equipment RODAAS includes a sampling of the
SIT requ-red to accomplish this obJective.
RODAAS BIT test modes include:
In-flight test
Functional test/fault localization - automatic
Functional test/fault localization - interactive
Maintenance troubleshooting
Characteristics of the various modes are summarized in Table 5-1.7.
The in-flight test is continuous, and will generate a viarnin,g and
cause a disanaaaement when a detected failure will di"sable a.
system function. The RODAAS will automatically reconfig!rre for
some computer unit processor failures.
In-flight failures that are detected by BIT will cause a flashing
warning or caution annunciator to tie displayed an the PFD. A
messag e identifying the fault will be displayed on the CDU on the
line reserved for warning messages.	 Failure messages are def'_ned
in Table 5-18.
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DATA LINK
FUNCTION
Figure 5-37: DATA LINK INF(3RMATIGQ FLOw
UPLINK TRANSMISSION
Rc	 DATA LINK
DOWNLINK TRANSMISSION 	
SIMULATION
UPLINK MESSAGE
DOWNLINK MESSAGE '	
CDU
1 DATA LINK ACK *KEYBOARD
• BUTTONS
• CRT
SEND
CLEAR
• FCTN KEYS
MESSAGE ON CMD	
PFD
• ALERT ' 'SAGE
HORN CMD	
I/O R FLIGHT CONTROL
. HORN
r
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Table 5-17: RODAAS BIT MECHANIZATION
	
^i
TEST MODE	 INPUTS, COMMANDS
	 OUTPUTS
IN—FLIGHT TEST	 Continuous, no input required	 Warning, Failure
Identification
In Flight Failure
Data Recording
FUNCTIONAL TEST/	 Automatic Initiation at Power	 Warning, Failure
FAULT LOCALIZATION	 Up	 Identification
AUTOMATIC
Faulty LRU, Faulty
Module Identification
for Selectedd Faults
FUNCTIONAL TEST/	 Test- Pattern Command	 CDU Test Pattern
FAULT LOCALIZATION
	
HSD Test Pattern
INTERACTIVE
	
PFD Test Pattern
MAIN'SNANCE TROUBLE
SHOCT;NG
In Flight Failure 	 Memory Word Address
Data Declaration
DC Signal
	 DC Signal Address, Magnitude
Generation	 Desired
Discrete Signal
	 Discrete Signal Address,
Generation	 State Desired
DC Signal	 Signal Address
Measurement
Discrete Signal_	 Signe- Address
Measurement
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Memory Word Contents
Displayed (Sample at
1 s^cond intervals)
DC Voltage Applied un
Selected Computer
Output
State Applied on
Selected Di.c:^ete
Ouput
Selected DC Voltage
Magnitude Displayed
(Sample at 1 second
intervals)
Selected Discrete
Signal State Displayed
(Sample ait 1 second
intervals)
y
rm"Ir 77
_9 r
Fun ctional-Test• /Fault-L']Cali =at IOn -AU tomatic
	 is	 performed	 at
power-up or when commanded by the operator and tests =System
components as feasible without operator- interaction. This tort
function e;:ercises RODAAS equipment and identifies failed LRU's as
well as failed modules within the LRU as feasible.
The CDU INIT pane is the first pace displayed after power-up.
Appearance of the INIT p•ge indicates passaae of power-!!p to=t.
Functional	 Local ization,Interactive Testing is performed
	
on
command and allows testing of devices where operator actions or
observations are necessary to complete a test. CDU, HSD and PFD
test pattern tests are included in RODAAS as e;samples OF avionics
interactive testing.
MAINTENANCE TROUBLESHOOTING allows the operator to apply signals
and measure sign=-Ls via CDU with hardware installed in the
aircraft without usina _:eternal test equipment.
	 Memory words car.
be displayed. Analoa^ and ,
 discrete signals can be applied at
computer outputs, and carious system analog and discrete signals
can be mea=cared and displayed.
5.10.1. BIT CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
BIT CDU oaaes are shown in
allows selection of the warn
select, si gnal generate and
EEPROM fault_ storage area to
page.
Figure S-=e. The MAINT TEST page 1
message a !!mmary, monitor test pattern
mea.s;_re or memor y
 monitor pages, the
be cleared or the aircraft simulation
A summary of all -acknowledged caution and warning ,)essaaes can be
obtained an the CDU by pressing the WARN MESSAGE SUMMARY
touchpoint an the MAINT TEST page. Messages are displayed with
acknowledged warning messages listed first, followed by
a.ck.nowledged caution messages. As fault conditions cease to exist_,
the messace will be removed from this page and all subseQuent
messace; will advance.
The system test command initiates the hardware and software checks
described in the BIT Mechanization section.
The HSD, CDU and PFD test patterns are checkerboards whi ch allow
evaluation of display linearity and correct ara.phics operation.
These can be selected by pressing the MON TEST PATTERN touchpoint
an the MAINT TEST page.
Selecting SIG GEN/MEAS calls the SIG GEN/MEASURE Daae for display.
The signal operations arw performed in the autopilot and I/O
processor. The CDU buffers the data and sends it to the autopilot
I:0 processor where command sianals are ap p lied and reauested
signals are read, if the aircraft is on the ground and the
hydraulics system is off.
1nb
Figure 5-38: BIT CDU CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
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	 NOTE: VALUES SHOWN ARE
POWER-UP VALUES
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To generate an output voltage, the lea st
 significant two bytes of
the output sample and hold he;: address (see Table 7-2) is entered
'	 at ADR and the selected Output voltage at V.
An analog input sional may be read by selectin g the appropriate_
he:: signal address ,least two significant bytes) from Table 7-_
and entering it a te DC IN MEAS: ADR position. The DC voltage level
for the selected sianal is presented at item 1, DC IN..
Discrete	 signals may be generated using the DISC 	 CEN/VAL.
touchpoint.	 The lease sianificant byte of the discrete output
word address is entered at ADR. The bit packinq for the output
wards and *_heir addresses are presented in Table 7-4. The desired
di <_s l=retes to be set are entered at VAL.
To view discrete input states, the DISC IN MEAS touchpoint may be
selected. Entering'the least significant byte of the he;t address
in ADR will cause the selected discrete input word to be displayed
at item Z, DISC IN VAL.
	 The bit packing and word address are
presented in Tabia 7-3.
Memory monitoring can be performed using the MEMORY MONITOR: page.
Processor iD number 2
 and the memory location to be viewed are
entered as he;tidecimal numbers at entry locations ID and L0C.
Three such variables. in three different processors may be viewed
simultaneously. The memory readout is also he>tidecimal and may be
presented in either continuous (CONT) or frozen (STOP) modes.
The stored fault rode history can be cleared using the FAULT MEN
CLEAR function touchpoint.
Selection or the A/C SIMULATION page provides a means
	 to
initialize simulation parameters and ener g izes the A/C simulation
mode. Altitude, speed and initial course or heading are entered
at their respective. to luchpolnts. The simulation can then be
engaged by rog aling the A/C SIN touchpaint to the on condition.
5.10.2. SIT MECHANIZATION
RODAAS BIT tests are listed in Table 5-1e.
Shown a.re the CPU's that perform the tests, the test mode that
activates the tests, and the safety interlocks to prevent the
tests during unsafe conditions. In-flight eleven tests are
active. These are;
1. Processor Selr-test Sample Problem - A short sample problem
is performed in ea.c processor to test its operation.
_.
	
-
 Watchdog Timer - The Autopilot I/O Processor and CDU watchdog
timers are tested to make sure that neither has timed out.
If the CDU watch dog timer times out, the CDU scraan goes
blank..
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3. Power Supplies - The power supplies are tested for proper
outputs.
4. Processor Valid E'u s Test - The B•_ts Controller and the Auto-
pilot 1/0 Processors monitor the valid words sent from
each processor. These processors store failure indications
and print warnina measures for system failures.
5. Bus Monitoring - The Autopilot I/O Processor and the CDU
test for periodic transmission from the bus controller to
detect a dead bus.
6. Watchdog Timer of Bus Control Algorithm - The bus :ontrcller
tests itself via the real time clack interrupt for proper
sequencinq through its program.
Servo Command Wraparound - The	 commands are tested
via wrap arounds for proper command responses.
S. Data Val i d Tests - The valid discretes from the inertial
navi g ation system, radar altimeter, baro altimeter and
airspeed sensor. are tested.
q. BL_is Hardware Test - Check to se=_ that IEEE 4SS bus driverc-
are capable of sending and receivin g all 1's and 0's.
1(). Servo Model Comparison - The servo positions are compared
against a software servo model to verify correct operation.
11. Sensor Reasonabiness Tests - The sensors inputs are compar=_d
to nominal sensor response characteristics to verify correct
operation.
Tests automatically intiatad at power up consist of the following:
1. Processor self-test
Sum Check'-- After loading from the EE?ROM memory, each memory
is sum checked to verify the load.
WDT Hardware Tests- The Autopilot I/O Processor and CDU
Processor check their watchdog timer circuitry.
4. Real Time Clock Hardware Test - Check for running clock.
Three tests are performed in the Autopilot I/O Processor when
the system test is commanded.
1. Discrete Wraparound Tests - The Autopilot I/O Processor tests
the discrete wraparounds for both states.
2. Analog Wraoa.round Tests - Analog outputs and inputs are tested
via wrs.oaround tests.
3. Servo Monitor's - The servo amps and servos are tested for
proper operation.
gl'
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The operation of both the CDU, HED and PFD are also tested on
command. These tests check. the CRT memories as well as displaying
atest pat •rn. Additional tests include a s lum check when loading
the EEPPOM memory, signal generate and measure tests, and memory
access testing.
BIT hardware logic is 4.11u5trated in Fiaure 5-=9. 	 Hardware logic
is included to control:
Autopilot engaaement enable
Autopilot clutch enga gement enable
CDU blankina
The SCAS enable,' autopilot enable, and autopilot clutch enable
will be deactivated by the autopilot I/O processor for detected
processor faults.
	 The autopilot I/G proces = or- wa T_ch dog timer
(WDT)	 'Ai II time out for ar, autopilot I/O processor fail.Ire and
will disenaae the SCAS solonoid autopilot clutch.
The CDU processor will command the display to b< blanked for a
certain detected processor or bus faults. The CDU WDT arnd the
autopi lot I/O processor WDT also bland.: the di= p lay for" decec'_ed
processor or bus +aults.
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Table 5-18: FODAAS BIT PESTS
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5.10.3. SIMULATOR MODE
The RODAAS system has the capability of simulating navi g ation and
aircraft sensor signals on the ground in order to test or
demonstrate the navigation and flight coh*_rol feature =_ of the
system.
In order to use the simUlator. the operator m!!st first set up the
aircraft simulation pace with appr-opriate initial cond.`ions. The
initial simulation altitude, speed, course or heading and desirec
flight path angle may be entered on the A/C SIMULATION page.
The operator enters the simulator mode by pushin g the Simulator
mode touchpo;.nt on t:ie A/C simulation page (se re Fi gure 5-38). The
status arrow will move from OFF to ON. If the hydraulic pressure
is on, the s ystem will not co into the simI.iator mode and the --DU
screen will indicate simulator mode fnr 1-second befor e_ returning
to simulator of-F.
Navigation  is simulated a$ follows: 	 When the pilot puts the
s ystem into the simulator mode,	 the aircraft location	 is
initiali z ed to :'oincide with the active wa•:point.	 In all
navigation modes the way pcint distance, 	 bearing and coUrse
deviation are found by int^orsting air speed to cal cule.te the
aircraft's Iatit!.de and lornoitude.	 Wind speed is assumed to be
zero.
In ILS aporoach, a course deviation signal is simulated .•y
limiting the differance between the wavpoint. bearing and the
course to - 7 degrees.
All required radio and inertial signals are assumed to be ve.l id.
Any waypornt specified as RNA'I is assumed to have a valid DNE
signal from its NAVAID.
The simulation of the aircraft dynamics will be similar to that
shown in Fi gure 5-40.
5.11. CHECKLISTS, EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Typical stor=_d UH-lH checklists and emergencv procedures will be
implemented.	 Individual rotorcraft checklist and emergency items
(Figure 5-41,5-42) are to be defined at a later date. 	 The CDU
pace back:/advance control can be used to step from checklist to
checklist.	 The checklist or procedure item arrow can be advanced
by hitting the ENTR button. The arrow cannot be bacF::spaced.
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Figure 5-40: RODAAS AIRCRAFT SIMULATION
4
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Figure 3-41: CDU CHECKLISTS
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Figure 3-42-, CDU EMERGENCY PROCEDURES CHECKLISTS
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6. PILOT INSTRUMENT PANEL
The left side cockpit panel (Figure b-1) has al  instruments
required	 for	 IFR flight.
	 The attitude indicator is
	
an
electrically driven artificial horizon. It IS isolated from .the
RODAAS system, as are all safety pilot electronics, in the
un!Iitely event of RODAAS electrical failure. The hori27nta!
situation indicator provides digital readout of TACAN 011E
distance, computed groundspeed and time-to-station as well as a.
pictorial navigation indicator. The safety pilot NAV receiver and
compass system provide data for this inst,ument. Standard
rotorcraft engine instruments and status panels are arranged for
convenient use o+' both right and left seat pilots.
The safety pilot communication transceiver, as well as the NAV
receiver, are located on the center pedestal. 'here radios are
independent of RODAAS and are for use of t he safet y pilot. but are
also available to the F,nDAAS pilot.
	 A1.1 radio S ys*_em audio is
controlled through the dual pilot/safe*_y pilo t_ audio panels.
The safety pilot NAV receiver is connecteo to the horizontal
situation indicator- on the safety pilot side.
	 2,11E information
provided by one of the RODAAS receivers. orovidr,d that the
tunino select switch is in the manual position.
	 This switchis
located an the center pedestal.
For safety pilot_ use, the automatic manual tuning switch is pl_,c=_d
In the manual position and the radios tuned using their frequency
selectors.	 The desired radio information to be displayed on the
f:hll is selected using t' e bearing select switch on the Rt1I.
	
Both
VCR or TACAN bear!-,g information is available.
The KFS 576 Digital Transponder is independent of RCDAAS and
	
an
be operated oy either pilot.
Engine starting, fue1 management • and power switches wi11 be
centrally located, so that the safety pilot will have adequate
access.
An overhead circuit breaker panel will provide the pilots witn a
means to disconnect RODAAS functions.
The safety pilot panel, including central. instrumentsand controls,
thus provides complete facilities for IFR flight independent o•f
the RODAAS system.
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7. RODAAS SYSTEM INTERFACE	 I
The RODAAS system block dia gram is shown in Figures :	 and 7-
The interfaces connectin g the s y stem elements are as follows:
Computer I110
Computer/CDU interface
Computer/HSD intprface
Computer/RAU interface
Computer/PFD interface
CL.mputer/IRS interface
7.1. COMPUTER I/O'
The computer I!O is the system interfacin g
 with the aircraft.	 It
include=- all aircraft sensor inputs and command outputs.	 It
consists of analog inputs, analo g_ outputs, di=_crece inputs, and
discrete outputs.	 All inputs and outputs are memory mapped.
Tab le 7-1 show=_ the analog inputs along with the sensor o!!tpu_
scalin g , prefilter characteristics, and prefi*ter output- scaling.
There are 64 analo g
 inputs, inc1Udino 13 spares. Table 7	 show=
the analog outputs toceiher with the sample and hold output
scaling and =he computer bo;c output scaling where applicable.
total of 16 outls..t-+^ are provided.
	 Tables . = and 7-4 list the
discrete input=_ and outputs. As shown there ar= 49 disc=rete
cutputs including nine spares and 48 discrete inputs including two
spares. Both the discrete inputs and outputs are implemented as
bit packed words. The inputs are implemented with four !Nords-and
use 12 bits c+ each word.. The outputs are implemented with three
words that use 16 bits each. The complement of the output of word
1 is "wrap ped around" to input word 4 for .monitoring purposes,.
7.6. COMPUTER/CDU INTERFACE
The computer/CDU interface is accomplished over the IEEE 488 b'_is•.
This bus is a Lh wire, 9-bit parallel bus. The data transmitted
over t his bus includes keyboard output data, r"DU me=-sate =_, HSD
display related information, etc.
	 Various data b_-ifer contents
that are transmitted over the bus are TBD.
7.3. COMPUTER/HSD INTERFACE
The computer/HSD interface consists of a. coaxial video cable. The
video information for the HSD display is generated in the HSD
refresh memory which is located in the computer box.	 This video
information is transmitted over the coa:: cable to the HSD.	 The
coat; has an impedance of 75 ohms.
7.4, COMPUTER/RAU INTERFACE
The computer/RAU interface is accomplished over- the IEEE 48e bus.
Data buffer Contents that are transmitted to/from the RA'J over the
IEEE-4SS bus are TBD.
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7.5. COMPUTER/PFD INTERFACE
The computer/PFD interface is accomplished over the IEEE 466 bus.
Data buffer contents that are transmitted over the IEEE 488 buy
are TSD.
7.6. COMPUTER/IRS INTERFACE
The computer/IFS interface is accomplished over *_he IEEE 468	 bu.s
to the navigation computer. The NAV computer then uses an	 ARIt4C
429 bus to	 communciate with t_'ne
	 IRS	 hardware. Data buffer
contents that are transmitted over the IEEE 488 _ire Tc'D. Artnc
4<9 data bus buffer data presented in Table 7-5.
li5
i Table 7-1: RODAAS ANALOG INPUTS
SIGNAL NAME REF SENSOR PREFILTER FILTER PREFILTER SENSOR	 FULL SCALE FULL SCALE
	
HEI
NO OUTPUT GAIN TINE OUTPUT FULL SCALE
	 2 A/C	 7 4/0
	
ADDR
LORAS TRUL	 ..SPEED 1
LORAS	 ( OAT 1 2
FUEL PRESSURE S
FUEL BUANITY (MAIM 4
FUEL OUANITY (AUL 5
ISMN AIL TEMP 6
ISMN AIL PRESSURE 7
INDICATED AIRSPEED 8
BARD. ALTITUDE 9
RADAR ALTITUDE 10
ENGINE OIL TEMP 11
ENGINE OIL PRESSURE :4
EIHAUST GAS TEMP 13
TORBUE PRESSURE 14
ENGINE RFM K0.	 1 13
ENGINE RPM NO. 2 16
GAS PRODUCER TACH 17
PITCH RATE 18
LORAS PRESSURE 19
PITCH SERVO FEEDBCK 20
ROLL SERVO FEEDBACK 21
YAB SERVO FEEDBACK 7.2
COLLECTIVE SERVO FBK 23
24
H - DOT 25
PITCH SERVO CAD NA 22
ROLL SERVO CHO UA 27
TAN SERVO CMD MA 28
COLLCTVE SRVO CHO NA 29
BIT COMMAND 8A 30
31
32
33
34
2
36
37
F!,US 5 VOC 38 9 V/V 1 0.02 05 VOC 861EH
PLUS 26 VAC 39 1 V/V 0.27 VAS / VAC 0.02 0.27 VDC i VAC 10 VDC i 37 VAC 86264
PLUS IS VAC 40 1 V/V 0.5 0.02 0.5 V/V 863EH
MINUS 15 VDC 41 1 V/V 0.5 0.02 0.5 V/V 065S
PLUS.21 VDC 42 1 V/V 0.249 0.02 0.149 V/V MICH
MINUS 21 VDC 43 1 V/V 0.249 0.02 0.249 V/V 1107H
PLUS 28 VDC 44 1 V/V 9.149 0.02 0.249 V/V 867EN
PLUS 12 VDC 45 1 V/V 0.5 0.0: 0.:; V/V 865CH
MINUS 12 VDC 46 1 V/V 0.3 0.02 0.5 V/V 867CH
47
48
49
SO
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Table 7-2: RODAAS ANALOG OUTPUTS
	 tI'	 ^
SIe SIGNAL NAME
	 OUTPUT OUTPUT	 HEX
NO u0 S / H @ CC BOX	 ADDR
1 PITCH SERVO COMMAND e000H
2 ROLL SERVO COMMAND 8002H
a' YAW SERVO COMMAND 8004H
4 :OLLEC'TTVE SERVO CMD BOO6H
5 8008H
6 800AH
7 80i NCH
8 BOOEH
9 e010H
10 80TH
11 8014H
12 el1I&H
1Z3 8U1SH
14 801AH
15 e01 CH
L6 801EH
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Table 7	 RODAAS DISCRETE INPUTS
BIT INPUT WORD 1 INPUT WORD = INPUT WORD Z INPUT WORD 4
NO. 8800H 8802H 8804H 8806H
15 IAS	 '1=0N) APENG	 (1=ENS) HYD PRESS LOW AP CLTCH ENS
1.4 HDG SEL.	 (1=0N) StAS ENS	 (1 =ENG) ENS CHIP DETECT AP SOL HOLD
13 APPR	 (1=0N) AP SCAS DISCONNCT XSMN CHIP DETECT SCAS SOL HOLD
12 NAV	 (1-ON) FLT DIR	 (1=0N) T RTR CHIP DETECT ALTITUDE ENG
11 VNAV	 (1=0N) ENG IN FLTR CLGD CLCTVE SOL ENG
10 ALTITUDE	 (1=0N) AIR FLTR CLGD
9 ALT ARM	 (1=0N) ENG ICE DETECT FUEL FLTR CLGD
8 SYS INTLK	 (O=LCK) ENG FIRE DETECT BARD ALT VALID
7 FPA	 (!=ON) EMERG FUEL CNTRL IAS VALID
6 HOV	 (1 =0N) EXT POWER ON AIR DATA ALT VAL CMPTR VALID
5 GO AROUND (0=0N) DOORS OPEN RADAR ALT VALID INS MODE SEL 0
4 MM SENSE PREFLT TEST INS ALIGN INS MODE SEL 0
3 AM SENSE FLT TEST # 1 ENG FUEL PMP VAL
2 Oil SENSE F'_T TEST # 2 RT BOOST PMP ON
I TRIM/FREE 1ST DTN INS ON DC LT BOOST PMP ON
0 INS PTCH RATE VAL INS FAULT
e.
4i
c
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Table 7-4: RODAAS DISCRETE OUTPUTS
I
r {
f	 i SIT OUTPUT WORD 1	 OUTPUT WORD 2
	 OUTPUT WORD Z
r NO. 6200H	 8202H	 S204H
f
15 AP CLTCH ENGAGE
i
tr
j 14 AP SOL'HOLD
Ki
13 SCAS SOL HOLD
12 ALT ENGAGE
11 COLLECTIVE ENS
F
10
-_^
9
^@ 8
7
6 CMPTR VALID
5 INS MODE SEL # 1
F	 ;
4 INS MODE SEL # 2	 WAT-NNING HORN
4	 ,
4
E.
j
6
1
0
H
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POSITIVE SENSE MNEMONIC OCTAL
LABEL
Le 7-5: ARINC 429 BUFFER DATO
HRZ ACCEL ALONG TK FORWARD
BODY LATERAL ACCEL RIGHT
BODY LONGIT ACCEL FORWARD
BODY NORMAL ACCEL UP
BODY PITCH RATE UP
BODY ROLL RATE RIGHT WING DOWN
BODY YAW RATE NOSE RIGHT
CROSS TRK HRX ACCEL RIGHT
DRIFT ANGLE RIGHT
E - W VELOCITY EAST
FLIGHT PATH ACCEL FORWARD
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE UP
GROUND SPEED ALWAYS POSITIV7
GROUND SPEED - BCD ALWAYS POSITIVE
INERTIAL ALTITUDE UP
INERTIAL 'VERT S P DO UP
IRS DISCRETES N/A
IRS MAINT DISCRETE N/A
MAGNETIC HOG - BCD CW FROM NORTH
MAGNETIC HEADING CW FROM NOP,TH
N - S VELOCITY NORTH
PITCH ANGLE UP
PITCH ATT RATE UP
PLATFORM HEADING CW FROM 0 DEG
POS LATITUDE NORTH FROM 0 DEG
POS LATITUDE - BCD NORTH FROM 0 DEG
POS LONGITUDE EAST FROM 0 DEG
POS LONGITUDE - BCD EAST FROM 0 DEG
ROLL ANGLE RIGHT WING D014N
ROLL ATT RATE RIGHT WING DOWN
TRK ANGLE RATE CW
TRK ANGLE TRUE CW FROM NORTH
TRK ANGLE TRUE - BCD CW FROM NORTH
TRK ANGLE - MAG CW FROM NORTH
TRUE HEADING CW FROM NORTH
TRUE HEADING - BCD CW FROM NORTH
F IERTICAL ACCEL UP
WIND DIRECTION CW FROM NORTH
WIND DIRECTION •- BCD CW FROM NORTH
WIND SPEED ALWAYS POSITIVE
WIND SPEED - BCD ALWAYS POSITIVE
BITE TEST WORD N/A
POTENTIAL VERT SPEED UP
AATO 362
ALAO 332
ALONGO 331
ANORMO 333
00 326
PO 327
RO 330
ACTO 363
OR: e- T 321
VEF 367
AFPTHO 323
CAMIF 322
VGF 312
VGF - BCD 012
HF 361
VZF 365
IRSDIS 270
ISRNT 350
PSIMF-BCD 014
PSIMF 320
VNF 366
THTF 324
THT.DF 336
PSICF 334
ELATXF 310
ELATXF-BCD 010
ELONXF 311
ELONXF-BCD 011
PHIF 325
PHIDF 337
TKRTF 335
PSITF 313
PSITF-BCD 044
PSITMF 317
PSIF 314
PSIF - BCD 044
AVERTO 364
PSIWF 316
PSIWF-BCD 016
VWF 315
VWF °- BCD O15
IRS SITE 277
PVS 360
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